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Many parents are in a quandary as to their boy. He 
enjoys music, is undoubtedly musical, but dislikes to 
practice. The fault may as easily be at home as with 
the teacher. The following questions have a personal 
hearing for the parents: Is your piano a fairly good- 
toned instrument? Is it in good tune and order? Is your 
music-room well lighted and comfortable? Is it occupied 
with the constant life of the family while the child is 
trying to practice ? Are there other children about, either 
in or out of doors, who are enjoying their sports while 
yonr hoy is practicing? If he is somewhat advanced 
does he use the pedal wrongly and altogether too much ? 
Does he make his melodies and accompaniments about 
equal in power? Does he play constantly and uniformly 
loud, making bat little if aDy contrast ? Are his pieces 
so difficult that he never learns one well enough to play 
it onbrokenlyand with a free expression ? Are the pieces 
he works on really musical, or are they too scholastic for 
his present stage of musical development? Do yon en¬ 
tourage him when you can find a little work done which 
he hag tried to do well? Is mnsic popular among his 
associates or do they sneer at piano-playing as fit only 
for girls? Pardon me, but when he runs in to ask il he 
may engage in some sport or go to make a short visit to 
some neighboring hoy do you always say, No ! and set 
him at his practice? Have yon done what you could to 
■sake music a pleasure instead of a task to him ? Does 
the boy know what advantages social and refining, finan¬ 
cial and helpful, musical skill will give him when he is 
his own man ” ? If you are really anxious for the boy 
*0 do better, read these questions over again and think 
0°t and act upon answers helpful to him. 
* * 
* * * 
The M. T. N. A. starts off on a new plan this year. 
e totiug and active members are to be delegates, rep- 
®enting music schools, conservatories, colleges, musical 
^'Hies, and the State associations. Music teachers 
^niusical people not included in the above lists can 
toe members, but have a less active part in the 
management of the business affairs of the Association, 
j hhe practical good of the concerts, essays, etc., is 
" n° wise lessened by this fact. Yet the restrictions 
“to not so dose as would seem, for the details of mem- 
rehip classification are flexible. The coming meeting 
will decide the future life and usefulness of the Associa¬ 
tion. The friends of musical art should do all in their 
power to make this the greatest meeting in the history 
of the Association. There is a power in organization 
that the members of our profession need. The present 
plan of membership bids fair to make the Association a 
great tower of strength in the development of our art. 
The Etude believes that it will be for the interest ol 
every teacher, advanced pupil, and musical amateur to 
attend this great meeting, for the artists and music to Ire 
heard there will make a great musical festival, for the 
programs will include all brauches and styles of music. 
These Association meetings, when conducted as this 
promises to he, give more music for the money than can 
be heard in any other way, and hearing all branches and 
kinds of instrumental and vocal music brings a culture 
and broadening out of taste not to be had in ordinary 
concert going. Those who are fortunate enough to attend 
this meeting of the Association will round up their 
year’s work with a grand climax of musical enjoyment. 
***** 
SPAIN has not been a great factor in the musical 
world. Her representative at the present time is probably 
Sarasate, the great violinist. Outside of him there are 
no figures of prominence. 
* * * * * 
The question, how can our community be made more 
musical, often comes up in the mind of a P"***®™ 
teacher. To such a one the suggestion may be made 
attempt to induce the editor of one or more of the oca 
newspapers to open the columns of his journal to Hem 
2 musSl interest and to give reasonable space to ocal 
musical news. If the public reads about music 
interest will be developed in the subject. 
of composers and artists become femlh*£' • he 
•* •» v.ssEL will become interested. Even tne puis 
good results behind in some cases. 
* * ^ * 
stl-ss' rs—... 
wide fields to encompass, great battles to w . 
***** 
..._print that mental 
It is a common tin g training of a music 
TTlt Te SSSL thoroughly, hut think it well 
student. «e Delle . pppiig it is well to 
to suggest fhatm the «MO ^tematizedi un directed 
make haste slowly. * kinds of develop- 
<>f -r 7 “tr iu—-- 
ment to go hand in mind ^ gW,p a prin- 
ficiency * ' „ ,0<e ,is|„ of lb. 
arstsi*--— 
ment ***** 
. «mi reason why pupils should entirely 
Is there any < time? It is well known 
discontinue work ^^ves lose pliability and rapidity 
that the mnscles and n ^ certain that a discon- 
of action through disuse, WIlie drawbacks. The 
tinnance of practice am s ^ take up 6onie 
suggestion is made that a pup 
part of technical work in which he iB deficient, and de 
vote at least one hour a day regularly during the sum¬ 
mer months to this one thing. 
There is a dauger that the growing inclination for 
summer recreation may react injuriously on the Ameri¬ 
can people. It is not to be denied that our heated 
season, almost torrid at times, is not favorable to work, 
yet it is to be urged, on the other hand, that our national 
intensity leads ns to make too serious a thing of recrea¬ 
tion. We make a business of pleasure seeking. 
It is never well to lose sight of one’s life work entirely, 
and unless a man is absolutely overworked, unless liis 
vitality has been reduced by persistent expenditure in 
some one direction, he should Vie able, nay, inclined to 
keep in touch with his particular field even during 
months in which rest and recreation are important. 
The teacher can do some solid reading,—an hour every 
day will return noticeable results at the end of the vaca¬ 
tion season. 
. * . * * 
A few teachers have expressed a dislike of editions 
of the classics that are fully edited, yet the majority oi 
teachers have found them helpful, l’upils find in these 
extra helps suggestions of great value to them while 
they are learning the piece, and teachers by these helps 
have been enabled to demand better work from their 
pupils—in fact, have learned much of value from them. 
In closely edited pieces, with their many marks of 
expression, there is much lieside the mere notes to attract 
the attention of the player. When reading at sight 
these marks may be somewhat of a hindrance, it is true, 
but there is very little sight-reading in the higher grades. 
Therefore there is hut little real hindrance in these ex¬ 
pression marks. On the other hand, they point out to 
the student where and how to give definite effects in ex¬ 
pression. They help him in every obscure point They 
tall his attention to many subtle effects that by lnmself 
he would never find. The experienced teacher is not 
hindered by them, even if he does not agree at every 
point with the editing of the piece, but the young 
teacher will feel gratified to find in these annotations 
and helps the very things that he may have brought to 
the attention of his pupil repeatedly in former lessons. 
Thus the pupil acquires a fuller confidence in bis teacher. 
But no pupil will be confused once he has learned the 
piece ; he then plays the. content of the I->eoe, not its 
hare notation. Hence our fix,si conclusion : That the 
great mass of pupils and by far the greater part of the 
teachers of our country find well and fully annota ed 
editions helpful, and that no one need allow even the 
fullest editing and most complete annotations to hinder 
in any way either him or his pupils. But, contrariwise, 
these helps are a constant monitor, standing in the place 
of the teacher while the pnpil is at his instrument, 
demanding of him that he shall do systematic work 
The annotations in nearly all cases are for the pupil and 
not for the teacher. They represent the teacher while 
the pupil is practicing the piece at home, 
***** 
THE musician should try to discourage the people 
whom he meets in social intercourse from ,alk>"8 
shoo ” It is very embarrassing to a musician to Ik- asked 
2a, «■ "><«*• «' 7 “* Z 
scientionsly praise, he dare not condemn. hen, too 
be should keep bis mind away from bis work, e.en .1 
“ small talk ” and petty persiflage lie the only refuge. 
164 
This choice of tempo of a composition seems largely a 
matter of taste and temperament, yet great conductors 
and players vary more in the details of the reading of a 
composition rather than in the general tempo. 
* * 
* * * 
It may he advisable to divide the Music Teachers’ 
National Association into two sections, the Eastern and 
Western, to meet alternate years, each to have its sepa¬ 
rate officers. There are many advantages in a scheme of 
this kind that it will be well to consider. Perhaps this 
might be added to the number of topics that will be dis¬ 
cussed at the meeting of the delegates at the New York 
meeting. Is the idea worth considering? 
• * 
* * * 
Can we reduce the art life to facts and figures? 
Many a young man chooses the musical profession from 
very obscure and illy-conceived ideas. Let us examine 
the emoluments of the profession from the business 
standpoint of investment and return. 
Let us take a boy and see him through his course of 
music training. His parents, it may be, give him no less 
than five years of training at home with a private 
teacher. Let us average these lessons at two a week, 
$1.00 j>er lesson, about forty weeks in the year, laying 
aside holidays, summer vacation, etc. This expense and 
music will possibly slightly exceed $100 per year ; live 
years, $500. 
The next step is a course in a first-class conservatory. 
The total expense here, as a rule, is not more than $1000 
per year, which, for a four years’ course, will involve an 
expenditure of $4000. It must not he forgotten, how¬ 
ever, that during this period many students are money 
earners, so that the net outlay may even be less than the 
sum quoted. 
Perhaps a European polish is deemed necessary. Let 
us allow two more years : eleven years of study, system¬ 
atic, and all tending toward the end—professionalism. 
The outlay is liberal, $15)00 per year ; $3000 for two. 
We have had an expenditure of $7500. 
The musician is now of an age and with an experience 
that fit him for a worker—a money-maker. He finds a 
location nnd puts himself in the business. In all proba¬ 
bility he tenches piano; perhaps, also, singingand organ, 
plays the organ in some church, leads a choral society, 
or holds some other executive position, and thus enjoys 
a broad Held of activity. His earnings at a modest rate 
of compensation are not likely to fall below $1000, and 
may reach above that sum—$1200, $1500, or $2000.' 
Let ns take the mean sum, $1500, as the earning 
of a well eqnipped professional musician in a small city 
In our large cities the incomes will range higher of 
course. A successful teacher will earn from $2500 to 
$>000, nnd there are said to l>e some men in the largest 
cities whose professional pursuits bring them in $10 000 
a year. 
What does an income of $1500 a year represent? At 
the legal rate of interest it is equal to the yearly incre¬ 
ment of $25,000 ; or, to put it in another way, the musi¬ 
cian, at an expense of equipping himself, at a very liberal 
estimate, of $7500, is able to enjoy a return equal to the 
ordinary earning power of $25,000. 
Musicians are proverbially nnbusinesslike and prodi¬ 
gal. Their diversion from the habits and ideas of trade 
has something to do with it; but is it still not true that 
with many musicians it is a case seemingly of “come 
easy, go easy ” ? 
By way of application, is it not fair to urge on the 
members of the profession that they view the talent im¬ 
planted in them, the honrs of toil and study, of self- 
denial and ofUimes sacrifice, the money expended ns a 
capital to be as carefully conserved and added to as if it 
were actually expressed in figures and printed in a com¬ 
mercial agemgr report? If this view becomes a part of 
n musician’s life nnd thought he will be more likely to 
care for his capital, nnd be more coaservative and 
prudent in all his dealings. He will be a greater honor 
to his profession. Such a view, if general, would tend 
to bar and banish from the ranks illy-snipped men and 
women ; for skill and training and real ability would 
be recognized as a capital capable of l*ing exprewed in 
figures and carrying with it a responsibility as weighty 
as any business involving a similar amount of money 
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TOoman’s Wloirh in Waste. 
Salem, N. J., has a wide-awake, progressive organi¬ 
zation under the direction of a woman. During the past 
season they had a series of musical lectures by Mr. T. W. 
Surrette, the illustrations being rendered by the club. 
In connection with this a chorus and orchestra—the 
latter containing sixteen members—were organized and 
a spring festival held in April. It is the firm purpose of 
the officers and membera to maintain a permanent organ¬ 
ization. 
* * 
* * * 
Mks. Edwin F. Uhl, president of the National Fed¬ 
eration of Musical Clubs, has left Berlin and returned 
to her home in this country. 
of literature woman has enriched the langnage- it • 
not at all impossible that with proper encouragement 
she may prove no less productive in the intellectual 
realms of music. * 
***** 
A French magazine, directed by French ladies, and 
which occupies itself with the refined progress of women 
and pays much attention to music, is “Les Femmes de 
France.” The “ Review” is about to open a systematic 
campaign for the propagation of the French langnage, 
which will make interesting reading for American stu¬ 
dents in Paris. 
* * 
* * * 
The youngest daughter of Mark Twain has developed 
a fine voice. She is now under the care of one of Vienna’s 
most famous teachers. It is reported that she will go on 
the operatic stage. 
* * 
* * * 
Announcement is made that Gluck’s “Armida” 
may be revived at the Paris opera, and that Calvd will 
appear in the title role. 
* * 
* * * 
Antonio Terry’s millions can not bring the happi¬ 
ness to his bride which she enjoyed as Sibyl Sander 
son, the opera singer, for she is critically ill with paraly¬ 
sis, and his great fortune can not restore her to health 
and strength. One of her greatest desires is to hear 
music. One day the prostrate singer said she wished 
she could hear the opera once more. Without a moment’s 
delay her husband gathered a miniature company of the 
best singers, and they gave a performance of “ Esclar- 
monde” in the invalid’s room. It was a reminder of 
her most brilliant triumph and it made her happy. 
* * 
* * * 
An opera by Ethel M. Smyth, an Englishwoman, is 
to be given at Weimar under the direction of Staven- 
liagen. 
* * 
* * * 
The ungallant attitude of men of letters toward 
women has through all time been subject for comment. 
And the great musicians are not far in advance of their 
brethren of books in this respect. Even to-day, with all 
the achievements of woman in music, both creative and 
interpretative, it is the custom to sneer at her work and 
to deny her any place among the builders and preservers 
of the art. Among the giants of music who set them¬ 
selves in opposition to women in music no one has been 
more severe than Rubinstein, who is credited-or dis- 
cred.ted-with having said that “the growing increase 
of women in the art of music in instrumental execution 
as well as in composition dates from the second half of 
our century ; I consider this excess also as one of the 
signs of the downfall of onr art.” 
The fact is that women have attained to a place in 
music which entitles them to a better recognition by the 
masculine members. Even in the few years which have 
gone since Rubinstein uttered the ungallant remark 
quoted women have done much in music, more than 
ever before in a like period. As composers all over the 
world they have contributed largely to the simpler 
forms oi music and their sweet little songs have grown 
into popular use. I„ America several women com¬ 
posers have done more than this, and their compositions 
have found places with the master music in the concert 
moms. In fact, it is time that the sneering at woman’s 
work in music ceased and more attention given to what 
she has done than to what she has failed to do. That is 
the way to encourage her to do more. In certain lines 
If clubs engage or invite professional assistance they 
should guard very carefully against permitting on the 
same program weak amateurs. It is certainly a courtesy 
due those who give or sell their services to make their 
appearances successful, and there is no possibility 0f 
success in a program where this matter is disregarded 
There can be no more serious affront to a professional of 
standing, because it is lowering his dignity, his value 
and the public opinion to have him one of several and to 
have the several consist of pupils who are taking this 
means to overcome nervousness or to play in public 
because they have friends in the club who invited them 
to show what they can (not) do. Much good work for 
music is done through the medium of the clubs, bnt the 
possibility of doing more is very large. It should be 
done in a methodical, systematic way and not make it a 
case of “omilium gatherum.”—“ Courier.” 
Woman is going tochallenge the great composers of the 
past as well as the masculine composers of the present. 
She has entered the field of composition in music, and if I 
am not mistaken she will prove his equal, if not his su¬ 
perior, in that direction. In the arts and sciences, learn¬ 
ing, literature, and music, she stands to day almost upon 
an equal plane with man. Some have said, in criticism 
of woman entering the department of composition, that 
she has not a creative mind. For one I challenge that 
assertion, for of all creative geniuses and creatures on 
earth, woman, in my estimation, surpasses mankind at 
all times. Another says woman lacks observation, while 
she has observed pretty nearly all the fields of enterprise, 
of art, science, and learning, surpassing man in many of 
those fields. Another says she is deficient in imagina¬ 
tion. From that charge we also demur. We find wo¬ 
man almost too imaginative, and frequently, to the regret 
of man, she imagines quite correctly, and he finds him¬ 
self in somewhat of a dilemma by reason of her vivid 
and correct imagination; so that when we come to ana¬ 
lyze the reasons why woman is not a great composer of 
music, we see how little there is in the reasons assigned. 
The reason why there are not great women composers of 
music is becanse man has monopolized that field. Wo¬ 
man now proposes to contest it with him, and to mascu¬ 
line composers of music we sound the warning note. 
Beware of woman’s ambition, woman’s fidelity, woman’s 
past achievements, woman's determination and will, for 
when woman sets out to accomplish her will, where she 
fails man can not hope to accomplish.—Judge Jekolo- 
man before the M. T. N. A. 
* • 
* * * 
Miss Suzanne Adams, who made her debut at the 
opening of the Covent Garden opera season, London, 
was born at Cambridge, Mass. Miss Marguerite, an¬ 
other popular American singer, who is also a member 
of this company, is a Kentucky girl. Both these singers 
received their early training in Boston. 
* * 
* * * 
A London critic says Mrs. Bloomfield-Zeisler “ com¬ 
bines a masculine force of execution with a delicately 
feminine style of treatment. ” 
* * 
* * * 
Etelka Gerster, the once famous prima donna, is 
directing a school of vocal music in Berlin. 
* * 
* * * 
Marie Van Zandt, the popular American opera 
singer, was married recently to Professor Tscberinoff, of 
the University of Moscow, a scientist and scholar of 
renown in Russian educational circles. 
* * 
* * * 
Two American women recently produced origin**! 
compositions in Berlin. Miss Helen Crane, a pnpil °I 
Philip Scharwenka, gave an orchestral suite. Miss Mar 
guerite Melville, who is also an unusually fine executant, 
gave four songs, besides a sonata for violin and piano. 
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MUSIC TEACHERS’ NATIONAL ASSOCIATION quESTI0NSAT ™E 
The Twentieth Annual Convention will be held at the Waldorf- 
Astoria, June 23 to 27, 1898. 
, • „tline of the PROGRAM of the MUSIC TEACHERS’ NATIONAL ASSOCIATION CONVEN- 
The following 0 m<l«n features. A number of attractions are under consideration, which, at time of going 
TI0N is correct in ‘ ‘ ^ but this wui give an idea of the magaitude and artistic character of the to press, can not be posiuvcij 
Convention. 
Thursday. 
,n 30 A W.~Inaugural meeting, opened by Rev. W. 
jr p Fauuee, Pastor of the Fifth Avenue Baptist 
Lrch- addresses by the Mayor of New York, Rev. 
paTid James Burrell, D.D., President Herbert Wilber 
^ri-Cotcert: New York’s most famous String 
Quartet; Miss Charlotte Walker, soprano; Perry 
Averill, baritone. 
4 P. If.—Symposium on General Culture in Music. 
Addresses by Professor George B. Penny, Dean in the 
University of Kansas ; Dr. Henry M. Leipziger, Mr. W 
D. MeCrackan, Mrs. M. Fay Peirce, New "k ork, and 
other prominent educators and writers. 
g p j/ —Grand Reception in the Colonial Room, ten¬ 
dered to the musical profession of America by the Local 
Organiza ion Committee of New York City. 
Concert in the Auditorium.—Chevalier Giuseppe Fer- 
rata, pianist, short miscellaneous program, ending with 
Liza Lehman’s new song cycle, “ In a Persian Garden,” 
rendered by prominent Metropolitan artists. 
Friday. 
10 A. If.—Symposium on Vocal Culture, opened by 
au address by F. W. Wodell, of Boston ; subject, “Some 
Aspects of Vocal Teaching in America,” followed by 
Arnold W. Meyer-Teeg, of Baltimore, on the “ Psycho¬ 
logical Method of Vocal Teaching.” Other eminent 
speakers will follow and the Symposium will close with a 
paper by Dr. Frank Miller, of New York, on his new dis¬ 
covery, which will greatly interest vocalists. 
11.30 A. M.—Symposium on Sight Singing in and out 
of the Public Schools. Addresses by W. A. Hodgdon, of 
St. Louis, “Rote Singing and its Proper Place in the 
Public Schools;” Miss Mary F. Burt, of New York, 
“The Gallin-Paris-Cheve Method of Sight Singing ; ” 
Eva B. Deming, of Philadelphia, “ Sight Singing as the 
Foundation of Musical Education ; ” John Tagg, of 
Newark, “ The Tonic Sol Fa Method of Sight Singing,” 
and others. 
2 P. If.—Concert.—Miss Florence Terrell, pianist ; 
Miss Louise Westervelt, soprano ; Miss Flavie van der 
Hende, ’cellist; Wm. H. Rieger, tenor; bliss IdaBranth, 
violinist; Carl Du fit, basso. 
4 P. If.—Symposium on Church Music. Introduc¬ 
tory address by Cecil P. Poole ; papers by Thomas 
Whitney Surrette, Walter Henry Hall, George Edward 
Stubbs, Chas. Whitney Coombs, and Richard Henry 
"arren, and illustrations by boy and mixed choirs. 
® A AI.—Grand Orchestral Concert.—Overture, H. W. 
Parker; Dances, Bruuo Oscar Klein ; Violin Concerto, 
Homer N. Bartlett, which was to have been played at 
the last convention ; the Raff Concerto, solo by Wm. H. 
Sherwood, of Chicago ; “Symphony in C,” W. W. Gil¬ 
christ, Philadelphia. 
Saturday. 
Hi A. If.—Symposium on the Conservatory System. 
Charles H. Morse, of Brooklyn; Miss Amy Fay, of New 
^0rk, and others. Discussion. 
11 -1- M.—Lecture Recital, by H. E. Krelibiel, of 
Sew York. 
- P. it.—Composers’ Concert, at which America’s most 
Popular- - ■ ■ •’ - — * --- --- 
. song-writers will appear as accompanists, their 
0WQ impositions to lie rendered by favorite artists. 
Arthur Foote, Clayton Johns, Charles B. Hawley, Harry 
'Owe Shelly, Dr. Gerrit Smith, W. W. Gilchrist, Henry 
olden Huss, Homer N. Bartlett. C. Whitney Coombs, 
4 P. If.—Concert. Brooklyn Cantata Club, Albert 
Gerard-Thiers, director; Miss Elsie von Grave, pianist, 
and miscellaneous program. 
8 P. iff.—Concert. The famous Liederkranz Society of 
New York; new quintet by Bruno Oscar Klein, and 
miscellaneous program. 
Special Services to be Given on Sunday, 
June 26th. 
11 A. M.—Marble Collegiate Church, Fifth Avenue 
and Twenty-ninth Street. Richard T. Percy, organist 
and choirmaster. 
3.30 P. M.—Church of the Ascension,. Fifth Avenue 
and Tenth Street. Mr. Chas. Heinreth, organist and 
choirmaster. 
4.15 P. M.—St. James Church, Madison Avenue and 
Seventy-first Street. Mr. Walter Henry Hall, organist 
and choirmaster. 
8 P. If.—Calvary Church, Fourth Avenue and Twenty- 
first Street. Mr. Clement R. Gale, organist and choir¬ 
master. 
8 P. M.—St. Mark’s Church, Second Avenue and 
Tenth Street. Mr. Wm. Edw. Mulligan, organist and 
choirmaster. 
Monday. 
10 A iff—Symposium ou Harmony ; short papers by 
Ferdinand Dunkley, Dr. H. R. Palmer, S. Austin Pierce, 
Dr H. A. Clarke, and others. 
11 A. Jf.—Business meeting of the Association, when 
all mattere under discussion in the Conncil of Delegates 
will be presented to the Convention for final vote. 
In the afternoon there will be a series of interesting 
programs : papers on special subjects with illustrations 
piano recitals, chamber mnsic, and miscellaneous special 
musical features. , 
8P if—The Oratorio, “St. Paul,” with orchestra, 
chorus, aid solo artists. Walter Henry Hall, director. 
addenda. 
Since preparing the above, the following attractive 
features have been added to the program : 
Educatiional^ec rial, illustrating new methods of class 
and private instruction, by Mrs. A. K. g • 
r,,TKo_The railroads have granted rates 
otrr. 
da,, after the cion of the «,a»eatiOD. 
H. W. Greene, President, 
•487 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
M. Z. Phillips, Cor. Secretary, 
487 Fifth Avenue, New \ ork. 
In addition to «* 
totinm maj he m““”' b prominent puhllahing 
the Council of Deleg ^ given, with promi- 
the four days many^ e^ylstR, These programs 
nent artists, spe^e \ ^ and composers an 
•»* «*- «■““ “a *p“'w- 
1. Shall the Constitution be revised? (Suggestions.) 
The present reading of the Constitution was made brief 
and simple almost for the exclusive purpose of ghing 
the Council of Delegates, which meets this year, proper 
opportunity to undertake its responsibilities in regard to 
future modes of activity, with the expectation that that 
body would adopt a constitution by which, in its judg¬ 
ment, it eonld best conserve the interests of the Associa¬ 
tion. 
2. Shall the “ Music Teachers’ National Association 
be changed to the “National Association of Musicians” ? 
(Suggestions.) It has been urged that the scope and use¬ 
fulness of the Association would be greatly extended by 
discarding the word “teachers,” thereby embracing the 
entire musical field. 
3. If the Musicians’ National Association is organized, 
what standing therein shall be granted to the member¬ 
ship of the M. T. N. A.? 
4. What qualifications must one possess to lie accepted 
as a member of the new Association? 
5. Shall some method be adopted by which the mem¬ 
bers shall be entitled to certain privileges or distinc¬ 
tions? (Suggestions.) The plan has been suggested that 
a fee of ten dollars be paid by each member. In consid¬ 
eration of this fee he would receive a certificate of life 
membership and the official organ and report of proceed¬ 
ings for one year ; thereafter there should be one dollar a 
year dues, failure to pay which would not invalidate 
membership, but would only deprive a member of the 
official organ and the annual report. 
6. Shall the delegate system lie perpetuated ? 
7. If so, what qualification should be required of a 
member of the delegate council ? 
8. Shall delegate members lie elected or appointed, or 
both ? , . 
9. Shall the power of appointment be vested in tne 
president or in a committee elected by the Council o< 
Delegates, to lie known as a Committee on Delegate 
Membership? 
10. How many grades of niemliersliip, and how shall 
the several grades be designated ? ... 
11 Shall the Association publish a jonrnal in its own 
interests? (Suggestions.) Offers have been made by 
various musical journals to act without expense to the 
Association as its official organ. 
12. Adoption of a set of By-laws. 
13. Shall the Association inaugurate a Reading Course 
for its members? 
14. Shall the Association have a permanent place oi 
meeting? . , , , 
15 Shall the next meeting lie a meeting of delegates 
only or a convention for the entire Association ? 
PERSISTENCY. 
Persistency is characteristic ,of all men who have 
accomplished anything great. They may lack ... some 
particular, may have many weaknesses and ec^ricD 
ties but the quality of persistence ,s never absent in a 
successful man. No matter what opposition be meets 
or what discouragements overtake him, be is always per¬ 
sistent Drudgery can not disgust him, labor can no! 
weary him. He will persist, no matter what comes or 
. :* is a part of bis nature ; be could almost as easily 
E £££ H I" not so much brilliancy of intelRct 
or fertility of resource as persistency of effort, constancy 
of purpose, that gives success. Persistency always in 
spires confidence. Everybody believes in a man who 
irsists says a writer. He may meet misfortunes, sor¬ 
rows, and reverses, but everybody believes that he will 
ultimately triumph, because they know there is no keep¬ 
ing Mm down. “ Does lie keep at it—is he persistent . 
This is the question which the world asks about a man. 
Even a man with small ability will often succeed .1 be 
b is the quality of persistence, where a genius without it 
would fail.—“ Music Trade Review.” 
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Louisville, Ky., held a successful music festival last 
mouth. 
The famous La Scala Opera House, in Milan, is to be 
opened again next winter. 
Tiik St. George Glee Union, of Loudon, has a record 
of 350 consecutive concerts. 
Hik Akihur Sullivan is writing a new opera on a 
Greek subject. Has he eschewed the comic opera? 
A newly organized composers’ union in Berlin is 
named the Fafnerbnnd. What's in a name, anyway ? 
A new work on Liszt by Edward iteuss, a pupil of 
the great master, was recently published in Dresden and 
leipsic. 
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie has given $10,000 for a pipe 
organ to l>e placed in the Carnegie Library building, at 
Braddock, l’a. 
Lslamv ” (Dance of the Dervishes), by Balakirelf, 
is considered by some critics to be the most difficult 
piano solo ever written. 
The original score of Rossini’s “ William Tell ” has 
just been acquired for the library of the Paris Conserva¬ 
toire ; $1400 was paid for it. 
The National hymns of China are of such extraordi¬ 
nary length that it is stated that half a day would be 
required to sing them through. 
A FAREWELL concert was tendered to Mr. William L. 
Tomlins, of Chicago, by the Apollo Club, of which he 
has been a director for many years. 
Mr. H. B. Mills, the well known pianist, composer, 
and teacher, of New York, will return to his native 
place in Wales and reside there permanently. 
Hevnberci, a violin teacher of the Lii'ge Conserva¬ 
toire, died a short time since. Among his pupils were 
Musin, Marsirk, K4my, and, one report says, Ysaye. 
There is great rivalry among the Enropean musical 
centers to seen re conductors for their orchestras. Richard 
•Strauss has l>ecn engaged for the Berlin Opera House. 
In Marknenkirchen, Saxony, there are about 15,000 
people enga^d in the manufacture of violins. This is 
one of the centers for the making of “trade” instru¬ 
ments. 
TflE ETUDE 
Wagner at the top and circus tunes at the bottom.” 
How about many other cities ? 
Sousa’s new spectacle, “Trooping of the Colors,” is 
meeting with the usual great success of all his ventures. 
The “ March King” is said to have given up the pro¬ 
jected trip to Europe with his band. 
A musical instrument resembling a clarionet, but 
sweeter and more plaintive in tone, has been discovered 
among one of the Indian tribes. What a boon for com¬ 
posers who are in search of new “color.” 
Piano students will be interested to know that 
Ehrlich’s “Ornamentation in Beethoven’s Pianoforte 
Works” and “Ornamentation in J. 8. Bach’s Pianoforte 
Works” have been translated into English. 
The veterans of the English lyric stage still hold on. 
Charles Santley, the famous baritone, is still heard in 
concerts. He is now sixty-four years of age. What a 
long and successful career he has behind him. 
The combination of music and recitation has received 
new impetus in Germany from the fact that Possart, a 
celebrated actor, and Richard Strauss have given a read¬ 
ing of Tennyson’s “Enoch Arden” with Strauss at the 
piano. 
A music trade journal has been interviewing manu¬ 
facturers of musical instruments as to the effect of the 
present war upon business. Manufacturers of military 
drums are having a big boom, and fifes are in great 
demand. 
Springfield, Mass., is to have a music festival under 
the direction of Mr. G. W. Chadwick, assisted by fifty 
players from the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Parker’s 
St. Christopher ” is one of the choral works to be 
rendered. 
A grand Norwegian festival will take place in Bergen 
Norway, from June 27th to July 3d, under the direc- 
tion of Edvard Grieg. A special concert-hall has been 
built for this festival. The music will be exclusively 
Norwegian. 
0J'H,E ,neeting of Illinois Association will be June 
~8th to July 1st, in Handel Hall, Chicago. A large num¬ 
ber of well-known artists and lecturers will assist in the 
programs. Mrs. George B. Carpenter, Steinway Hall 
has the program in charge. 
The music festival at Albany, N. Y., was a splendid 
success acconling to the local press. Horatio Parker’s 
. Christopher, Mendelssohn’s “Athalie” and 
excerpts from Wagner’s “ Parsifal ” were given.’ Elliott 
Schenck was the festival director. 
musical instruments have been established Thp i 
trade is in cheap banjos and mandolins. ’ gMt 
Pianomakers are seeking a substitute for the Rn™ 
fir used for sound-boards. It is becoming more?! 
more difficult to procure, and, of course, more exn n 
The large lumber firms of Europe are introducing 
regular system of forest culture in order to n 
denudation of the localities in which the fir is still foa? 
A Boston paper comments on a unique idea in n,„. ‘ 
recitals. Mr. B. J. Lang often invites a few friends "I 
accompany him to historic King’s Chapel on Sund-v 
evenings tor an hour of meditation and hearing of t 
great organ works, the church being but dimly LJ 
The emotional effect of the music is wonder J, 
heightened, it is said. 7 
The central figure in the musical world used to be 
the prirna donna ; but the development of the modem 
orchestra and Wagner have changed all that, and the 
conductor has ousted the diva from pride of place 
Wherever one looks-Loudon, New York, Berlin Paris' 
Vienna—it is the conductor question that is agitating 
the minds of the musical public. 
Saint-Saens is to go to Buenos Ayres to reorganize 
the musical conservatory there. His new music drama 
Dejanire, ” is much talked about. It is said to be a 
peculiar composition. The actors are to speak the lines 
in rhythm with the music, and there will be a large 
chorus to illustrate the action of the story after the 
fashion of the old Greek chorus. Only five characters 
appear—three women and two men. 
Ludwig Theodor Gogvy died at Leipsic during the 
past month at the age of seventy-nine. He was edu¬ 
cated at Paris, having gone there first for the study of 
law which he dropped for music. He was almost as 
much German as French, and was a close friend of 
Hiller and Mendelssohn, whose influence is reflected in 
bis compositions. His works for orchestra and in cham¬ 
ber music are considered among the first rank. 
Announcement has been made in the public press 
that Emil Paur will be succeeded in the directorship of 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra by Wilhelm Gericke, a 
former conductor. This was contradicted recently by 
a Boston paper which says it is not certain that Gericke 
will come. Meanwhile, New York papers announce 
that Mr. Paur is to take charge of the New York Phil¬ 
harmonic Orchestra. If his contract with Col. Higginson 
is not renewed, it is said that Paur gets a bonus of 
$10,000. 
The Annual Convention of the Music Teachers' Na- 
tional Association will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria 
Hotel, New York City, from the 23d to 27th of this 
month. 
$.Joik)eS‘rf °Rth! la,tCi.nt,,M Seidl i8 va,ned about $•>0,000. Tile Richard Wagner Museum at Weimar 
Germany, receives his magnificent collection of Warmer 
mnaic. * 
The bugle which sounded the first order to charge at 
Balaclava, where the famous “Six Hundred” immor¬ 
talized themselves, was .sold to a collector for $:igoo 
recently. 
The Indianapolis musical festival was very successful 
Mr. I rank van der Stncken, of Cincinnati, was the con¬ 
ductor Emma Juch and David Bispham were among 
the soloist*. ® 
The thirteenth May musical festival was held inCin- 
cninat. 24th to 28th ultimo. Works by Bach, Berlioz, 
Beethoven, and Gneg were among the principal choral 
productions. 
The Indiana Music Teachers’ Association will meet 
at Lafayette the last week in June. A very interesting 
program or concerto, recitals, lectures, and essays has 
been arranged. 
Henry Parker, the English compowr, says • “ Lon 
dou musical society has no middle class; its just all 
Handel’s “Messiah” is to be given at Frankfort 
Germany, as nearly as possible under the conditions of 
Handers own time. The additional accompanimente 
written by Mozart and Franz will be discarded and the 
singers will add their own vocal ornaments 
year This coarse was supplemented by a serits of 
Z C°aCertS h' the K“-el and Adamowski qZ- 
th^raasiead ^bl’ic^1tMs^iMtryI,*wh ^ 
ol the violin department in the Lihge”Betotom C^ 
servatory, will spend six months of eve’ry^ear n nT 
York, and also form classes in violin iust^Hon in^ 
stimulating program of essays and i"& lnstructlve> aml 
prepared. 
orchestra. The secretary i, Mr F W l! n g'VeU Wlth 
Sixty-fifth Street, New Yorl ' 9 Wes» 
A new feature has been introduced i^, A 
is fisdss* r ■, 
'"ci.lent ,o. ,0„gw„n 
Directors of orchestras belonging to public insti¬ 
tutions, such as the royal or municipal opera houses in 
Europe, are pensioned, after a specified term of service, 
jnst like other public functionaries. Dr. Hsds Richter’s 
term in \ ienna will be finished next year, and his pension 
will be continued to his widow and children after his 
death. Is it strange that it is very difficult, if not im¬ 
possible, to induce such men to locate in the United 
States when their future is so much better provided for 
abroad ? 
I rofessor D. Oskar Paul, a well-known German 
musical literatenr and theorist, died recently in Leipsic. 
He was a pupil of Plaidy and Richter, and later, in 1869, 
teacher of pianoforte, harmony, counterpoint, fugue, and 
composition at the famous Leipsic Conservatorinm. His 
works include a “ Manual of Harmony,” “History of 
the Pianoforte,” “Hand-Lexicon of the Tonal Art,” and 
an edition of Hauptmann’s posthumous “Theory ol 
Harmony.” He was connected with the “Leipzigc 
Tageblatt” as musical editor at the time of his death. 
Remenyi, the famous violinist, died in San Francisco, 
May 15th. The circumstances were tragic in the ex- 
U eme. He had played several selections at an afternoon 
concert and was received with great applause. He re¬ 
sponded with an encore, “Old Glory.” This carried 
the excitement np to the highest pitch and lie was again 
called to the front. He responded with Delibes’ “Piz»* 
eati, and had played but a few measures when he 
leaned forward and was seen to fall. Death was instan¬ 
taneous. He was a Hungarian by birth, was sixty-fonr 
years of age, and leaves a widow, sou, and daughter, who 
live in New York. 
THE ETUDE 
Ui%»_ _ _ 
practical pointy by Eminent Teacher^ 
Study Nature, 
carl w. GRIMM. 
Satisfy the inborn sensibility to the beauty of nature ; 
do not let it perish in consequence of too great applica¬ 
tion to yonr art. Strengthen body and soul by fre¬ 
quently roammg in free and glorious nature. Wander 
through field and forest, over mountains and valleys, 
by stream and by sea. Do not delay it until you make 
a vacation trip. Set aside a time every week, in sum¬ 
mer and winter, when you will stroll through fields and 
woods, through valleys aud meadows. See the sun rise 
and see it set. Walk out in a moonlight night, and ad¬ 
mire the scenery. Be out in a starry night, and meditate 
upon eternal truths. Notice your surroundings. Sound¬ 
less stillness about you ! It seems as if the whole 
world lay in a blissful trance. The leaves of the trees 
scarcely stir with the gentle breath of air. You hear 
no sound save the humming and buzzing of myriads of 
insects. Let this grand repose of all nature pour itself 
into your heart and make your bosom heave with rapt¬ 
ure and reverence. Then go back to yonr piano and 
play a Beethoven Adagio or a Field Nocturne. If 
there is any soul at all in you, you will be aroused and 
play with more expression, and have truly gained more 
than if you had stayed at home, pegging away at some 
extremely difficult and even useful etude, merely 
training your fingers and not elevating your heart and 
sonl. 
core. The amateur pianist may find a number of pieces 
which are short, interesting, and which stop just when 
people want to hear some more. Take, for instance, the 
‘1 Gavotte’ ’ in G from Bach's Fifth French suite. 11 can he 
played in one minute, and is so dainty that nearly every¬ 
body would like to hear it twice. Then there is the 
“Moment Musical,” No. 3, by Schubert, which can be 
played in less than two minutes. The “Minuet” of 
Boccherini, rendered as Thomas’ Orchestra used to play 
it, charms everybody. A very curious piece with a drone 
bass is “Le Tamburin,” by Rameau. It would make a 
good encore. The “Scherzo,” from Beethoven’s Third 
Sonata in C, and some of the short mazurkas and waltzes 
of Chopin could be given. 
The chief effect of an encore piece must be surprise : 
first, by some peculiarity of style, and, second, that it 
ends so soon. The second effect is the most effective and 
leaves the best impression. 
* * 
* * * 
Develop Individuality, 
pkrlek v. JERVIS. 
The good teacher will strive to develop the pupil’s 
ndividnality, explaining the principles upon which ex- 
iressive and artistic interpretation is based, encouraging 
he pupil to do her own thinking instead of passively 
iccepting her teacher’s ipse dixit. At a recent lesson a 
>upil brought a piece in which I had marked a certain 
ussage forte. She said, “ I can not bring myself to play 
orte iu this place ; I feel it piano.” This evidence of a 
Imposition to think for herself was so gratifying that, 
lotwithstauding the fact that her interpretation was open 
^question, I directed her to play the passage in any way 
‘he chose, if she really felt it in that way. Develop 
a lividuality, even at the risk of a questionable artistic 
rendering. 
« * 
* * * 
* * 
* * * 
Encores. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
A young boy played a piano solo in a concert in New 
irk a short time ago, and played quite well, too ; bnt 
a piece was eleven pages long and in moderate tempo, 
t the close of the piece the audience applauded, as 
Qch as to say, “Very well done, my boy ; we should 
ke to hear you next year again, to see what progress 
m have made.” But the boy thought he must play an 
'core, and so he brought out another piece, this time of 
'elve pages. By the time he had finished no one 
anted to hear him again, this year or next. 
Note the difference between the artist aud the amateur. 
be artist' comes oat to acknowledge the prolonged and 
peatetl applause, and only gives an encore after the 
»rdor fourth recall; but at the first sound of a clap 
16 aniateur appears with another piece. If these ama- 
-"r singers and players can not be satisfied without 
"ing an encore piece, why do they not learn some 
a°rt, crisp, sparkling, or dainty piece that will not take 
3ore than two minutes to render? The encore piece 
°ultl be of such a character as to rouse instant atten- 
10B’ even from those who did not wish to hear an en- 
Concentration ok Mind and Attention. 
s. N. penfield. 
It would seem like repeating an axiom to say that one 
should think of what he was about. It goes without 
saying that no one will accomplish much at the piano 
without closest attention to the music or exercises that 
are directly in hand. Yet it is a timely thing to say. 
I appeal to the personal experience of every piano 
player and student, and believe that nearly all have at 
times, and some very often, caught themselves mechani¬ 
cally playing certain passages or exercises while their 
thoughts were miles away. To be sure this comes 
mostly in the manifold repetition of the passages for the 
sake of thoroughly mastering them. Some progress is 
certainly made in such repetition even without close 
watching ; but with absent-mindedness something will 
go carelessly, perhaps wrong: it may be only in position 
of the hand. Even if this is all right, still all is 
mechanically done, and mechanical playing is, after all, 
the greatest danger of piano study. 
This argument should largely determine the actual 
length of the daily practice. After one has sat at the 
piano a number of hours, the mind will wander and the 
attention flag. , _ „ 
This is the time to stop, at least for an hour or so. 
When you hear one talk of practicing eight to ten hours 
aday you mav depend upon it that the last two or three 
honre have been about wasted and possibly worse, for the 
St fresh effects of the day’s earlier work may have 
been dulled and injured. For a person of nervous 
temperament fonr or five hours of piano study wil 
generally accomplish more than a longer time a 
10Each*person should ascertain his own limit of useful 
p„rt‘e,<1. instninieot till •>« >i».. 
then leave. , * 
* * * 
THE VERY CORK OF MUSICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
J. C. Fillmore. 
• fa lone one) that there is nothing 
With little or no relation U, their P 8 jntelli. 
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has a natural gift for improvisation, not to study harmony 
for some years to come. No advice could possibly have 
been worse. The pupil has decided talent for composi¬ 
tion ; yet here is her teacher, who commands the confi¬ 
dence of a large constituency, advising her against 
studying the elementary technic of composition ! And 
he is a German teacher, too, of the pedantic type, who 
grinds his pupils on the piano technic of sixty years ago, 
and teaches them to play lyric melodies with a high 
finger-action and a blow on the key ! Great is humbug! 
If there is anything which is elementary' and funda¬ 
mental in musical intelligence it is the understanding of 
the harmonic relations of tones. Whoever fails to under¬ 
stand them fails of being a musician. 
Truk Versus False Music. 
LOUIS c. BISON. 
When Wagner tersely stated that “music is truth,” 
he put into its most compact form the terms of union 
which should govern the marriage of poetry and music. 
Herbert Spencer and others hail given more voluminous 
expression to the thought before. A song in which the 
music does not truly express the meaning of the words 
is a musical lie. Very often the singer, by lending the 
appropriate expression to different verses of a song, 
deceives the auditor into the belief that the composer 
has done his doty. Here, for example, is a poem by 
Kingsley which may illustrate the case in point: 
“ When all the world is young, lad, 
And all the trees are green, 
And every goose a swan, lad, 
And every lass a queen,— 
Then hey, for boot and horse, lad, 
And round the world away ! 
Young blood must have its course, lad. 
And every dog his day.” 
•* When all the world is old, lsd, 
And all the tree* are brown, 
And all the sport is stale, lad, 
And all the wheels run down, 
Creep home and take your place there, 
The spent and maimed among; 
God grant you And one face there 
You loved when all was young.” 
Any one reading these verses would understand that 
their spirit is oppositional, yet there is more than one 
setting in which the same music does duty for both verses, 
and the worst of it is, with a good singer to interpret the 
two stanzas, scarcely any musician notices that the com¬ 
poser has told a lie ! 
THE MUSIC TEACHERS’ NATIONAL CONVEN¬ 
TION. 
U -- a • — 
if is the very core and kernel of all musical intelli- 
TCere is a'vast number of teachers, also, some 
geuce. There a ^ y0UIlgi whose knowledge 
of them young an. ^ ^ *d VMCe of ,hat of tbeir 
onthissubject .s that an advanced 
pupils. It is wl‘n • . repntation, in one of the 
Citt^n California, recently advised a pupil, who 
UNLESS all indications fail, the next meeting of the As¬ 
sociation (June) will make history. The present officers 
are gratified especially at the rapidity with which the 
membership is coming iu, the number now lieing nearly 
double that of last year at this time. The drift of the 
correspondence is nlso most encouraging. letters from 
leading musicians everywhere agree that this must he 
the banner year, not only on tlic (core of membership, 
bnt of real, practical musical work. No teacher in 
America can escape responsibility so far as the National 
Association is concerned. The Association has Wen sus¬ 
tained for twenty years in their interest; some have 
supported it and some have not. All have had some 
acquaintance, at least, with its workings, and a great 
number have been benefited by it. The responsibility 
of the teacher now takes the shape of a vote as to the 
future conduct of the Association. Shall it exist any 
longer as the Music Teachers' National Association ? Shall 
its scope l>e broadened? Shall it be conducted by a Board 
of Delegates, or shall it be conducted by the teachers 
themselves? Shall its membership 1* for life or for 
one year ? These are the questions that are to 1* pre¬ 
sented to the Conncil of Delegates and through them to 
the mem lie rs at the forthcoming convention. The 
teacher is now brought face to face with the question ; 
Rightly managed, can the influence of sneb an organiza¬ 
tion Ik so widely diffused that every teacher in the land 
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shall be sustained and upheld by its government and 
rulings? 
It is the opinion of the President, Mr. H. W. Greene, 
that the Association is about to enter upon its real field 
of usefulness. He, with the capable men who are act¬ 
ing as his Executive and Program Committees, have not 
l>een blind to the comfort and taste of the members. 
They feel that in securing such a place of meeting as 
the beautiful Auditorium of the Waldorf-Astoria, the 
great mistake of last year has been corrected, and that 
the most exceptional programs under the most favorable 
conditions will fittingly inaugurate the new regime. 
From the different colleges, universities, musical schools, 
and organizations over one hundred delegates have 
already been appointed, and are pledged to sit in this first 
great council of America’s greatest musicians. The 
National Association is no longer a misnomer. Through 
its much increased membership it represents the interests 
of the great mass of American teachers and students. 
I li rough its Council of Delegates it represents the high¬ 
est interests of musical culture and professional ethics. 
This is the day and hour when the American teacher of 
music should show his loyalty to his profession and his 
patriotism, and identify himself with the Music Teach¬ 
ers’ National Association. 
For information as to membership and other particu¬ 
lars, address M. Z. Phillips, Corresponding Secretary, 
No. 487 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
THE PRIZE COMPOSITION CONTEST. 
THE ETUDE 
forward to taking up the profession will devote as con¬ 
siderable a portion of time as possible to the study of 
composition. Even if one is not able to attain success in 
this line, the results are still of prime importance, a clear 
and more ready understanding of composition and greater 
facility in the imparting of that knowledge to others. 
The prizes were awarded as follows : 
1st prize, A. Ferner, Brooklyn, N. Y., Canzonetta; 2d 
prize, Frederic Brandeis, New York, Impromptu ; 3d 




[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only} 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Cask the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer’s name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion.] 
L. E.—When you ask why it is that the notes on the treble staff 
are written just one-third higher than the bass, you fail to keep in 
mmd the fact that each staff is a part of the great staff, which is 
The results of the competition instituted by The 
Etude in offering prizes for the best compositions on a 
simple motive have far surpassed our expectations. The 
uhra was to make an effort to see to what extent serious 
and systematic studies in musical composition had been 
carried on by the clientele of The Etude. One condi¬ 
tion exacted from competitors, that of thematic treat¬ 
ment and the use of a given motive, inevitably tied all 
down to mnsicianly work, while, the rhythmic arrange¬ 
ment ot the motive-letters being left to the composer 
invention was given free rein. ’ 
A study of the various compositions scut in, nearly one 
hundred in all, revealed a great diversity. Some cast 
the theme into march rhythm, some to waltz, others in- 
Cued to mazurka, gavotte, minuet, bolero, scherzo styles- 
st.U other competitors used lyric forms, similar to those 
made popular hy Mendelssohn. Only a few introduced 
romllfiT °r U f°rmS- ThiS anaI*8is that 
composition, in a measure at least, resolves itself into a 
question of construction, else how could such a variety 
in style be manifest from the same starting point? 
And this leads to the reflection that the uninformed 
:3'rr ™ that the atm,y °f »>■*- a composer. This idea is a common one. I„ a unrulier 
of exchanges we have seen paragraphs that imply 8 * 
such as above noted. The well equipped composer mus 
go far beyond that and give himself up steadily and ex 
haustively to the study of form and thematic treatment 
he wishes to produce a symmetrical work. And not 
only form but musical forms must be familiar to him 
In other words, there ,s a technic in condition as wSl 
« in playing, and this technic is but rarely attained ex 
cept as a result of careful schooling and a great deal of 
practice in writing. The practiced band is as rendil 
distinguished in a composition as in any literary work * 
sav th ♦ !°,rr 8abjeCt afiain’ We Can -oat truly 
say that we are fully satisfied that capable teaching of 
composition is being carried on in all our musical center* 
for the competitors represented the majority of the Stated 
of the Union a, well .as Canada. Teaclera who are^ e 
to do serious mnsicianly work in composition can not h! 
called half-trained, narrow musicians. We fael assured 
that a desire for broad, thorough training in the true 
factors of mnsicianship is being spread in many Iocali 
ties by earnest,capable teachers, and that the rising gen! 
eration is enjoying a clear, systematic, and scienrific 
twenty f^ ^ L” adV‘‘DCe °f that Stained twenty five years ago. We can not refrain from expreT- 






looTat th°/fithe lT° f"8’ WUh the middle C llne between. If yOU look at the example above you will see that the letters start with S 
not on/of "design!h8nCe ““°Dl7 an apparent difr(™><*. and 
A- P-—1. See answer to L. E. 
noLcedtlnarm°UOUnC<id " * 8pe"ed “*>’« being pro. 
.o^l^~mahl7h„hur0[ofoert:Tn T* Wl“ diP-nt 
half-hour period Is common in all' Z 
price is generally arranged on that basis r! ”d ° Iesson 
cities the longer periodic usuahy in vogne TZ,° ^ 8ma"er 
sal length of time for a lesson The best ’■ T ® 18 ”° umver- 
Of the locality in which you teach. P “ “ ° adopt the custo“ 
to interpret, musically, a'rortafeMtext or""^ ““p,ica an atte“pt 
Symphonic Poems are xamp e More ^ 
and furnish a sort of st„ry“lh iTT ™ g° fur,hw 
still others take up moral or bf P°rtrayed hT ‘he nmsic; 
them out musically. The termIs'the dT Snd atteD1|>t to bri“g 
cal, in which the cL,,oser o„Ty ;ve „p;2vOPrite °f 
several themes, according to accented P, / anous Possibilities of 
as pure music/withoutany T. T "*e 
picturesque effect. a Partlcuter emotional or 
is possible in the orchee.ra^ a f °f t°Ue C°'°r’ Which 
on account of the independent character of'the 7"^ °' eXpreSsion 
opposed to a single instrument such I ■ b foUr ln8t™ments as 
much use of the polyphonic style sinj/ T"0 ^ °rgan' II “»*«• 
each of the four instruments e/ch Uk~eP!,ndence is conceded to 
of the subjects, thus affording wide latitu ?! ^ tb° develoP“ent 
subjects, while the leading theme atitude for '"geulous counter- 
objured, since the player h./ina it! IT ™Q the risk °f being 
easy to see, then, that the * ° ° bri°g 1 0,11 8tr°nglr. It is 
from the side of exploiting thera^ibim- dea‘ With hls material 
and varie.1 devices, thus naU.rail^brln . °f h,s lheme by rich 
into the foreground 7 glng the intellectual clement 
writing-practice are indispensable to such a course -, ,, .. 
and ear shall be trained to recognize and execute what is 
to it. A good writing-book, such as Landon's and Tu8tL.P^”W 
in Musical Rhythm,” is highly recommended. ™ Studl<« 
A. M. L. We think you are right in your idea that ™ 
more with your pupils if you can get them interested feZl7t * 
a personal standpoint. Why not try them in melody-nukta r? 
them two or three notes to start with and teach them tl]/ Gl'e 
by singing or playing, preferably the former. £hl. work l011"!! 
slow a first, but you will derive much advantage from a Z , 
to drive to°hard or 7ou ma7—-e ^ :u;0^ 
Of the Middle Ages, when Latin was ti 
scholars. Thus, canon, dominant, tonic, coda, theme transif^ 
Since the early masters were connected with the Church’, whose I' 
cial language was Latin, it is easy to see that ’ , ' 
not at all likely to employ the vernacular. sclence was 
J;~I- In reply l° -V0,,r ^ to the advisability of tak 
ing up study in counterpoint, it may be said that, while many mu* 
students never carry their theoretical studies beyond thl usu 
course in harmony, yet no progressive, ambitious musician can well 
do without training in counterpoint. Even if he never develops 
into mastery of composition, it is a great advantage to him inZ 
study of the works of the older masters, and also aids to make much 
clearer the freer imitative music of modern art which has a basis i„ 
a polyphonic harmony such as that used by Richard Wagner. 
2 While it is possible to gain a theoretical knowledge of harmony 
and counterpoint without being a player, one will never reach [ 
very marked degree of attainment, for it is a prime necessity to 
earn to know chords by hearing, and if one can not play how is he 
to be able to hear the various combinations of musical sounds with¬ 
out depending on some one else ? Study an instrument, preferably 
the piano or organ. 1 
3^For the origin of the letter C as used for a time signature, see 
The Etude for May, Q. and A. column. The name common time 
is often given to 1-time, under the impression that the sign means 
the letter C. The term quadruple is applied to this form by some 
writers because of its having four units of value. 
Sistee S.—If a pause be placed over a rest, it affects the rest only, 
not anything which precedes it. A phrase before the rest is played 
just as if the pause were not there. The duration of the rest in such 
case is indefinite, just as a note may be prolonged at the pleasure of 
the player. 
K. A. S. The chord B, D, F, A flat is called a diminished seventh 
because the interval from from B to A flat is a diminished seventh. 
C, E flat, F sharp, A is also a chord of the diminished seventh. As 
you say, if you take a dominant seventh and lower its third, fifth, 
and seventh, you will produce a diminished seventh; a more usual 
way is to raise the root of a dominant seventh chord. If you add 
three minor thirds above a note, you produce a diminished seventh: 
thus, C, E flat, G flat, B double flat. 
invitation to a pupil’s recital can be either printed 
or written, according to the size and importance of the occasion. 
The wording is always simple and clear, and often the program 
is printed on the same sheet. A good form is as follows: 11 You are 
invited to attend a recital of the pupils of-, to be given 
(date and hour) at the residence of- 
2. The quickest way to teach a child notes is first to create an ab¬ 
sorbing interest. Without this there is no quick way. A child 
learns only when interested. Use a sheet of blank music paper, on 
which write a number of letters. Have the child write the notes 
that correspond. Vary this exercise every lesson. A good writing- 
book, such as Morris’or Landon’s, gives abundant material of this 
kind. Ihere are also several games for teaching the notes. The 
two new kindergarten games of “ Movable Notation ” aud ‘'Musical 
Building ” are intended just for aids for reading notes. There can 
be nothing more directly to the point than these two games. They 
are advertised elsewhere. 
J. F. E. It is not possible for us to advise as to a location for a 
baritone singer seeking concert and church engagements. It is * 
difficult matter to get paying work without influence. Why not 
select some large city where you have friends who can help you? 
Ihere are any number of well-trained singers in all large cities who 
are seeking engagements. The main reliance for all singers is the 
church. There are ten singers for every position, and the pay among 
churches is growing lower every year. With an exceptionally fine 
voice you will forge to the front by keeping your name before the 
public. A reputation is in this, like in everything else, exceedingly 
difficult to attain. 
- ‘''"X“;7AreVr^t^:itb “ P"pil "bols fiefi- 
P“rt well? Perhaps you h.Ja ceztain that you have done your 
Of teaching and have not aufflcirauJ“f" 7°Ursy“lem 
jour pupil,. Syatem meat be elaL , lndWido«'i,y of 
adapted to each one This nartic i eB°ugh to admit of being 
«ry work in rhythm^^^"piI “ay -eed more element* 
almpiest rhyihmlc combination, no.e^ of^WUh 
4"Ce gradUa"7 b> -re comp,ex rhythm! £TrZuT ^ 
and 
C. N. S. For a child of six years who has not yet learned the al¬ 
phabet, we would advise an investigation of the " Movable Musical 
Notation.” You will then make note-learning and technicalities 
generally interesting, and by a thorough knowledge of rudiments 
avoid the posaible dangers of playing by ear. It would be well to let 
her write out scales and intervals witli the notation every day, and, as 
soon as possible, the little original melodies which, you will probably 
find, she hears whenever she listens for them. In this way she will 
learn to love what is usually drudgery to imaginative children, if 
the hand is small and weak, train it on a table with finger games of 
your own invention. One of the easiest methods is Landon’s. Should 
you decide on a book, use a good primer, such as Palmer’s, but do 
not force the child. 
FIRST PRIZE essay. 
broader musicianship needed. 
by ROBERT BRAINK. 
Robert Braise was horn in 
Springfield, O., in 1861. His 
musical 1 cm per anient was in¬ 
herited from his mother, who 
was a good soprano singer aud 
a skilful pianist. During his 
childhood the family removed 
to Cincinnati, where he grew 
up in a musical atmosphere, in 
which he developed an intense 
love for music. 
As a boy he had an excellent 
soprano voice and sang in a 
boys’ chorus in one of the earlier 
Cincinnati May Festivals. At 
one of these concerts he was so 
charmed with a performance of 
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony 
that he resolved to devote the 
restofhislife to music. He studied violiu- and piano-playing under 
leading Cincinnati teachers, and at the age of seventeen removed to 
Springfield, where, after further studies, he commenced the practice 
of his profession, teaching piano, violin-playing, and voice culture, 
and also incidentally appearing as a solo violinist. 
After some years of teaching Mr. Braine was made director of 
music and first violinist of the Grand Opera House in Springfield, 
which post he still fills. He has taken a leading part in the musical 
activity of the city, having at various times organized a large or¬ 
chestra for concert purposes, a string quartet, and an oratorio 
society. In 1893 he founded the Springfield Conservatory of Music, 
of which he is the preseut director. He has had excellent success 
inteachingand has produced a large number of brilliant pupils. 
Mr. Braine has visited Europe twice for purposes of study and 
recreation, once iu 1886 and again in 1894. He traveled extensively, 
studying the various national schools of music, and studying the 
methods of leading European musical organizations. 
Mr. Braine has for years been a frequent contributor to The 
Eti-de aud other leading music journals, aud has also written musi¬ 
cal articles for 11 The Ladies’ Home Journal,” ” The Youth’s Com¬ 
panion ” aud the daily press of New York. In general literature he 
is known as the author of 11 Messages from Mars,” a novel which re¬ 
ceived flattering notices from the presB of the entire country. 
In 1894 Mr. Braine was married to Miss Grace Frauklin, a promi¬ 
nent pianist and organist of Springfield. 
He is at present engaged in writing a method for the violin. 
Musical education is, as a general rule, too narrow 
in America. We have too many composers, pianists, 
violinists, organists, and vocalists who are narrow special¬ 
ists in their separate branches and outside of them are 
nopardonably ignorant in correlative musical branches. 
Musicians educated along narrow lines never attain their 
full musical growth. They remain stunted and dwarfed 
until the end of their careers, to what they would have 
been had they grown np under the full blaze of the sun 
of musical knowledge in its broadest sense. 
The broad musician is he who knows everything 
about something, and something about everything in 
music, if I may he allowed to express the matter in the 
form of an aphorism. Too many students are possessed 
of the idea that they will attain quick eminence as com¬ 
posers or virtuosi by giving attention to a single branch 
to the exclusion of every other department of musical 
study. We have pianists who are practicing night and 
day on the compositions of Liszt and Rubinstein who 
could not tell you to save their lives the rules for the 
resolution of the chords of the dominant and diminished 
sevenths, and many others who could not tell the differ¬ 
ence between the chords themselves for that matter, 
^e have violinists who have nearly worn their fingers 
out practicing scales and 6tudes, who can not play the 
easiest composition on the piano, are hopelessly destitute 
of the slightest knowledge of the rules of phrasing, and 
to whom the elementary principles of harmony are as a 
!'ed book. Vocalists again we find in perfect legion, 
* ohave been so busy having their voices “properly 
th ^a0d learning to produce “true tones,” that 
ey have lost sight of all other departments of musical 
b !lI*d are not only profoundly ignorant of musical 
tha! ®eneral but often seem to be of the opinion 
a b time is made for slaves,” so faulty is their observ- 
ceof the commonest principles of rhythm, 
sin 1 61 ':i^or‘uK earnestly with piano students to study 
b 8'Ug, harmony, theory, and composition so as to 
^ a en their musical comprehension aud make them 
CBlly intelligent, I have often been met with the 
Robert Braise. 
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response, 11 What for ? Ido not wish to become a singer 
or a composer. I do not care to take the time from my 
technical work on the piano to give to these outside 
studies. I wish to become a pianist and nothing else.” 
Such pupils can not he made to understand that music 
lies in the brain as much as in the fingers. If one has a 
perfect conception of a composition in his mind, it will 
not take the fingers long to learn to execute it and give 
it voice. Almost incredible stories are told of the readi¬ 
ness of great musicians in learning new compositions 
and learning to play on new instruments. A story of 
Spohr is a case in point. The Emperor Napoleon was to 
listen to recitations by the tragedian Talma at a town 
twenty miles from Spohr’s home. The latter was burn¬ 
ing to have a good look at the great emperor, and set out 
for the town, which he reached two or three days before 
the entertainment. Here to his dismay he found that 
he could not gain entrance to hear the recitations. He 
told some musical friends about his desires, and they 
promptly suggested that he play in the band which 
would he present. He asked all the musicians if there 
was one among them who would like to give up his 
place to him. The only one who was willing was a 
French-hom player, and Spohr did not know a note of 
the French horn. Nothing daunted, however, he set to 
work to learn the parts within the two days he had left 
before the entertainment. His efforts were successful 
aud he actually played the parts and saw Napoleon. 
Technical acquirement is absolutely useless if the 
artist brain and the exalted soul be not there to com¬ 
mand it. 
To one who has not had long experience in the field 
of musical education, the proposition that a pupil with 
five hours of practice at his disposal, who spends three 
and one half hours a day on technical work ou the 
piano, aud one and a half hours on other branches, such 
as singing, theory, harmony, composition, etc., and ele¬ 
mentary work on some string instrument, will progress 
faster on the piano than one who spends the entire five 
hours on piano technic alone, may seem absurd, but I 
maintain that the proposition is true and will be borne 
out hy the experience of other teachers. 
I believe that every musician, no matter what position 
he is called on to fill in the musical life, whether that of 
a composer, virtuoso, or teacher, should understand har¬ 
mony, theory of music, piano playing, singing, and 
violin playing, besides acquiring a general intelligence 
in other musical branches. By this I do not mean hat 
one should hope to become extremely proficient in all o 
these branches,-human life is too short for that,-but 
that the musical student should attain great proficiency 
in one or two of these branches, aud sufficient proficiency 
in the others to master their fundamental principles, for 
Lly thus can he hope to get his fullest growth in h.s 
SPeTtkethe art of singing forinstance : no musician can 
afford to be ignorant of the principles of the vocal art. 
1,1 music i. ted »» »■*»«- T1“ b“ T? 
first and greatest of all musical instruments. All phras 
bni.1 OU ,1* te »f tetdiu,,. Site* 
supreme court of the musical art; song is the model 
which every instrumental performer must copy, and his 
in terpretation will be in proportion to the 
“ Jlr.rn.ut » <*• ""P'-"’ "i i hte 
artist goes to nature, for song is living music. It 
80! . - „onfe8Sed that the best thing a violinist 
bfdo was to copy on his violin the characteristics of 
could do was to Pj the pianist, took lessons 
a fine soprano'o Italian teacher of singing, 
for years fiom KTW,.»k of simply to master 
^ta the principles o , • ^ nearly as possible. 
Schumann, in his • jnitltlle parts in a 
you j!d ^veo.umec0u,d he filler! with the testi- 
Of every musician 1 ^ bwnch of the mmi- 
1 <,e,iverw1 proper,y in °",er 
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to make proper sense, and this causes every student of 
singing to be a student of phrasing whether he will or 
not. The necessity of breathing also causes the pupil to 
give great attention to the principles of phrasing, even 
in the case of ttudes where no words are used. 
Many an advanced piano pupil who is not studying 
with a first-rate teacher does not know what phrasing 
really means. In vocal study much attention has to be 
given to it. 
A great pianist once said to me on this subject : “All 
the time I am playing I am siDging in imagination, and, 
wherever it is possible, I take breath at the end of 
phrases just as a singer would do. It is of immense 
assistance to me.” I have often heard this pianist take 
breaths as he described, and his playing was modeled 
throughout on the principles of singing. 
A knowledge of harmony, composition, and theory of 
music is also absolutely essential to a liberal education 
in music, and yet how many musicians, professionals 
at that, have never studied these branches systematic¬ 
ally and thoroughly. Thousands of students, in all onr 
large cities even, are taking private lessons of eminent 
teachers of voice culture, piano, violin, etc., without 
devoting any of their time to theory, harmony, and com¬ 
position, that indispensable trinity of a sound musical 
education. Many pupils are even impressed with the 
idea that such study would be a waste of time—sort of 
a “jack of all trades ” proceeding, as it were. 
The courses prescribed for the education of a special¬ 
ist in the medical art may he recommended to musical 
students in all branches. Does any medical student 
object, pray, to the study of anatomy, physiology, sur¬ 
gery, medicine, and other studies because be expects to 
follow the profession of a specialist, say, of the eye, ear, 
or throat ? He would receive no diploma, and would not 
be allowed to graduate if he did. Even a dentist is 
obliged to study the general principles of the medical 
art, and is obliged to pass an examination in anatomy, 
physiology, etc., before he can practice, even notwilh- 
standing the fact that he expects to spend his whole life 
treating the teeth alone. A knowledge of theory, har¬ 
mony, and composition liears the same relation to the 
musical art as anatomy and physiology liear to the 
medical art. Ignorance in these branches is unpardon¬ 
able in a musician. 
The virtuoso who thinks that art lies in the fingers 
should study musical history. I can not recall the ex¬ 
ample of a single eminent instrumental performer who 
w ignorant of these branches. Almost witliont excep¬ 
tion the great virtuosi have left excellent compositions ; 
not only for their own instruments, but for other instru¬ 
ments, chorus, and orchestra as well. Take Liszt, Rubin¬ 
stein Paganini, Spohr, I)e Beriot, Wieniawski, Sara- 
sate and hundreds of lesser artiste. They are examples 
of virtuosi of the highest type ami composers and 
skilful theorists in addition. 
Who wonld not blush to say he had never stndied 
English grammar, yet in music you will find thousands 
of students and even teachers who do not even know 
elementary theory, harmony, and composition—the 
grammar of music. 
A knowledge of piano playing is indispensable to 
broad mnsicianship. In European conservatories, stu¬ 
dents of voice, violin, etc., are required to study the 
piano in addition, and the same rule should obtain with 
ns. A knowledge of piano playing is always convenient, 
but the piano should lie studied even if the student 
have no intention of playing the piano, on account of 
its educational advantage. The student of the voice or 
violin isbnsied with the melody part only. When he 
comes to the study of piano playing lie has a11 
to play The composition is complete in itself. Me 
must give attention to the haaa and the inner parts as 
well as the melody, for he now has to do with a com¬ 
plete musical structure. A student wl.o never plays 
anything but a melody part can never Income really in¬ 
telligent in music. He is like a man in a watch factory 
who makes only one kind of wheels, and gives no atten¬ 
tion to any other part of the watch or how .1 » put 
Splaying the piano the student finds constant appli¬ 
cation of the laws of harmony, theory, and composition 
and gets, as it were, a bird’s-eye view of the anatomy of 
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the composition he is playing. Every vocalist and solo 
instrumental performer should have a minute knowl¬ 
edge of the piano accompaniment of his music. The 
importance of piano playing to a well-educated musician 
can be judged by the fact that it is rare to find a musi¬ 
cian of any eminence who is not a reasonably good 
pianist 
The study of a string instrument, even to the limited 
extent of but a half hour a day, will greatly benefit and 
broaden every musician, and especially every pianist. 
Study of string instruments of the violin family, 
sharpens the ear to an even greater extent than the 
study of singing. In singing, the pitch of the tones is 
found by instinct, and all keys are alike to the vocalist. 
Not so to the violinist. There are so many mechanical 
difficulties to surmount in violin playing that the diffi¬ 
culties of playing in tune are very great. This constant 
searching after the true tone sharpens the musical hear¬ 
ing to a wonderful extent. Besides this, the passionate 
tones of the violin and ’cello, second in beauty only to 
those of the human voice, are the basis of the modern 
orchestra, and a knowledge of their technic will be 
found of the greatest advantage to the student of other 
musical branches. 
Almost all the great composers, especially Beethoven, 
Mozart, and Haydn, were skilful violinists, and wrote 
largely for the violin and ’cello and for the string 
quartet. 
V iolin study will be found of peculiar advantage to 
the piano student, because the violin excels where the 
piano is deficient—in producing long, singing tones. 
I lie pianist who is a violinist and vocalist as well will 
play very differently from the student of the piano only. 
The former will feel the great necessity in his playing 
of making the piano sing, and all his efforts will be to 
that end. He will also constantly strive after various 
tone colorings on the piano. 
The student who, in profound ignorance of harmony 
and composition, grinds away day after day at technic 
only is like a blind horse in a treadmill. He will make 
just about as much real progress. A student of high 
musical intelligence escapes half the technical drudgery 
of music, because he knows the why and wherefore of 
every passage, and a passage understood is half learned 
as every pupil knows. ’ 
A student who has only a certain number of hours at 
his disposal should remember that he will advance faster 
in every way if he give but one-half or two-thirds of 
his time to the branch which he intends to make his 
specialty and the rest to other musical studies. No one 
knows his own language until he studies other lan¬ 
guages. 
Literary scholars have for centuries studied classical 
and modern languages, grammar, rhetoric, history and 
many other branches of study as the best means of 
making themselves skilful in their own language It is 
not otherwise in musical education. All the most emi¬ 
nent musicians of the world have been men of the 
broadest musical education, who not only knew harmony 
and he grammar of music thoroughly, but knew the 
tone languages of the various leading instruments if I 
may so call them, and of the human voice-the real 
baaifl of them all. 
The great virtuosi reached their great perfection not 
by one study but by many. They knew the musical 
art thoroughly, and thus were enabled to bring out 
what is best and noblest in our greatest instruments of 
mnsic. 
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SECOND PRIZE ESSAY. 
DO TEACHERS TEACH? 
BY J. B. KLINE. 
J. B. Klixe. 
“I was born in Williamsport, 
December 25, 1876, and gave 
early evidence of a predilection 
for music. At the age of ten I 
was given a violin and put under 
the care of a competent man, 
who initiated me in the myster¬ 
ies of my instrument, aud 
taught me not a little of the 
theory of music. 
“ Before I could consummate 
plans for continuing my studies 
in largerand higher fields, un¬ 
toward circumstances cut me 
short and I had to turn from an 
attempt at making a name to one 
at making a living, in submit¬ 
ting to which necessity I yielded 
up wielding the bow for wielding 
..4 pen, and soon had attached 
myself to a good local paper, which I served for several years as a 
writer of musical matter. Continued practice in this field, together 
with the excellent experience it gave me, and the fine opportunity 
for observation by traveling about mingling with thehosts, gave me 
my start m the study of the needs of music In the smaller urban 
localities. While chiefly absorbed in this, I have yet reserved time 
the ."I 7 technieal> his‘orical, and purely esthetic sides of 
the art, and X take an unbounded interest in everything musical.” 
Absurd it may seem, in all likelihood, the serious 
discussion of such a paradox as is involved in that cap¬ 
tion, yet I believe there have crossed the minds of many 
of ns just such doubts on the subject as have flitted 
through my own, which donbts it is my purpose here to 
set down in tangible form, briefly and cogently as I 
may. To avoid any mistaken inferences liable to grow 
ontof my treatment of the matter, I had best say at 
once that I have no intention of measuring the gans 
between the ability or the temperament or the methods 
of this teacher and that; nor is it my purpose to point 
out flaws m the legion of systems aud schools that may 
fail to attain the aims after which they are so splendidly 
striving. As I conceive, a vast difference lets itself slip 
in between teaching and imparting information; and it is 
this difference I propose discussing, laying such stress as 
I can upon the method I deem the most palpable defect 
of the musical status in this time. And in emnbe. 
“»«-»- ■».... 
define or lay down the principles of what every one cm, 
ceives to be the ideal method of teaching; for [JJau 
i„i,„ oppo,„''," Hi 
propose disclosing in its baleful influence, will he unite 
reverse!*4 * ^ ** C°ntrMt with ite virtuous 
Whether it is a matter of ignorance or one purely of 
carelessness is .mmaterial in the consideration of tv 
question, Why teachers content themselves with 
imparting of their information insZdof 7elX ■* 
the highest sense suggested by that word ; and Twin 
concern myself chiefly, not with the why of it Ji T 
"imply with a little emphasis on its bimefn! effe t 
effects of a danger, perhaps not realized by the 
sumedly innocent offenders. An imaHntrv • * "" 
SHE iere- ** draw’the* dial 
Thomas Jrrmion's Ten Rules : 
day1' Never I>Ut °,r ,iU to morrow "tint yon can do to- 
Mtf2- Never tronhI* another what you can do your- 
3. Never spend your money before yon have it 
chot, ?hat y,m do not want because it j= 
cheap ; it will lie dear to you. 1 18 
!!' i!r,fle costs n8 mor? thf,n hunger, thirst, and cold 
0. We never repent of having eaten too little. 
-. Nothing to troublesome that we do willingly 
have"cost ns.DltlCh ^ ““ U,at never Ced 
9. Take things always hy their smooth handle 
10. When angry, count ten before you speak • if „rv 
angry, a hundred. J f K • lf vei7 
.. . Q cj uiay i 
tinction I am after: Presume that 
"•*!><« '21 
for instruction, and that « is tv, ,, t0 teacher 
"days, such instruction shall incWtoin7te n°W' 
thing more than mere nianr, t t. • ts SC0Pe some- 
more than a casual glimnse D1CS’ and’ Perhaps, even 
well enough schooled in all i, ’ , l thlS t<;ac,ler is 
hearing on his art to lie capable o^turnT ^ i"f°rmation 
some little promise • ami tv •t g 0Tlt PnP1,s of 
under him wTth all’ “ * may begin work 
"noli anspiees as augur thT" T**"* and 
■■  “tb. "ST. rtBot 
diligent study and practice that S n(1 Perhaps quite 
several months or yea*tUtV^9 f°' «" 
a student under such teacher and h- P,nP‘ remains 
^ °** temper!‘ment Poshed 
advice, good counsel, and rightly applied exneri. 
this teacher, or shall she come forth a second edT, °f 
her teacher, filled, parrot-wise, with such gist of !!/ 
mation as her teacher managed to glean from 1 
teacher? Shall she lie able to pla/a 2 
musicianly insight from her own conception of ! 
piece, from her own understanding of its real ™ . 
or shall she play it by rote, ms she was 
probably in the most mechanical metronome time m ’ 
an abject automaton? To brief it: Shall she ! 
her temperament intact, or shaU it be curbed Ld Z 
torted into crooked fixity to meet the idiosyncracies of 
her teacher and the exigencies of his, perhaps cast iron 
“system” of teaching? aP", cast-iron 
To many it will still seem an absurd undertaking to 
discuss a point seemingly so obvious ; and so it is liL 
to remam in their sight, until I explain that the per 
centage of teachers who teach hy the yard, who impart all 
they have m them but can not educate, can not call forth 
the virtues of their pupils,—is an astonishingly large 
one ! Nor is the effect of this pernicious ignorance or 
carelessness, or whatever you choose more mercifully to 
name it, confined strictly to the poor pupil who falls 
victim to such treatment; but is licensed at her hands 
to spread wide as it can and will, to the infinite havoc 
and damage of the art ;-such damage as I can not bnt 
regard as one of the chief banes of these days. That 
such an abuse of the art is lowering and demeaning, not 
even the teachers who are responsible for it will doubt; 
and yet their carelessness continues, and is attended by 
its inevitable ill results ! 
As I say, I lay this trouble generally to the charge of 
carelessness; carelessness to discover the distinctive 
trend of each pupil’s nature and endeavor to lead it to its 
oum conclusions, and not to bend it out of its course to 
meet the personal prejudices or opinions of the teacher. 
Yet, ignorance or non-appreciation of the evil-effects of 
neglect so to do may also serve to prolong and increase 
that neglect. Too, it may be possible to push that care¬ 
lessness back to a still more remote cause of its own, to 
wit: The hurry to acquire money,—which in these sad 
days is all too prevalent an evil. To many, who are 
so wrapped np in their art as to devote life, fortune, 
labor to it, it will seem impossible to conceive how any 
sane being could pervert it to the making of money 
purely as a money-making venture ; but any one 
schooled by careful observation in varied localities will 
have to admit, painfully as he may, that many there 
are who so do. 
What teachers to-day have before them as a chief issue, 
chief evil to guard against,—if at ail they have their art 
laid to heart,—is this matter of negligence of closer obser¬ 
vation of the individual tastes and temperament of their 
pupils. And any who are incapable of the insight neces¬ 
sary for that have certainly small right to enlist in the 
musical profession. In time, when mnsic shall have 
been more generally introduced as a study in the com¬ 
mon schools, and thus have come beneath the direct 
notice of the State, the Commonwealth may find it expe¬ 
dient to appoint a Board of Musical Examiners as it now 
appoints its Medical Examining Board ; they to issue 
licenses to such teachers as have shown themselves capa¬ 
ble, just as only capable medical graduates are per¬ 
mitted to practice. But in the dismal meantime, with 
no such firm refining curb as this one day will be, little 
save the poor conscience and the teacher’s love for his 
chosen art can serve to put down what we are here con¬ 
demning as a worst evil; yet that, too, should be suffi¬ 
cient. 
In answer to such weak plea as probably some one of 
the sort of teachers we have challenged might be in¬ 
clined to offer,—That there come to them occasionally 
pupils who have no earnest aim in mnsic and who refuse 
to enter into it with any earnestness, wanting merely s 
smattering ; persons who will not be treated in snch 
manner as I plead for, I say, yon have no right to accept 
such as pupils ; you have no right to level your art to 
the plane of a pastime or while-away. To school a 
patron even in the mild art of listening to music, yon 
mnst needs go deep down in his nature and decipher 
and acqnaint yourself with the enigna of his altitude 
toward music; otherwise you accomplish nothing, aDd you 
will make of him nothing bnt a sort of photographic 
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f von-one wbo has copied your notions, and 
wpy,°iem imperfectly, because the difference in his 
WP,ed .rill nrevent him from accepting wholly what 
"w'seem the one right thing to you. 
r lainly no one should elect to be a teacher of music 
,ho has not a high ideal of liis art, and who does not 
earnestly to fulfil the obligations that art imposes 
"“Tber votaries. And one of those obligations is the 
h*eobservance of the temperaments of those who, at 
f nr hands, 0 teachers, seek clear entrance into the 
Series of this vast art. So only can the art be spread ; 
" only can people be brought to understand the vast 
Import of this Art,-by looking on it from their own 
coign of observation, and not from the acquired, ill- 
focused point of some nature perhaps totally exotic and 
different from their own. 
third prize essay. 
MUSIC A MORAL FORCE. 
BY ELIZABETH MATTSON CLARK. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Mattson 
Clark comes front an old 
Quaker Pennsylvania family, 
and her people were strongly 
opposed to a piano in the 
house. After much entreaty 
the long-desired instrument 
was allowed entry and a love 
for music strengthened hy in¬ 
struction. 
Later, Mrs. Clark took up 
the study of elocution and lan¬ 
guages, and instead of taking 
music as a profession, she de¬ 
cided to begin the study of 
medicine. In ail this range of 
study Mrs. Clarke never en- 
L Elizabeth Mattson Clark. tirely lost her int erest in music 
and especially the subject of 
aching. Her professional studies joined to a strong delight in 
ychology led her to consider the question of music training from 
lehasisof child-growth and scientific ideas. 
Mrs. Clark is the wife of the Rev. Fletcher Clark, a minister of 
leProtestant Episcopal Church in Philadelphia. 
Is the early period of life—the formative period 
’hen the threefold child-nature is pliant, receptive, and 
etentive, the kind and character of educational forces 
rotight to bear upon the youthful mind determines 
irgely the after-life of the mature man or woman. 
No donbt, if the principles upon which Froebel devel- 
ped his system of kindergarten teaching could be ap- 
lied to all departments of learning, both science and 
rt would be enriched. 
Children love the beautiful ; they delight in theacqui- 
ition of knowledge ; they quickly learn to think, if 
lity are so fortunate as to have a teacher able to open 
lD* 1° the understanding of his pupils the inner mean- 
fig of that which they pursue. Well may we stand 
ouazed and reverent before the world of possibilities 
hot up within the babe ! 
" hat shall he learn in the school of life ? The ‘ ‘ child 
miongns” is “ taking notes ” from the time he begins 
0 ’a^e notice. Shall his eyes be trained to see minutely 
md accurately the things which surround him ? Shall 
1!s ear be trained to catch the heavenly harmonies that 
aiingle with the sighing of the wind among the leaves 
ir **le frill of the lark as it cleaves the sky ? Shall he 
earn fr*e wondrous capabilities of his voice, and shall 
shands 
>m i 
grow skilled to labor and be able to draw 
instruments such harmonies as will express tlie 
Wwise unutterable things he knows and feels? Or, 
a'l sight and sound and all bitter experiences pro- 
him1 ’ • -- - - ”■ 
bo shall 
to himself as only “of the earth, earthy ”? 
tell him of the many and varied resources 
ihin himself ? 
Here begins the work of the teacher. As soon as the 
1 ^ is old enough to be taught to read he is old enough 
taught something of music. The signs that stand 
r sounds are not more difficult to memorize than the 
that stand for words. 
^od what instrument lends itself to the use of the 
UnS and old alike with such facility as the home 
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piano? That long-suffering, much-abused instrument, 
which in the hands of a bungler is so frequently made 
an annoyance to sensitive ears, bnt which, in the hands 
of even a learner, properly tanght, is suggestive of its 
grand capabilities. 
Mediocre teaching and false presentations of the whole 
subject have prevented music from having its rightful 
place in the curriculum of a general education. Hap¬ 
pily, all this is being changed. Parents are learning the 
importance of thorough teaching from the start. “Any¬ 
body ” will no longer do to give the little one his first 
lessons. 
Teachers are awake to the fact that the sooner educa¬ 
tion is directed to the child’s musical tendencies of heart 
and brain the quicker and more readily will the fingers 
gain in technical ability. 
There is a broad field right here for teachers of instru¬ 
mental music—one almost wholly nntilled. This is par¬ 
ticularly applicable to the piano, because it is the 
universal instrument. 
The possession of the piano is not infrequently at the 
expense or sacrifice of something else. Its coming into 
the home is hailed with delight. Some one anticipates 
much pleasure in being taught the use of the instrument. 
Family life is to he enriched by an added means of 
expression, a new bond of sympathy. The teacher is 
engaged and all goes well. After a time, however, every¬ 
body, teacher included, has a firm, though unspoken, 
conviction that the piano is a failure. 
Teacher and pupil seem to be faithful, many hours are 
spent in practicing, much noise results, but where is the 
music? Where the Testful melodies, the soul-stirring 
harmonies that all feel sure are locked up in the instru¬ 
ment? 
Surely, there is a remedy for this too frequent experi¬ 
ence. The mastery of an art or science comes only as a 
result of hard work, after a lifetime of devotion to its 
pursuit. Even a “smattering ” of the same comes not 
for the wishing. Yet such a knowledge of music and 
such skill in the handling of a musical instrument as 
will render the possessor happier and enable him to 
impart pleasure to others ought to be attainable with no 
greater effort than is required to gain a fair understand¬ 
ing of any branch of learning belonging to a common 
school education. 
Notice what a strong factor is brought to bear on the 
development of character when the child is early taught 
to make music for himself. 
Mental development is at first due to sense impressions, 
and those impressions become more acute and refined as 
the mind dominates. So muscle training, in a sense 
dependent upon the will, aids in the strengthening of 
that will. If piano playing were only a form of finger 
gymnastics, the child, under proper guidance, would lie 
the gainer. If a study of musical forms and sounds were 
but an intellectual pastime, he would be the ga'ner. I u 
the most forceful quality of music is its power to simu¬ 
late the imagination and to sway the emo ions It .s a 
psychic force, ministering unto and controlling tlie deep¬ 
est and the best in human nature. 
This quality is inherent in mnsic as in no other one of 
the arts. It satisfies a universal requirement that is felt 
rather than understood. It springs from the heart and 
™eaks to the heart, furnishing that touch of nature that 
•^makes the whole world akin.” A writer on this sub¬ 
ject ,ays “Pure, unalloyed, rhythmic music is found m 
Tost parts of the uncivilized globe, and the degree of 
excitement to which it can give rise, when the mere beate 
ing of a drum or tom tom is accompanied by dancing, 
V^U^naHOT8h»v®ex^Bwed their strongest eharacteris- 
AU nation. r diffen>nces ns they 
have''crystallized in the various “folk-music” of the 
tL •» —■■ ESS 
n,n tak. it, ri(ibtfnl 
„d iamilj. good 
hasten the time. currency that has 
been brought into c special training but 
of the beautiful requires not only speci Thig 
certain rare and precious qualities as we . 
doctrine is all the more dangerous because of the half- 
truth that it contains. . . . The lover of beauty is not 
the monopoly of a privileged class, it is the universal 
inheritance of all mankind. And while this is true of 
every art, it is particularly true of music.” 
The great artist need not fear the degradation of art 
because the common people seek to understand it. They 
will never scale Parnassus, but they may ascend the 
mountain side far enough for their voices to reach the 
solitary traveler upon its summit. Great geniuses are 
few, but amateurs ought to increase. Amateur work 
may be entirely true and meritorious aud really forms 
the link between all undergrades of students and the 
masters. There is great advance along all lines of 
musical interpretation. This, however, has not yet 
entered the home to any great extent. 
Musical studies are broadening and deepening, 
musical societies and clntis increasing ; but the apostle 
to the child does not yet appear to have taken the matter 
seriously in hand. 
How shall he learn without a teacher? 
Again, how shall he learn if the teacher make not the 
way clear before him, and one desirable to walk in? 
The musical instinct is surely there in germ. It must 
be strengthened, fed, directed, pruned, developed. Im¬ 
plant a desire for knowledge and the necessary digging 
and delving will follow. Create a musical atmosphere 
about the child ; to do this captivate, convert, and in¬ 
struct the parents. Begin with the alphabet of music, 
bnt do not stop there. Remember that yonr pupil is not 
all fingers and he has other faculties than memory. 
Lead him gradually to an understanding and apprecia¬ 
tion (if only a childish one) of the inner meaning of the 
harmonies that even his small fingers can evoke. Intro¬ 
duce him to the society of those grand and noble sonls 
whose messages through song and tone have gone out 
to all nations and will echo throughout all time. 
Then what has the teacher done? That which is in¬ 
deed its own reward. He has opened a new door for 
the child’s activities and thereby added to the sum of 
human happiness. He has helped to develop moral 
force by inculcating habits of industry, perseverance, 
and self-control. His teaching has conduced to mental 
development by the cultivation of the memory and the 
perceptive faculties. In more ways than can lie enum¬ 
erated he has helped to make the boy a lietter man, the 
girl a better woman. 
It is a work any teacher may he proud to do. 
LISTENING TO MUSIC. 
A WRITER says: “There is no greater delusion 
than that of supposing that the best music can be 
enjoyed only by the ‘musical.’ Ordinary people can 
derive keen pleasure from a sympathetic listening to 
great mnsic if they will bnt believe that they can and so 
attend to it accordingly. There is no need of being 
baffled by a want of knowledge concerning keys, nor by 
an ignorance or modnlation. Yonr next neighbor may 
know that the air begun in G major and then passed into 
B minor, but you can still get yonr own simple pleasure 
out of it. Wliat is it to me what Titian’s secret of color 
might have lwen ? 1 fe had it and that is enough for one 
who can not even draw. 
‘‘The first rule in listening to mnsic is—to listen. Me 
do not want to arouse ourselves to a frenzy of delight, 
but we do want to hear what the music is like. A very 
simple and a very good rule for those who are perplexed 
by an orchestra, and who fancy they are puzzled to know 
where the tune comes in, is to listen to one instrument, 
the violins for instance, alone, for a time, These will 
probably take np the melody and sing it plainly enough, 
then the movement may become more complii-ated and 
the air seems to have grown more florid, to lie broken 
perhaps into brilliant fragments, but hearken ’-the 
violoncelli have taken it, up, and over it floats this new 
and lovely strain of the violins, then the flutes catch the 
melody the cornets and the bassoon swell the harmony, 
the drum makes its rhythmic beats, the whole orchestra 
is alive with the theme, and before you know it yon are 
in the very center of the mnsic ami what was before 
involved and intricate now becomes plain and beautiful.” 
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FOURTH PRIZE ESSAY. 
REPOSE. 
BY HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
“ You ask me for a biographi¬ 
cal sketch. Such a simple little 
life it is to write about! 
“Once, when I was a little girl, 
I wrote an essay : the subject, 
‘My Favorite Amusements.’ 
I chose to write upon ‘Music 
and Literature.’ The years 
have passed, and at twenty-two 
I find my favorite amusements 
have become my favored duties 
—music and literature. 
“ My musical education has 
been strictly Bostonese. I was 
born and have lived and learned 
in a Boston suburb, ‘ under the 
shadow of Bunker’s Hill ’ (as I 
love to crow). And, apropos of 
the times, my name first ap¬ 
peared in print under a patriotic paper, ' Our Flag.’ 
“Since then my writings have been principally musical, I having 
been for two years class essayist of a Great Composers' Class. Some 
of my biographical sketches have been published in one of our local 
papers. 
“ Two years ago I became one of the great army of music teachers, 
and am proud indeed of the opportunity afforded me by The 
Etude of furthering, even in my small way, the great onward 
moveuieotso evident in our profession.” 
“Have we not,” asks some one, “had rather too 
much of the gospel of work ? Why not treat of the gos¬ 
pel of relaxation ? ” 
Siloti, Szumoska— these are grand exemplars of this 
rc[»o«e, this art which is nature with the uou-essentials 
left out. Ah me ! how much time has been given to 
the non-essentials ! How much wasted nerve-tissue, 
and overstrained muscles and benumbed ears have been 
laid upon the altar of the non-essentials by the pianists 
of the last decarl, and, indeed, there are still some to¬ 
day-aye, and who write a title before their names—who 
manipulate runs ns though they were but so much mo¬ 
lasses candy. 
" " ill-power,—not the will of euergy that moves the 
muscles of the animal lardy, hut the will of stillness 
that controls the animal body.” That is it, that is what 
we want, “ the stillness that controls.” 
It is n doctrine : that we should listen to with shut 
eyes ; but the fact remains that we continue to listen 
with eyes widely open, and such being the case, is it 
not delightful, aye, restful, to watch a pianist who is a 
master of repose ? 
Have you ever sat idly aud watched a woman making 
lace and thoaght of all she wove into her pattern besides 
the mere thread ? Well, Hint is what a reposeful pianist 
makes me think of. The lace maker of Miraflores ex¬ 
presses it so well as she mourns for the lace which she 
has sold. “I was twenty years making it, and now 
that I have sold it I am lonely, for all the thoughts that 
I have thought, and all the love that I have felt and all 
the happiness that I have dreamed of are there For 
my lace is my life-all spun out of my soul ” And 
surely, music is all of this and more to one who gives 
one’s life to it—all spun out of one’s soul. 
There are things I studied when trouble was upon me 
things into which the trouble wove itself in quivering 
Hirers. I have put them sadly away ; and then, in after 
years, when light-heartedly going over my mnsie have 
taken them out and, all forgetful, sat down to play 
them through, when, lo ! all this that I had so forgotten 
rose np once more with the music and overwhelmed me 
and looking, I saw the notes as I had seen them yeara 
agone, throagh tears. Bnt what need to tell this’ 
Every mnsician knows what it is and has gone through 
it all, yes, aud tried to play the misery out of the thing 
trip*! vainly, for it was “spun ont of the soul.” 
Charles Dudley Warner has said that “art is a sug¬ 
gestion impregnated with the artist’s personality ” 0h 
the thoughts, the moods, and the fancies that weave 
themselves in and about every hit of music which we 
make onr own ! 
What if the notes we learn were written by some one 
else W hat is it that we give ont but onr very self? 
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The thread may have been made by Barbour, bnt sup¬ 
pose it remained always upon the spool? Everything 
we play becomes a part of ourselves, and such being the 
case, are we going to publish ourselves as so many vulgar 
jnmping-jacks, so many subjects for St. Vitus’ dance? 
Oh, this horrid throwing about of the hands, describing 
all sorts of circles in the air ! Why not leave circles to 
Marie Corelli, the electrical, the mystical? 
When we think of the class who are straining after 
effects, do we wish to be one with them ? Ruskin de¬ 
clares that no great thing was ever done by a great 
effort. A great thing can only be done by a great man, 
and he does it without effort. There you have it. Cul¬ 
tivate self first, even up to your ideal, and strive to feel 
that “the art of a thing is first its aim, and next its 
manner of accomplishment. ” 
How silly to think that we can make a composition a 
part of our very lives, fashioning it day by day from all 
the present means to us, impregnating it with our own 
personality, and then that we can sit down upon occa¬ 
sion and display in one rendering only so mnch as we 
will. If we but realized how much of the inner man is 
revealed as we sit at the piano, I think there would be 
more careful cultivation of innate refinement, reserve 
force,—the grand, yet simple repose that characterized 
all noble beings. 
One thing struck Amy Fay so forcibly in her music 
study abroad that she kept repeating and repeating it in 
her letters. It was, that all the great musicians whom 
she met were so simple. Why the thing explains itself: 
It is the great musicians invariably who are simple. 
Von BUlow’s mother, writing of him in 1854, mar¬ 
veled at the equipoise which balanced so wonderfully in 
one being the simple young son and the great genius. 
A truce to storming. We have seen too many mar¬ 
vels. We are an age which nothing can astonish. Let 
ns who are pianists cease trying to astonish and please ; 
aiming to elevate,uplift, what you will, bnt first of all 
and through all, repose. Feel it; live it! Feel, with 
the lace-maker, that your material is too fine to be 
handled roughly. Draw out a slender run delicately, 
then carefully back again, weaving in and out with 
quickness and precision, and ont of all the daintiness 
completing a firm, graceful, and lasting whole, so saving 
yourself, your piano, and your audience. 
about mnstc ? In Germany no one is ashamed to sa i, 
can not play. In Italy no one pretends to sin. ™ 
strictly musical sense of the word, unless lie know ) 
and has had proper training with the necessary wT 
ground of natural musical ability. 
Whence comes the musical amateur of our own count 
—not the occasional good musical amateur, bnt the o 
we all know best ; whence comes his unruffled com! 
posnre, his bland self-confidence-a confidence that tl» 
truly great artist longs for in vain ? 
Hard questions indeed 1 Questions that will never 
cease to puzzle the wondering musician. We all have 
our Utopias, and in the true artist’s case it must be! 
land where organ-grinders and the street-piano are un¬ 
known, and owners of musical instruments must pass a 
competent board of examiners and take out a license to 
play in public—where donbtfnl professionals and worn- 
out singers are debarred from further performances after 
their powers are on the wane—and last, though not least, 
a land where the amateur musician is unknown. Heart¬ 
lessly would we deprive him of his instrument of torture 
or compel him to undergo a thorough training at the 
hauds of a competent teacher with the courage to refuse 
instruction where it would be lost labor. 
Music is one of the highest of the arts ; one of the 
noblest, yet more than any of the others debased and 
degraded at the hands of the ignorant. The musical 
taste of a national public is an indication of its progress 
in the musical scale, aud possibly we may yet attain 
many of the qualifications of onr Utopian dream, in a 
great measure already realized in Germany. It is un¬ 
doubtedly true that one of the best way's to help to bring 
on this much-to-be-desired end, is to begin by the steady 
suppression aud discountenance of the amateur who 
understands the term “music” in its lightest sense 
only, and has no conception of the wonderful wealth of 
emotion, power, aud influence contained in that one 
simple word to the true artist who possesses in his own 
soul that unborn power which enables him truly to com¬ 
prehend its meaning. 
AN AMERICAN MUSICIAN. 
AS tue 1 wcu awu. 
THE MUSICAL AMATEUR. 
BY M. BLACKWOOD. 
T K8, we know them well, these musical amateurs of 
every grade and description ; the masculine amateur who 
forgets the words of his song in the middle and com¬ 
mences over again a half dozen times at least, with the 
utmost sang-froid and disregard of his listener’s feelings 
We also know the flutist who is never disturbed if his 
instrument is a semitone above or below the piano — 
cheerfully alleging that the heat of the room will soon 
set everything right,-or who remains unaffected if it 
plays octaves by mistake. We have met the musical 
fiend who ,s never tired of twanging, as people are of 
■earing Down Upon the Suwanee River ” on a banjo 
that rattles ; and the yontli or maiden who plays the 
mandolin in a hammock, or on the river, and never can 
y any chance, remember the end of the selections 
Some of ns may have lived in the same house or next 
XI PS ?hy the concertina 311,1 Piaa° <»■ 
bnt the h oncertlna may be in tune with the piano 
bnt the chances are that it is not. Then there is the 
thTS°rP,ayer’ theViIlage virtuoso on the zither, 
the cello who never seems to know when he is flat 
votaries thatse °f i,lstre“ and the* 
torment 0f tu*!” ^ ^ beeD Created for the 
for the , ,-fi6 mnsl0Ian who has respect for his art and 
grat i fication of every man and woman who desi res 
The popularity of Sousa and his standing as a com¬ 
poser is a constant theme of comment in musical and 
literary circles. His evolution, so to speak, from an 
orchestra player at $15 a week to bandmaster of the 
Marine Band at $1800 a year, and from that to his 
present position as composer and bandmaster, with an 
income of over $50,000 a year, is certainly a remarkable 
achievement, and is not based upon “accident,” as a 
writer put it some time ago. 
There is nothing “ accidental ” leading up to success 
in all of Sousa’s career. By hard and incessant study, 
by cultivating and expanding his talents aud natural 
gifts, and through devotion to a purpose, determination 
and undeviating application of energies, Sousa has 
carved out for himself the most brilliant career of any 
young man of his years in America, unaided and alone. 
His music is more often played, is more universally 
known, and more demanded by the peoples of two hemi¬ 
spheres than that of any composer, living or dead. 
There is no “accident ” in these achievements. 
Sousa is not by any means a “one sided ” man, which 
is the “ weakness ” of many musicians. Ask him about 
the literature of the day, the last and best books, he 11 
tell yon readily about them. Ask him about the music 
of the hour, or past days, or past decads. Suggest the 
national crises of the times, you’ll find him ready enough. 
Call up the poets, you’ll find him familiar with them 
also. And if not satisfied then, go into history. I* 
there is any little thing you omit he will prompt yon. 
If you should still be curious, ask him if he has ever in¬ 
dulged in belles-lettres. He might turn to the mng®‘ 
zines and show you some rare articles over the signature 
of John Philip Sousa. Yes, indeed, Sonsaisan “Ameri¬ 
can product” of which we are very proud.—“Jfinuc 
Trade Review.” 
- - , 
—If you are to continue to be a law to yourself, ?°n 
must beware of the first signs of laziness. 
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING. 
BY HENRY' C. LAHKE. 
Uve in a commercial age, when in all trades and 
fusions competition is keen. While this rivalry 
inds to almost every form of occupation known to 
it is most apparent in those branches of trade and 
IS professions which deal directly with the mass of 
'''Advertising has become one of the most important 
hranckes of every business, and it exists in multitudi- 
' and marvelous forms ; bnt of all devices, that 
which has proved most effective is the giving away 
„f something. To give people something that shall 
nnke them willing to buy more, or to give something to 
all who buy something else are well-established devices. 
Thns we find food-fairs to which people go with the 
avowed intention of eating enough samples to save a 
meal and cover the cost of the entrance fee. We find 
clothing houses giving away bicycles on certain condi¬ 
tions dependent upon the purchase of clothes, and in¬ 
stances might be quoted of enterprising merchants who 
announce that they will pay the carfares of all who visit 
their stores. 
In such ways the public has been educated to expect 
aomething for nothing. From the days when a chromo 
was first given with each purchase,—by which means 
many poor families paid large sums for the interior 
decoration of their homes,—until the present day when 
the article given away appears to be more valuable than 
the purchase which it accompanies, the ingenuity of man 
has been taxed to find new attractions for the customer. 
It would be remarkable indeed if, under the circum¬ 
stances, the musical profession had escaped the fever. 
For many years it has been customary for music 
teachers to give occasional public recitals, the immediate 
financial results of which were always, as anticipated, a 
void in the pocket-book. At the present day it seems to 
be more customary to give pupils’ recitals, which are 
better indications of the ability of the teacher. These 
recitals are, perhaps, the most legitimate form of adver¬ 
tising in the musical profession. The former, while 
they demonstrate the teacher’s ability as a performer, 
leave to the imagination his ability as a teacher. The 
latter, that is the pupils’ recitals, answer two usefnl 
purposes; first, they give the student experience and 
rase in public performance, and second, they demonstrate 
the teacher’s ability to secure good results from liis 
pnpils. All this is perfectly legitimate and beneficial, 
except that occasionally a little sharp practice is used, as, 
for instance, when one teacher captures the exceptionally 
talented pupil of his rival and immediately displays that 
pupil to his own advantage,—but there are charlatans in 
all occupations. 
Nobody will find fault for a moment with a person 
*ho wishes to give away his wealth, either of money, 
blent, or merchandise, provided that the manner oi 
going is not demoralizing ; but even in giving things 
a'Tay it is possible to do more harm than good. 
ft matters little to ns how much or what is given away 
% persons who are establishing in business or profession, 
their judgment is tempered by experience. But it 
oes interest ns to see in what way this custom affects 
! e ®Bsic student, for the student is at a critical point 
13 1,18 career> namely, the step from the rank of the 
amateur to that of the professional. At this period most 
Indents are anxious to secure all the professional work 
Possible, a,1<f at the same time are dependent upon what 
^will bring them for their living and the continuation 
fheir studies. It is necessary for them to make their 
ngigeinents bring some direct return. 
e® toe student has become proficient enough in his 
- g''e creditable performances in the students’ re- 
8 he will find himself subject to requests from 
^ngers to give his services to this or that undertaking, 
the *na^ 8Sk blln to’“help us out with some music at 
^ 3Cxt meeting of onr club,” or perhaps he may be 
p * *° l),ay or sing at a concert to he given for the 
'Arnet* Huoviding some church with a clock or a 
^ ”r 80me su<‘h item of vital necessity. 
®ake tb ^ des're an(f enthusiasm of the people who 
e requests are excellent and praiseworthy, aud 
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the student naturally feels gratified, he will also wonder 
why he, a perfect stranger, should be expected to take 
interest in a matter which is of no concern to him at all. 
Is there not enough good talent in the club or in the 
church ? If so, why do not the club members or the 
church members take the matter upon themselves? If 
not, and they want outside talent, would it not he proper 
aud right to offer some compensation to one who has 
given several years and mnch money to the work of pre¬ 
paring for this public performance ? 
In the first instance, if the student accepts the invita¬ 
tion, he or she (for it is generally she) will find that the 
worthy members of the club have come together to 
discuss weighty matters rather than to listen to music, 
and many of them think it quite unnecessary to keep 
quiet. So the misguided student warbles or plays to the 
rattle of teacups and the hum of conversation. As to 
the professional advantages in the way of advertising, he 
will find that he, or she, has given something for noth¬ 
ing. No more will ever be heard of the affair, nobody 
has listened, and with the assurance that “it was very 
delightful” the matter ends. The student has wasted 
his time, unless the toughening of the epidermis may be 
considered sufficient compensation for one who is entering 
professional ranks. 
In the second instance the entertainment is given 
avowedly for the purpose of raising money, and an 
admission fee is charged to all who attend the entertain¬ 
ment. Is it right to charge people a fee to hear one 
whose services are worth nothing? 
Students are also subject to many trials in the matter 
of church-choir and organist positions. Because they 
are students they are often expected to be so anxious to 
sing in church as to be willing to give their services. 
This again is perfectly proper for members of the ehnrch 
in question, bnt directly a singer is sought outside of the 
church it becomes a matter of business and some com¬ 
pensation should be offered. Some churches, happily 
not all, expect candidates for choir positions to sing one 
or two Sundays on trial without compensation. This is 
a vicious custom, and it enables an unscrupulous com¬ 
mittee to provide music gratis for three or four months, 
while it raises false hopes in the breasts of many poor, 
struggling musicians. There is no necessity to comment 
upon "such a breach of Christian doctrine. 
Many more instances might be quoted of customary 
methods of imposing on music students, but space does 
not permit what might be made a very interesting 
summary. 
What is the student to do about it ? 
Naturally anxious to get on and become known, in¬ 
experienced in the guiles of this world, and disliking 
extremely to say “ No ” to requests wh.ch ought not to 
have been made, for fear that he may appear churlish or 
unduly puffed up with pride, he generally yields and 
makes a considerable sacrifice of time. Freqnentytoo 
he or she, is put to more or less expense, at least m the 
matter of dress. These trifles are seldom considered, 
but they amount in the aggregate to a serious tax on tb 
iThemSequee:tt plea for the gratuitous services of 
students is “charity.” It is a sure th.ng that nriie 
musical profession aid is willingly given to real, deserv 
ing charities ; bnt charity appears in a multitude of dis¬ 
guises and it is no easy matter for the student to decide 
S Twhat is deserving and what is not Generally 
speaking « Xwct bis IT“ices are 
askedV A VvTuntowaril experiences will quicken his 
may besmall^^being asked is sufficient 
a beginning, and t services. In no case 
reason for placing a va ue ' Parity) is it advisable (except that of the most deaentag^)-ple ^ (fl 




If he is asked to sing in church as a gratuitous exhibi¬ 
tion, he may safely reckon that many others will be favored 
with the same opportunity, and the chances are that the 
competition will be carried on indefinitely. If the com¬ 
mittee, after hearing him in private, think he is worthy 
of an invitation to sing in public, their invitation shows 
that he is worth the compensation set apart by the 
church for that purpose, and he is clearly entitled to it. 
The expenditure of much time and money is necessary 
before even a talented student can interest an audience, 
and when that time arrives he will find many well- 
meaning people who will be ready to take advantage of 
his experience. He must, therefore, be on the lookout 
lest he fall a victim to a public educated to expect some¬ 
thing for nothing. 
THOSE WICKED MUSICIANS. 
There was a time—aud that not so very remote— 
when to be merely known as a musician was to incur 
suspicion as to one’s moral character ; aud a failing ob¬ 
served in any one member of the fraternity was at once 
fastened on the entire brotherhood. Was any musician 
seen fnmbling about at his street door late at night, the 
difficulty would never be accounted for by such an 
excuse as fluff having got into the pipe of his latch key ; 
no, that might serve the red-nosed clerk who lived in 
the same house, and who occasionally sat down on the 
doorstep in despair of ever effecting an entrance,—hut a 
musician 1 No, a thousand times, no! That this feel¬ 
ing has not entirely died out was proved to me a few 
mouths back in a very practical manner. I came un 
expectedly across an old friend who invited me to his 
country residence to spend my holidays, and who, 
shortly after my arrival there, gave me a fearful shock 
by addressing me as follows : 
“My boy, this is the key of the chiffonier; you’ll 
find the brandy bottle in the middle cuplioard and a 
glass beside it. Go to it when yon like, hut don’t let 
the yonng people see you, especially before breakfast, as 
it would be such a had example to them.” 1 had some¬ 
what recovered my self-possession by this time, and 
ventured, “Bat, my dear sir, 1 don’t drink brandy." 
“Well,” he returned, “the whisky is on the same 
shelf.” “ But I don’t drink whisky ; in fact, I don’t 
drink at all—I am a teetotaler.” The old gentleman 
regarded me with a look of most undisguised amaze¬ 
ment, and uttered a very nervous sort of an apology, 
making matters a trifle worse by saying : “ But I cer¬ 
tainly always understood that all musicians drank.” 
As I felt this somewhat acutely, I did not let the mat¬ 
ter rest, bnt set to work to ascertain whether this sort of 
opinion’ of ns prevailed to any extent with the great 
British public generally. I find that among those of 
the “ unco gnid” section there arc very many who think 
much as did this worthy man. 
A young lady about to be married to a thoroughly 
reputable member of our fraternity, was most strenu¬ 
ously dissuaded by very strait-laced relatives, simply 
on the ground of his being a musician. Said the aunt: 
“My dear, he is a mnsician ; they are the most incon¬ 
stant of men. I/K)k at Miss II-, she married a musi¬ 
cian, and as soon as he had got through her money he 
went off with another girl; Mr. X-may do the 
same.” 
Happily, these old-fashioned sentiments in regard to 
us are seldom brought forward in quarters where they 
are likely to act much to our detriment; tliey are the 
lingering remnants of the distrust with which all artiste, 
actors, and literary men, in common with ourselves, 
were regarded bnt a generation or two back, and which 
the progress of a very few years will probably entirely 
ront from their last strongholds among the intolerant. 
—Exchange. 
- - " —p 
_The pleasure of music in the home does not then 
depend so mnch upon the talent of the child as upon the 
handling of that talent. From the very first let teachers 
and parents veto “ exenses,” accnstora the child to do 
his best without this foolish talk, which is really but 
a weak way of begging compliments.—E. Mkndki.i.. 
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Dear Sir.—I take the liberty of asking your opinion 
whether a person at thirty-two years is too late in life to 
take up the study of piano. I am very anxious to learn 
to play this instrument. I can not read music, but am 
exceedingly fond of it. Kindly give me list of books 
published l>y you which yon would recommend as an 
introductory study, as 1 should not commence lessons 
until next fall.— J. G. C. 
The letter of this correspondent opens up a very inter- 
esting question and one which comes from many quarters. 
It is also a question which it is very difficult to answer, 
because so much depends upon the standpoint. In the 
first place, the question is, What do we mean by playing 
the piano? All piano teachers may be divided into two 
classes,—those who make players and those who make 
extremely well-taught pupils. Those who make players 
usually have in their classes at least one and sometimes 
two girls of little more than sixteen years of age, who play 
the usual repertory of concert pieces of artists. There 
is probably not a first-class piano teacher in any large city 
but who has a few pupils of this kind. If you talk with 
the virtuosi whom we hear in concerts, you will find 
that they were playing at the age of thirteen or fourteen 
almost as difficult music as they do now, but not playing 
it as well; and the technic adequate to the performance 
of the Liszt concert pieces they almost invariably have 
had by the time they were sixteen, or eighteen at latest. 
In fact, I should not consider a pupil a virtuoso at all 
unless able at the age of sixteen to play practically any¬ 
thing. More than this, the boarding-schools of the 
country are full of girls who are pursuing music as an 
accomplishment, a sort of side issue with their other 
education. These girls play pieces with considerable in¬ 
telligence, such as the preludes and fugues by Bach, 
the favorite piano sonatas by Beethoven, and more than 
half the entire Chopin repertory, with some represen¬ 
tation of Liszt. Thus, when we speak of playing the 
piano we are liable to mean to play it as artists play it, 
such people as Rosenthal, Godowsky, Joseffy, Sherwood’ 
Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler, and that most accomplished 
and beautiful artist, Mme. Hive-King ; or we may mean 
a lower grade of playing such as these accomplished girls 
I have mentioned are equal to. Or we may mean some¬ 
thing very much more moderate. 
The higher playing of the piano depends on two per¬ 
sonal conditions,-first, a head for musical combi¬ 
nations, and, second, a well-trained hand. In all cases 
of remarkable talent or genius I find that there was 
originally an endowment of very keen and close musical 
perceptions, and that this mental endowment has been 
trained by contact with the most elaborate and exacting 
specimens of high-art music, continued through a long 
series of years. Thus the brain has been all the time 
undergoing development and training, and doing this at 
the age when as yet nutrition is in excess of consumption, 
so that new brain apparatus can lie manufactured and 
put in working order successfully. More than this, the 
hand lieginning to lie used upon the piano at a very early 
age Incomes more and more flexible, the fingers have a 
certain local intelligence, as yon might say, and, particu¬ 
larly when the hand is applied to the performance of 
'ery difficult pianoforte combinations at an early age 
the technic becomes wonderfully flexible and fluent 
All the virtuosi illustrate this fact more or less ; for in¬ 
stance, Mme. Rive King used to play the most difficult 
concert fantasias of Liszt when she was a little girl of 
eleven or twelve years. 
Now, in the case of a person at the age of tbirty-two 
years beginning this study, we have first the obvious fact 
of a smaller mental endowment, otherwise the tendency 
to make a practical acquaintance with music would have 
been irrepressible and would have accomplished its 
wishes much sooner. In the second place, the mental 
technic, the habit of seeing notes and recognizing what 
they mean, the habit of following musical threads of 
thought and tracing the relation of parts and voices 
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modulations, and the like, has now to be entirely built 
up at a time when the brain has become somewhat 
established in certain lines, and when the balance 
between nutrition and consumption has been pretty 
nearly reached ; because at the age of thirty-two a man 
is only a little way from the period when he begins to go 
down hill, when it is with some difficulty that nutrition 
surpasses the current demands of the body. Moreover, 
the hand has been habituated to whatever kinds of uses 
the individual has devoted himself, and this has to learn 
entirely new tricks. And so, while there is really no 
limit to what can be done by a man sufficiently deter¬ 
mined, and while the adult has a great advantage over 
the child in this respect,—that knowing where he wishes 
to go he is able to proceed by much more direct ways 
and arrive a great deal sooner at the desired results,—still 
the course would be much like riding a bicycle up a 
very long hill. However good your machine and how¬ 
ever smooth the road, the steady grade pulls on you after 
a while, and you wonder a good many times whether it 
would not be more fun to turn around and coast down. 
It is not altogether a question of becoming able to 
play a few pieces of a particular difficulty, such as 
the third or fourth grade. It is a question of having 
music in such relation to your hands and head that the 
playing is a pleasurable exercise ; because, while we call 
performance upon the pianoforte “ playing, ” there are 
many cases in which it is very hard work, and a person 
who begins it late in life finds these cases much more 
numerous than the other kind. What you need, in 
Older to be happy with the personal performance of 
music is the ability to play any kind of a piece at least 
up to the end of the fourth grade practically on the 
level j that is, without any personal difficulty. Simply 
look it through once or twice or play it fairly well at 
first sight. If you can do this you can get a great deal 
of pleasure out of your music ; and, as I said before, it 
is not impossible, but it will require very hard work. 
There is another way of looking at this question, viz., as 
to what it is you really desire,—whether it is the pleas¬ 
ure of being able to play or the pleasure of making music 
for yourself whenever you want it. If it is the pleasure 
of actually playing the music itself that you are looking 
for, then your way is to go to work and do the best you 
can ; but if it is simply the ability to enjoy the music at 
pleasure and to become familiar with the larger kinds of 
music, such as one seldom plays one’s self (orchestral 
overtures, symphonies, and the like), I would suggest 
the diolian. On the better grades of the iEolian you can 
produce a very musical effect. As the perforated rolls of 
paper provide for the entire business of playing the notes 
all you have to do in this direction is to work the bel¬ 
lows and vary the stops according to the expression de¬ 
sired. The amount of pleasure that can be got out of an 
mstrument of this kind is simply incredible. The whole 
him to learn to read h°e 
cares to study the pieces in their details. Then he car 
n0tea, ?nd tum back in the roll to the place 
r' fT, ,‘he he wlHhes to examine occurs. Your ex- 
erase upon this instrument would be almost ..u, 
exercise in music, properly speaking, whereas in stud/ 
mg the piano your exercise would be very largely that of 
endeavoring to control your fingers and th« i 1 
joynient, as such, would be postponed quite a bit ^ eU 
peSin Xbt6 rhh0le bUSineSS up-1 ™uld ^ any i 1,aa thc necessary ambition and pluck can 
joy merit ou/ofiff'eTf* 1° gCt 3 great deal en‘ 
Jbeynnmch°more like,? to doVs’toK*"* ^ W°Dld 
which1haD'Dh the necessary "“Rations o ftheee'Xeere 
which have been cut short so persistentlv c, -ra 
mng, and exercise themselves accordingly. Bln~ 
the time varies from W 
one measure in 3-4 time, then eight in 2 7.^?“’ 
Again, the “Bridal Chorus ” in “ A T iter ?,d r on- 
is written in 6-4 time Will you kind v Z Czar’” 
your letters to teachers in Tint , ,f ™ me-m 
Unusual rhythms are peculiar uo!lWhetl,er 
characteristic of ^ ° Russian music or 
fiuuWyTontA never CsT^i 1 
not know how to play it Where Ho tf °Fe 3Dd 8^ou^ 
With humble sense of i.J!? d t*e a<**nt8 come? 
it by a pulsation of quarter-notes, which are grout,,,i * 
in three’s, now in two’s. I have not herea™?/1? 
piece you mention, and so am not able to speak ,°/ o' 
concerning it. “peak exactly 
i rbe changeT°{ measure operates to make the rWv 
less definite. It you will examine the rhythmlS® 
of Hiller, you will find some in whichS-Tm “dle8 
alternates capriciously with 3-4 and 4-4 
measure, which is entirely unknown to our mm,?!i M 
tern, was much practiced by the Greeks aud is aXX 
folk-song type in all the northern countries-m ffi 
and in parts of Russia, and to some extent m SwZ 
and Norway. What were called the runes of the ZiZ 
Scandinavian minstrels were always in 5-4 time Tl 
measure like a measure of six beats, sometimes chaug^ 
its construction. It is sometimes three and two ami 
sometimes two and three, just as a 6-8 is ordinarili two 
three s, but occasionally is changed to three two’s Z 
Schumann very often did. The accents in 5-4 measu^ 
come primarily on “one,” and secondarily on “three’’ 
or four,” according as the composer has harmonized it 
II you will notice the manner in which the accompani¬ 
ment is written you will see at once whether lie has 
made it first a three and then a two, or first a two and 
then a three, or just a plain live without subdivision. 
Y on are not alone in fiudiug the 5-4 time difficult. I 
remember that in one of those confidential moments, 
which are extremely rare with that great musical dire/ 
tor, Mr. Theodore Thomas, one day after playing the 
Tschaikowsky Fifth Symphony, he was speaking of the 
work and especially of the movement in 5-4 measure, 
which, by the way, has two rhythms running at the 
same time. Thomas said : “I tell you, a fellow has to 
count his time like everything in that 5-4 business, and 
even if you hold it steady till the second rhythm comes 
in, where are you then ? ” The explanation of this diffi¬ 
culty in his ease, of course, is perfectly obvious. The 
art of swinging the arm in a rhythm for tweDty minutes 
together, as every musical conductor has to do, is one 
which requires a certain amount of practice, as anybody 
can find out who tries to do it, especially with a lot of 
unruly players to keep together. Now, all the ordinary 
rhythms of our measures Mr. Thomas has been beating 
any time these thirty years, but the 5-4 he has not had 
to conduct more than a few times in his life, and that is 
the reason why it proved so difficult. 
My Dear Sir.—Carl Faelten, in his “Fundamental 
Training,” and Dr. Mason, in his “Touch and Technic,” 
each give the melodic and mixed minor scales in a 
different way. 
Faelten gives the melodic with a major 6th and 7th 
up aud down. Mason gives it with a major 6th aud 7th 
up and minor 6th and 7th down. 2. Faelten gives the 
mixed scale with a major 6th and 7th np and minor 6th 
and 7th down (or like Mason’s melodic). Mason gives 
the mixed scale with a major 6th and 7th up and the 7th 
alone major down (or down like the harmonic). 3. 
Further, Faelten teaches the “pure” minor scale (miuor 
6th and 7th up and down), and Mason apparently ignores 
it. If you would kindly cast a decisive vote through The 
Etude I would be grateful. Yours very sincerely, 
J. M. P. 
I dislike very much to differ with a teacher for whom 
I have so profound a respect as Mr. Faelten, hut iu this 
particular instance I think he has misused the terms. 
According to my understanding there are four minor 
scales : First, the natural minor scale, which is used by 
untaught musicians in unmusical countries. This is the 
series such as we get from A to A without accidentals. 
Second, the harmonic scale, which is the real minor 
scale of modern music, and is invariably used when har¬ 
monic relations are in question. This has a minor 6th 
and a major 7th, both ascending and descending. Third, 
the so-called melodic minor, which has a major 6th and 
7th ascending and the minor 6th and 7th descending- 
This scale is not now in use, because changing to the 
minor 6th and 7th in descending is tantamount to modu¬ 
lating into the relative major. At this point some one 
will wish to know why playing the natural minor scale 
in the descending form should be a modulation more 
than in the first instance under discussion. The answer 
is that the natural minor scale is not a harmonic scale at 
all, but when the descending natural scale is beard alter 
an ascending scale with major 6th and 7th, then the 
change is so pronounced as to produce upon the ear the 
effect of a transition into relative major. Fourth, the 
so-called mixed minor, which is the harmonic scale wit 
a major 6th used by license in ascending passages wher¬ 
ever the harmonic relations are not involved. Iht 
accidental major 6th can be used as a passing note or 
aPPOggiatura, but it is not harmonized. The^descen - 
ing form is the harmonic minor, with a major 7tb an* 
minor 6th. I should say that Mr. Faelten proha1, 
gave the forms as he did from the'force of habit, owing 
to the scales having been taught him in this way perhaps 
when he was a student, and his rot having given n',u 
thought to them since. There is no law against making 
any kind of a combination for a minor scale one choose • 
but the use of the terms in American musical term 
ology (which is more exact than the English), is 
have indicated above, and therefore I think Dr. Mnso 
is right. 
HOW IS ART TO SURVIVE? 
by fanny grant. 
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE MUSICAL CONDITION 
OF AMERICA. 
BY ALMIRA G. MARTIN. 
To be bom an artist is in a way unfortunate. A 
n’s foes are of his own household,” aud “ a prophet 
“IneraUv without honor in his own country.” 
the fether of the embryo artist is a hard-headed 
man of affairs, he is very often the last one to favor or 
“courage the unwelcome traits of his boy’s character, 
fthe sou is quick at a bargain, the banker pats him on 
behead aud smiles encouragement ; the younger boy 
with his beautiful face, his soul for poetry, his harp in 
his hand finds David’s experience with his brethren the 
same as his own; and as to his father, a man never hard 
or tyrannical in his life will, from instinct, become a 
wretch before his son if he would turn to music or poetry 
for a life-work. The world is full of wrecked careers 
from the attitude of the average parent toward his chil¬ 
dren who are born for art-not for what is called prac¬ 
tical pursuits of life. 
So it is that from the cradle the musician, more than 
all the other devotees of art, lias a losing struggle in his 
hope for survival. A few do succeed in conquering the 
domestic opposition and gain their profession. Wagner 
at last came to glory—and died too soon to be compen¬ 
sated for all he had suffered in his young days. Artists 
suffer iu the short years of their prime by losing their 
chance of a hearing. 
Incompetent musical nuisances, well pulled, draw the 
public, aud here is where so fatal a blow is struck to the 
cause of true art. The concert troupe, as a whole and 
individually, is a humbug. Society is bored, season 
after season ; society gives up finding much save a “ lunc- 
tion ” either in the opera or on the concert platform. 
Petty tin-whistle singers charge the same as Patti. 
“They are quite equal to the diva,” quoth the agents, 
but we are bored, and, after a time, we refuse to hear 
them at any price, and the managers fail; in the mean¬ 
time the artists are starved and their hope is gone for¬ 
ever,—they have had nothing for their lives of toil and 
ambition. 
Then the composer has his own troubles. Why need 
a mau waste his heart out until he is gray beiore the 
public will pay him something for his compositions? 
Why not all study music on the principle that a quick 
sense of wliat art means will show how to buy a song or 
leave it alone ? 
All of us have gone thus far, we know that Liszt and 
Mendelssohn brighten a stupid program. We know 
that Schumann is dull in proportion as he is erudite, and 
erudition has killed so much in art. Well, why not go 
on and encourage music that is bright and interesting in 
itself; why not sit down hard on the man who steals all 
his ideas, as well as the treatment of them. Take the 
man who, with another man’s melody, arranges a song 
and pnts to it an absurd accompaniment and then calls 
all his own. A man whose inspiring genius creates a pure 
melody is the real artist. 
As, without doubt, the genius always has done his 
d'ffy,—what demands attention is the duty of the public. 
Within certain bounds, people generally love music. Let 
os add to this love, then, an intelligent effort to take up, 
not slangy, popular songs, not the maudlin, sentimental 
horrors the artist writhes to encounter, but the cheerful, 
interesting music so easily found if we look for it. 
Every community that is cultured enough to pay its 
home artists a living price is the community that will 
establish its culture on a sure foundation. 
bince the churches have begun to place their music in 
the hands of trained professors a degree of musical in¬ 
telligence has been developed in society that will do 
swell to help the artist in the future. 
But much remains to be done, and with this obligati011 
thoroughly appreciated and accepted by the public at 
'aigei with musicians standing together, shoulder to 
shoulder, waging relentless war on quacks and charla- 
**■18, there can he no doubt as to the outcoiue. Art will 
emerge triumphant from the cloud of difficulties that 
n°w darkens the way, and its glorious possibilities will 
blazon the wav to a true millennium—a realization of 
[“Comparison is often made between the musical 
conditions of home life which maintain in Germany with 
the frequently barren, joyless, inartistic home circle of 
this country. There seems to be truth in this. What 
can be done to improve the condition?”—January 
Etude.] 
Had the comparison been America and Germany, 
instead of the average home circle in each country, it 
would have been the same. “ What can he done to im¬ 
prove the condition ? ” Many things. 
The field for work is not among those who are already 
truly musically cultured, hut among those who are just 
beginning to travel on the road to high art and those 
about to do so. 
There have been many helpful suggestions in onr 
• musical magazines, and the question asked has been 
answered time and again, yet it is not the stating a fact 
once, but a thousand times, that makes people fully 
realize the truth of it and act upon the suggestion. 
Discussion upon different kinds of atmosphere is quite 
the fad nowadays, and, of course, there must be a musi¬ 
cal atmosphere. 
There are many suggestions to improve the present 
condition, but the doing of a few suggestions is more 
important than knowing a thousand that are good to do. 
One thing is very certain. If we can not carry “ musical 
conditions” into the homes, we must draw the people 
out aud influence them to create it for themselves. 
Some of the most important public factors are news¬ 
papers, theaters, churches, schools, and music pub- 
lishers. 
Our newspapers are used very much for advertising 
particular stars, but it is through them that the musical 
critic does his work. Critics : I call upon you to be less 
fastidious (cranky),more generous, and, above all, impar¬ 
tial The musician cares little for your criticism. It 
neither benefits nor injures him, and the Peatf 1 ® 
artist, the less influence you have. However, oftt mes 
the trusting and unsuspicious public (wise public .) are 
moved for or against the financial success of music and 
“The theater is most important of all. ‘ Tis there that 
the popular songs are brought out and repeated night 
after right. The orchestra renders the latest march or 
two-step and the audience is musically sahsfi^-it has 
L be Marches and two-steps are very enjoyable where 
they are appropriate, but it is rather tiresome to hear 
tVipm everywhere and at all times. 
Germany has the advantage over ns in many ways 
lime'“^anische M^rlb^Tav?^ 
^^“vrety^-,’’ and there one am hear 
popular theater orchestra, and two or three 
oth^ otoh^ that give rortnightly, even weekly 
concerts, jU^welloriter.^ ^ ^ gnffident 
America needs 1 ^ ^ peasou wben one can 
have a few wee P „ ,n perhaps baif a dozen 
hear one or two sto ^ ^ ^ „ of lel*cr 
different operas. to a disadvantage, and 
magnitude a“dth? C oPfPthe .«8Ure” the perform- 
p*****»*l ll’ ,he 
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subscriptions to begin with, and wise unmercenary 
managers. The musicians would have to content them¬ 
selves with moderate salaries and expect unfavorable 
criticisms, because they are second Melbas, Nordicas, or 
De Reszkes ; hut people would learn to appreciate every 
true, musical effort, and attend operas and concerts for 
the purpose of becoming better acquainted with music, 
leaving their twenty-degree-below-zero-critical atmos¬ 
phere at home. 
American audiences should encourage the beginnings, 
which are always difficult, and, after a time, they will lie 
more than repaid for their hearty cooperation. 
There is a great deal of “ light ” music that is very 
enjoyable—and no one cares for sonatas and Modes, 
concertos, and inventions and nothing else. However, 
slangy songs and music that appeals to heels much 
more than to the heart is more intolerable, more injuri¬ 
ous for young people than “ bad grammar.” 
“What can be done to improve the condition?” 
Fight! The atmosphere is war-like at present. Let us 
join forces to raise the standard of music ; hut let us lie 
patient and amiable in our manner. We can not lay 
down a standard and reach down onr hands saying, 
“Come np here.” We must have a variety of grades ; 
people yet attend concerts to bear the “encore,” which 
is generally familiar and has “some tune to it,” and, 
above all, they must recognize “Biergarten Musik ” as 
such ; when they do, I am sure they will prefer more 
refined, uplifting music in their homes. 
season. , * or* the chief patronizers of concerts, 
Music 8tode“^e8 enducenjent for them here that there 
y6tS,S There conservatory pupils-and off tunes 
is abroad. inere t tickets at “ student s 
pupils .IP— :;, „„ienl to go lucre o«et, .»! 
“Xrrstnmrt opem oomp.ui- 
orcliertnw mode op o'' ho"‘e( few Urge, private 
THE PRONUNCIATION OF RUSSIAN NAMES. 
As orthoepy in musical names is the topic of the hour, 
perhaps a few remarks on the pronunciation of the 
names of Slavonic—and more especially of Russian— 
composers may interest our readers. The chief obstacle 
in the way of a more correct pronunciation lies in the 
fact that the transliteration which suits one language is 
hopelessly inapplicable to another. The compilers of 
programs, who are very often responsible for the first 
introduction of Slavonic names to the English-speaking 
public, generally copy them as they stand upon a Ger¬ 
man or French edition of the composer’s works, and thus 
a very corrupt orthography becomes authentic. Take, 
for example, the much abused name of Tschaikowsky 
as it is commonly spelt. Logically transliterated from 
the Russian into English it might be written Chai¬ 
kovsky ” for it begins with the Russian letter chep, the 
equivalent of our ch in church. But in French the cb 
becomes sh, so it is obvious that for general purposes of 
. m».t I. .dded. Tim Omumn form 
Tschaikowski, is quite unnecessarily barbarous, and 
leads to facial paralysis on the part of conscientious peo¬ 
ple who want to give full value to all the consonants. 
I have heard the illustrious composer spoken of as nsli- 
„ row.gky • an unfortunate distortion of a soft sounding 
and perfectly simple name. The w which figures ^in¬ 
appropriately in many Russian names is another great 
source of mispronunciation. This letter, as we pronounce 
it has no place in the Russian alphabet. It is, however, 
theGennan and, may he, also the French yW-J£ 
the Russian v, or it may be represented by f. Hie latter 
•rives the sound correctly, but is rather offensive to the 
eve of a Russian scholar. By all means get nd of w 
to Slavonic names and with it such barbarisms as 
Paderoosky, Glazon now and Tscha-eow-sky. 
The position of the tonic accent in Russian names is 
much more difficult to define. There is no rule and 
Russians themselves are not always agreed >n «•» 
gnect i have heard lmth Rimsky Korsakov and Kimsky- 
Korsakov ; the latter being the composer’s own pronun¬ 
ciation and therefore presumably the correct one Boro¬ 
din should be more correctly pronounced Baradin the 
unaccented o sounding like a. Mussorgsky is Mows 
sonrsky ' the last two syllables going for next to nothing. 
Liadov should not be Li a-dou, hut Lyadov. The ques¬ 
tion is not perhaps of great importance, but grammarians 
have adopted a recognized method of transliterating 
Ln Russian into English and it would save much con¬ 
fusion if a uniform system of transliteration were used.- 
ROSA Neumabck, in the “ Musical Standard. 
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JOSEF HOFMANN. 
BV ALEXANDER MCARTHUR. 
ONE evening, at his dinner table in the Troitsky Per- 
eulok, Rubinstein was holding a conversation with a 
number of artists on the somewhat hopeless future of 
music in all branches, but more especially in pianoforte 
playing. “I am useless in that direction,” he said 
quickly. “I have never formed and never conform a 
school. Liszt has formed a school, but has left no one 
worthy to fill his place ; and to day who is there ? Pader¬ 
ewski and D'Albert. Of Paderewski I can not speak, 
as I have not heard him, and D’Albert is neglecting his 
pianoforte for composition. Outside of these two—in 
spite of all our work, in spite of all our conservatories, in 
spite of all our much-talked-of progress—we have more 
or less a musical Sahara so far as pianoforte playing is 
concerned and I see nothing in the future.” 
“ What about Josef Hofmann ? ” asked Leopold Auer, 
the violinist. 
“Ah, Hofmann." All at once Ru¬ 
binstein’s face brightened. “ Yes, perhaps. 
Hofmann has genius. He may do some¬ 
thing. I had forgotten him,” he said en¬ 
thusiastically, and for the rest of the even¬ 
ing his usual pessimism gave way to good 
humor. 
Some years later, at the Caff Lion d'Ch¬ 
in Paris, when Hofmann was then Rubin¬ 
stein’s pupil, the young artist was again 
the subject of discussion at the Master’s 
dinner table, and Rubinstein said : 
“ Hofmann can do anything if he will 
only give himself to art completely and 
work. If he does work, the future lies 
with him.” 
So fnr as muscle is concerned Hofmann 
has worked and worked hard. It will sur¬ 
prise many who remember his slight boyish 
appearance to know that his arm muscles 
are bigger and harder than those of Yousouf, 
the Turkish wrestler. Hofmann is ex¬ 
tremely proud of this fact and has had his 
arm photographed. His strength has 
always been phenomenal. While still a 
boy of twelve years, when in a bad humor, 
he thought nothing of breaking the strings 
and keys of a concert grand pianoforte, 
and during his recent recitals here he sub¬ 
jected the powerful Steinway he used to 
a very severe test. It is not, however, so 
much from piano practice that young 
Hofmann has developed this extraordinary 
muscle as from work on steel and iron in 
his laboratory. For many years now he 
has had various fads in mechanics and his 
inventions have attracted even Edison’s 
attention. 
As a pianist Hofmann’s success is simply 
phenomenal and inexplicable. Unlike 
Rubinstein, Liszt, Paderewski, and Rosen- 
thal he rardy pra,.tices, and on his present concert 
tour he has not even a page of music with him At 
home he spends eight and ten hours at a stretch 
skat.ng, bicycling, playing tennis, or hammering iro„ in 
his laboratory, never giving more than a few hours at a 
time, and that rarely, to his pianoforte. 
In this Hofmann is unlike every other pianist, and it 
has been always so with him. He has never made anv 
special studies, never giving himself any trouble to 
acquire his enormous technic. As a child, in Berlin he 
once began practicing systematically ; but the results 
were so bad that his father locked the pianoforte for 
tHTl 7 l 8t “ t,me’ an<l "°W eVerJ 0,16 if> satisfied that the less he practices the better he plays 
To those who know him intimately it is a matter of 
infinite mystery to understand how-burning his hands 
ns he dries with _**.• . . anas 
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is a phenomenon. Liszt said: “If I lose one day’s 
practice I notice it myself; if two, my friends notice it ; 
if three, the public notice it.” With Hofmann this is 
reversed ; he can play without practice, and plays best 
without practice. 
Although Hofmann was a pupil of Rubinstein, and the 
results of the great pianist’s teaching are apparent in his 
playing, yet so anxious was Rubinstein that Hofmann 
should keep his own individuality that he never played 
for him—never anything except the funeral march of the 
B-minor Chopin Sonata and this reading, the effect of a 
band passing, Rubinstein told the young artist he 
slionld not copy. Of course, during a lesson, Rubinstein 
played here and there a passage, usually bending over 
Hofmann at the pianoforte to show him this or that idea, 
but neither in touch nor in particular readings does Hof¬ 
mann follow what one might term the Rubinstein school— 
a school, by the way, which does not exist, as unhappily 
those who have heard Rubinstein can affirm. Of course, 
Hofmann has caught a great deal of Rubinstein’s style, 




Rub!n7C1'0Pi" ,F"7ral MarCh Sona,a’ eve» *1 though 
Rubinstein nearly whistled in imitation of the wind to 
how Hofmann how he understood Chopin’s idea Hof- 
minims caught Rubinstein’s remarkable interpret! 
not rl:7VU°n’ °f C°U™’ of Hofmann has 
velvet the Vl' * "'a"'C toncIl—the wondrons hand of 
nlver he rd ff COreSKlngrfinger8 ^ dreW forth «°™ds 
StiB I r a P’anoforte «*ler any hands but his 
YorkTrl hr had mnch sl“ to society in New 
Lei’hin, P aR m'eiVPd nnthi"K ,ike the homage prof- 
fered hmi ,n Russ,a. While in St. Petersburg, fl.e two 
STT! ,0aded him -ith costly gifts, among other 
hings a dinner service in gold-nlate ” 
daily to bis w-i ... g_°. p*®te. They sent equerries iiiuuiM! i r  t  r t  - r i is ,l,Y,T. ™raer ice 111 l -plate. They sent equerries 
as he docs with chemicals, catting and bruising them recent in 7 ,'°7 *° inqnire after his health, and gave 
ffii s\ 17 H Jam“OT’ maimin« th™ hy bicycle inri e fln" °"°r *° W,lich ***8 People were 
falls and falls on the ice-he can ever play at all, much „t the Pal T T™'™' W,len the >'onng arrived 
1 . 7? 16 d0eS’ kecP,n« ‘hat extraordinary delicacy roses an 1 Tr hefonnd the staircase entwined with white 
and lightness of touch. If only for this roMonHofmann 77.7 1,1,“a,,d 8,1 ‘he ladies of the Court d resled 
Much of Hofmann’s time here is spent in wriH* 
autographs for the matinee girls, about which he is n ? 
amiable ; in fact, generally speaking, Hofmann’s disll 
sition is amiable and kindly, but on rare occasions J™ 
angry, neither his friends nor relatives care to he „ 
him. They usually prefer to let him wreak his vem 
geance ou a pianoforte until he comes to himself 
Even as a very young child Hofmann never cared for the 
society of children or those of his own age. He aninsed 
himself with mechanical toys, and in spite of his youth 
ful looks he now says that, although only twenty two 
he feels thirty-two. When he made this, his last trip to 
America, he was not thinking of his success in music or 
the applause of audiences, but of a long-hoped-for visit 
to Edison in his laboratory at Orange. Altogether it 
may be said that although he is perhaps without a rival 
as a pianist, his hobby is not so much music as a passion 
for invention. He has composed both for orchestra and 
pianoforte quite a number of successful pieces, but be 
seldom thinks of writing something new until his father 
or friends remind him that quite a time has elapsed 
since his last composition. Then he leaves 
all his fads aud hobbies, sits down and 
writes something even the severest critics 
find commendable. Josef Hofmann is a 
wonder, and the truth about his life reads 
like a most impossible romance. As his 
father says, he works for nothing, has 
trouble about nothing, yet all things drop, 
as it were, into his lap. 
mendelssohniana. 
Max Muller, in “Auld Lang Syne,” 
tells how he met Liszt at Leipsic, and 
gives the following interesting account of 
the meeting of Liszt and Mendelssohn: 
Liszt appeared in his Hungarian costume, 
wild and magnificent. He told Mendel¬ 
ssohn that he had written something special 
for him, and, sitting clown, played first a 
Hungarian melody and then three or four 
variations each more incredible than the 
previous one. We stood amazed, and after 
everybody had paid his compliments to 
the hero of the day, some of Mendelssohn's 
friends gathered near him and said : “ Ah, 
Felix, now we can pack np ; no one can do 
that ; it is over with us.” Mendelssohn 
smiled ; and when Liszt came up to him 
asking him to play something in return, 
he laughed and said that he never played 
now ; and this, to a certain extent, was 
true. But Mendelssohn sat down and 
played first of all Liszt’s Hungarian melody, 
and then one variation after another, so that 
no one but Liszt could have told the differ¬ 
ence. We all trembled, lest Liszt should 
be offended ; but he laughed and ap¬ 
plauded, and admitted that no one—not 
even he himself—could have performed 
such a bravura. 
Never was there a composer more conscientiously fas¬ 
tidious than Mendelssohn, never an artist sonl more 
racked with morbid thoughts of his work’s unworthi¬ 
ness. Apropos of this trait in Mendelssohn, Ferdinand 
Hiller gives us a characteristic anecdote : 
“One evening,” he says, “ I came into Mendelssohn s 
room, and found him looking so heated and in snch a 
feverish state of excitement that I was frightened. 
“‘What’s the matter with you?’ I called out. 
‘ There I have been sitting for the last four honrs, he 
said, 1 trying to alter a few bars in a song and can’t do 
it.’ 
“ He had made twenty different versions, the greater 
number of which would have satisfied most people.’ 
in white to receive him. 
—To be a gentleman is to be one all the world over, 
and in every relation and grade of society. It is a high 
calling, to which a man mnst first be born and then 
devote himself for life. 
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Twas in the Lovely Month of May. 
Im Wunderschonen Monat Mai. 
H.Heine. 
English Version by M.V. W. w _ . ,, . * . 








in the love - ly 
ivun - der - schb -nen 
in the love - ly 
wun-der - sc ho - nen 
month of May As 
Mo - nat Mai, als 
month of May As 
Mo - nat Mai, als 





heart and fan 
Lie - be auf 
ac - cents true 
Seh - nen und 
c y flood 
ge - pan 
and ring 
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As all the birds were sing - ing That 
,n "the love ly month of May As all the flow’rs were bud 
unin - tier - echo - nen Mo - nat Mai, aOal- /« Kao, ■ pen ,pran 
in the love - ly month of May ---- — 
In-nX-scno-L Mo - nat Mat, oHol- U Vo - 'H .an - gen Ha 
rail, poco a poco. 
m 
love a - woke in all 
ist in mei - nem Her 
I con - fess’d my l°ve 
hab' ich ihr ge stun 
its strength My heart and fan - cy flood 
ien die Lie - be auf ge - gat, 
to her In ac - cents true and ring 
den, mein Seh - nen und Ver - lan 








love that lends the 
love that made her 
charm,_ 
seem. 
makes my cap-tive heart to 
queen of all the earth to 
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advantages for music students in 
VARIOUS EUROPEAN CENTERS. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
V. LEIPSIC. 
Pities like nations and individuals, have their rise 
7Tn ’tlieir periods of development and decadence, of 
2ve progressive youth, of vigorous, self-reliant prime, 
d nf enfeebled, conservative, retrospective old age. 
Really speaking, Leipsic has reached the last of these 
nochs There was a time when Egypt stood at the 
I; of civilization, and there was a time when Leipsic 
1 the musical center of Germany, indeed, practically 
of the civilized world, when all that was best and highest 
i„ the divine art was to be found here in its fullest per- 
fection. Leipsic was then at its zenith artistically, and 
was the Mecca of the musical world ; but that was in 
the middle of the nineteenth century, not at its close, 
and its preeminence has long since passed away, though 
the city still complacently basks in the afterglow of its 
departed glory. 
The few American musicians of the last generation 
who had sufficient enterprise to cross the then dreaded 
Atlantic for the purpose of studying music in Europe, 
came naturally and as a matter of course to Leipsic, 
drawn not only by the general standing of the Leipsic 
Conservatory and by the unusual advantages of its opera 
and the Gewandhaus concerts, but by the fame of such 
names as Mendelssohn and Moscheles. As conditions 
then were they were quite right in their selection, hut 
it mast be remembered that many of them crossed in 
sailing vessels, and that music, as well as means of 
travel, has changed materially in the interim. 
The famous Leipsic Conservatory still exists, in fact 
for the last twenty years has been allowed to call itself 
The Royal Conservatory, by permission of the King of 
Saxony, and has been removed to a new, com modious, and 
elegantly appointed building,—but the musical ideals 
and methods of instruction have remained much what 
they were in the good old days so fondly remembeied, 
the days of Mendelssohn and his colleagues, when the 
nse of the wrist and of the rubato in piano-playing 
were alike considered illegitimate eccentricities, when 
Cbopiu’scompositions were regarded as well-nigh unplay¬ 
able novelties of questionable merit, and when Liszt was 
a newly discovered and dangerous comet of uncertain 
orbit. 
The musical world has moved forward with gigantic 
strides since then, and though Leipsic has not been able 
wholly to resist the march of progress, it has followed 
slowly and reluctantly behind the procession, gazing ever 
backward instead of onward, strenuously opposing each 
innovation, querulously lamenting the good old times, 
its constant cry being to stand by the sacred traditions 
of the honored past, to cling to the classic ideals which 
the old masters revered, to remember Mendelssohn and 
Mosclieles and follow not after new gods. 
The musical standards here of late years, especially as 
regards tlie pianoforte, have been to those of Berlin, 
Dresden, and Vienna, what the creed of an orthodox 
Ulviniat is to the belief of a liberal and enlightened 
advocate of the Higher Criticism. The rising generation 
of American music students, however, knowing nothing 
of the real facts and conditions at present, but hearing 
enthusiastic acconnts from their teachers, who studied 
here years ago, of the advantages offered by Leipsic in 
their student days, naturally suppose this is the place to 
£° to, and by scores and hundreds make the mistake of 
spending a year or two here before they learn better by 
hitter experience, when their time for stndy is perhaps 
exhausted, and they tind themselves unable to compete, 
unless they can supplement their Leipsic education with 
a season or two elsewhere, with those who have studied 
at Berlin and Vienna in accordance with the most ad¬ 
vanced methods and ideas. 
I remember well when I first started for Europe in 
I had a vague impression, derived from my teacher, 
who graduated at Leipsic under Moscheles, that music- 
ally speaking Leipsic and Germany were virtually syn- 
otlymoils and interchangeable terms, and that all music 
pupils, native or foreign, studied in Leipsic as a matter 
of course. Berlin I fancied was a sort of musical suburb 
of Leipsic, pleasant enough bnt of no comparative im¬ 
portance. Fortunately, just before sailing, a well-posted 
friend, who had studied recently in both places, enlight¬ 
ened me in time and I went to Berlin. Since then I 
have given the same advice to many students, some of 
whom have acted upon it, others not; bnt from the 
latter I have usually received a letter toward the close 
of the first year, confessing their error and announcing 
the intention of going elsewhere. 
Historically considered, the musical life at Leipsic 
and especially the Conservatory and the Gewandhaus 
concerts are of great interest. The Leipsic Conserva¬ 
tory is the oldest and the most famous of all the great 
German conservatories, and, has doubtless, first and last, 
numbered more distinguished names, both of composers 
and executants, among its pupils than any other. It 
was founded by Mendelssohn in 1843, and its first 
faculty of instructors included not only that classic mas¬ 
ter, but Robert Schumann and the violinist David. Schu¬ 
mann, however, remained connected with the institution 
bnt a few months. His original, romantic, and modern 
spirit did not find itself at home here, and Leipsic was 
about the last spot in the musical world to acknowledge 
his merits as composer and listen to his works. 
A few years later Ferdinand Hiller, Plaidy, and Mos- 
cheles were added to the teaching force, and for the first 
quarter of a century of its existence the Leipsic Conser¬ 
vatory held and deserved the first place in Europe, hav¬ 
ing neither peer nor rival among music schools. During 
these twenty five years it made the reputation which it 
has been living on ever since. During the latter part of 
this epoch, however unfortunately for Leipsic, conserva¬ 
tories were being started in the other German cities, 
more progressive in spirit, and musicians of an original 
and wide awake type were drifting away from Leipsic 
and congregating in Berlin and other centers, so that by 
the early seventies Leipsic had already begun to lose its 
prestige and Berlin had taken its place as the chief musi¬ 
cal center of Germany. Since that time it has lost 
ground more and more, Vienna taking its rank as second 
to Berlin, till it has come to be regarded, by those fami¬ 
liar with recent musical developments in all the German 
cities, as behind the times and well nigh fossilized. 
The cause of this decadence, as explained above, lias 
been in part the growth of musical cnltnre elsewhere 
but mainly because of the self complacent and intolerant 
spirit prevailing in Leipsic itself, for which the business 
director of the Conservatory, Scbleinitz, and the musical 
director both of the Conservatory and of the Ge wand ban 
concerts, Carl Reinecke, have been chiefly responsible. 
Schleinitz was manager of the institution for nearly 
forty years, and it is safe to say he never progressed a 
single step in all that time, so that naturally towar 
thegdose of the period he was no longer np to date , 
whVe Reinecke, by nature, habit, and»*£-, £ 
always been friendly to the classics and hostile to the 
modern schools of music. In that tendency he has been 
followed and outdone by his adherents and disciples, * 
will hone has not been responsible for all the enor 
we wi P . . the treatment of rising 
mities committed at Leipsic, in 
(i) Adherence ^ once instructor in the lnatl- 
because or^oth l ^^ M M (2) Neglect 
f wrist developLn; and octave technic, at a time when 
ssi >» 
makes snch „rea \ nreindice against and mis- 
technmof thepiayerj^ Aprej^ ^ounting to . 
apprehension ot mogt valuable and most diffi- 
practical ruling on (4) An intentional and 
cnlt factor in mu,sical works, particn- 
dogmatic that the student’s repertoire 
larlyK Ucoenf ned almost exclusively to works known 
has been confined time, with the exoop- 
and played ,n Jj ke and others directly connected 
tion of pieces by v escaped the general ban 
with the institution, who have escaped 
against the music of ^ ^nowned feature of musical 
a course of symphony concerto founded, like the Con¬ 
servatory here, by Mendelssohn, at a time when the 
other German cities had no regular annual series of the 
kind. They took the name Gewandhaus from the 
fact of the largest room then in Leipsic being appropri¬ 
ated for the purpose, which happened to be the site of a 
bigdry-goodsand clothing establishment,—“Gewand,” 
in German, meaning garment,—and the name has stuck 
to them ever since the erection of the elegant and spacious 
New Gewandhaus. 
The concerts are twenty-two in number, with twenty- 
two public rehearsals, to which all pupils of the Con¬ 
servatory are admitted free ; and though there is no direct 
connection between the Gewandhaus concerto and the 
Conservatory, the leading musician at the institution, 
from the time of Mendelssohn to the time of Reinecke, 
has always been leader of the Gewandhaus Orchestra, 
so that the two have been popularly supposed to be 
under one management. 
The Gewandhaus Orchestra and the Gewandhaus 
concerts soon became celebrated, not only throughout 
Germany but all over Europe, and Leipsic was the place 
where orchestral music was more plentiful and of better 
quality than anywhere else. The Gewandhaus concerts 
ranked in the concert world with La Scala, of Milan, in 
the operatic world, as the goal of ambition for eveiy 
composer and every performer. Like everything in 
Leipsic, however, their old prestige has waned of late 
years, so that their merit and importance have been less 
than thnt of the symphony series in most of the leading 
German cities. Mr. Arthur Nikiscli, for several years 
director of the Symphony Orchestra of Boston, who has 
recently accepted a life-long engagement as leader of the 
orchestra here, is rapidly raising its standard again, and 
it is hoped will eventually restore it to its former excel¬ 
lence. 
Before closing the present article, I ought in justice to 
my subject to say that I am under the impression that a 
new era is dawning for Leipsic, when it may, perhaps, 
recover its lost position in the van of musical culture. I 
am of the opinion that Leipsic has finished two epochs, 
one of glory and one of decadence, and is about entering 
npon a third. There was, in fact, no chance left for this 
ultra conservative city but to join the ranks of progress 
or die a lingering death. For many years it looked as if 
it preferred death to progress, but there arc signs of a 
revival and of a tendency to alaorb the quickening spirit 
of modern times. As already mentioned, the Gewand¬ 
haus concerto are again coming to the front, so as to 
compete with the Berlin courses, though Nikisob, who 
goes to Berlin to conduct the series by the Philharmonic 
Orchestra there, is not considered in that city as nearly 
the equal of Weingartner, the director of the animal 
course of Symphony concerts by the Royal Orchestra. 
The Conservatory lias also a new Imsiness director, 
I)r. Paul Rontsch, who has, it is true, l>ecii in office too 
short a time to show his real ralilsT,—less than a year, 
but who is said to lie abreast of the times and resolved 
on reform, albeit in a deliberate and judicious way, con¬ 
sistent with Leipsic traditions. Reinecke, it is true, is 
still nominally the musical dire, tor, hut he is very old 
and not very active, and the institution is departing 
somewhat from Ids precedents and 1,rejud.(T-swiilct>c 
veteran, Professor Zwlntocher, one of the most rigid 
sticklers for old-time methods, has retired altogether, 
TeichmUller taking his place. The well-known com¬ 
poser Jadassohn, too, who in head of the school of com- 
^iti’on. though he can not 1m* called a motion) man, 
not so extreme a classicist as Reinecke. 
In proof of my opinion as to the changes at hand, I 
can stato th"t works'^ by Grieg, BainGSaens, BuWnstem, 
and Wagner appeared on last season s Conservatory pn 
gram Those’ familiar with Lelprtc fiftwn ago 
will realize all that this means. I notice, too. thnt tliose 
in authority take pains to deny in private and m print 
the accusation that Leipsic is the hotlied of nmsi«U 
intolerance and conservatism. This means a great dea . 
It means in the first place an admission thatstich reports 
Ixist . uito universally, and in the second place it be¬ 
trays a desire to contradict them and correct the imprea^ 
stom It would lie strange, indeed, if they did not hit 
noon the simplest and surest means of doing this, 
namely, to alter the facts, and 1 believe that this^rear 
.... *:n and lias already l>egun. Neverthe tion will take place h l bj^u . rt Cf 
lr.«s if I were a student contemplating a period of 
Itody in Germany, 1 should wait for time to■ P™ ^ 
this reform was more than temporary. snp.rficial. 
spasmodic, before locating at Leipsic. 
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HOW TO MAKE MUSIC STUDIOS ATTRACTIVE. 
HI. 
Tins qnestion is one of interest to teachers and pupils, 
and with the idea of secnring material on the subject 
Tub Etude solicited contributions from a number of 
well-known teachers. Replies were published in The 
Etude for April and May, and below will be found some 
more. The illustrations have added to the value of the 
series, which will be concluded in our next issue. 
From OTIS R. SKINNER. 
“1. The furnishings should be pleasant and home¬ 
like. Large rugs should cover most of the floor. The 
studio should contain two pianos—a grand and an up¬ 
right ; good pictures of noted composers, teachers, paint¬ 
ings, an office desk, a music cabinet, a revolving bookcase, 
center-table ; sofas and chairs upholstered with leather 
or tasteful denim, selected to harmonize with the rugs 
and other furniture, will be all that are necessary for the 
teaching-room. 
“2. The pianos should not be side by side, but sepa¬ 
rated,—the grand in a corner and the upright near a 
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“8. I have a waiting-room which is well furnished. 
On the table are musical magazines, journals, and a 
Technicon. Besides the other furniture there is a Vir¬ 
gil Practice Clavier, which serves for finger drill prepa¬ 
ratory to the lesson. 
“Studio and waiting-room should be attractive, and 
they can be made so at little or great expense. Pleasant 
surroundings are a necessity to the busy teacher, and the 
earnest student should be made to enjoy going to his 
lesson. I send you a photograph of my studio and 
waiting room, both of which represent an approach to 
my ideal.” 
From FREDERIC W. ROOT. 
“ The furnishings of a music studio will correspond in 
some degree to the kind of work done on the premises. 
Some teachers get their patronage very largely from 
‘ society ’; they are approved of Mrs. Grundy, and they 
have under their charge the buds and blossoms of le monde 
dldganl. Others have a patronage of very young people, 
and still others, of students of limited resources who 
aim to make music a means of livelihood. Hence, a 
studio may, with appropriateness, be a luxurious and 
8tcdio os Otis E. Skinner, 
wall, but both so arranged that the light will be most 
effective. 
“ 3' For U>e pupil I use a square leather-covered stool. 
For myself I nse a chair of exactly the right height. 
“4. I would not combine studio and workroom or 
library. My studio is a pleasant place for the student to 
take lessons and a room in which I can give my entire 
attention to teaching. The study and library should be 
m the teacher’s home, if he has one. The teacher will 
enjoy his home life more if he can be at home after 
teaching and practicing hours are over. 
“r>. A room twenty feet square, or perhaps a trifle 
larger, with a twelve- or fourteen-foot ceiling ia about 
the proper size fora studio. 
“6. If possible, the studio should be large enough to 
be available for recitals. 
“7. In an office building. At home frequent inter¬ 
ruptions and annoyances are possible. On the entrance 
door to my studio from the waiting-room are the words 
in large letters, “No Admission During Lessons ” This 
protects both teacher and pupil from interruption, and 
with busy teachers who have many ont-of-town p’npils 
whose coming and going is limited by trains, some pro- 
tectmn from book-agents, visitors, and inquisitive people 
is necessary. 
richly decorated and tapestried museum of art and bric- 
a-brac, or a comparatively bare and business-like apart- 
ment. 
“ My own studio is an apartment about twenty-seven 
feet ong by from fifteen to eighteen feet wide, and, in 
addition, there is an ante-room of about one-fourth this 
size. 
“ There is not an article in it that looks luxurious I 
have curtains at the windows (which, I am told, are of 
madras) and rugs which almost entirely cover the floors 
and pictures which are more for my own edification that! 
or any one s else, namely,-two or three small oil-paint- 
of nhntr 6r  ?r tW°’ 3 large enSrav'ng, and no end 
grap s; these latter of vocalists, ranging from 
of the”0 the la8t fled«eli“g 1 have tumbled out 
of the nest to fly forth into a cold world. Upon the 
entire scene the busts of Schubert and Beethoven look 
down w“h a serenity that is notalways warranted by the 
performances that are taking place. 
P°Sit,i0n °f the Pia“° iD the room is at ^e end 
fnTta^hT111 ;8Ugg€StiVe °f the faCt that’ after hav- ing taught music for more than a quarter of a centurv 
the teacher needs a good light upon the notes ; but as an 
ofTset to this suggestion of advancing years the niano 
stool ,s a high-chair, of the kind furnished to those whose 
extreme youth makes an elevated position at the fam i 
board necessary, in order that the bread and milk „ 
be consumed with comparative ease and safety 1 
“For a musician who has some literary work to do • 
connection with his profession it is convenient to hZ 
books of reference all in one place, and to make of h 
studio both teaching-room and library ; but I knowof.it 
least one teacher who, when in the studio, is not in 
frame of mind, or is too much interrupted, to write sat 
isfactorily, and so must have his books and parapher¬ 
nalia tor this part of the work elsewhere. 
“Recitals are a great stimulus to music pupils and a 
studio in which this part of the work can be done is 
advisable if nothing more advantageous is at hand. 
“It seems to be the custom in American cities to 
have music studios in office buildings; abroad, these 
studios are almost uniformly at the teachers’ residences 
if we except the conservatories. 
“ If a teacher fills up his week with teaching and has 
the other demands upon his time which are so common, 
I do not see how he can get along without a secretary • 
some one in the ante-room to receive visitors, keep 
accounts, write letters, do errands, etc. A good way to 
help talented pupils of small means is to take them into 
the studio in this capacity.” 
From HARVEY WICKHAM. 
“I. would say that I regard the location, ventilation, 
and illumination of a studio as of more importance than 
its furniture. Decorative articles, so long as they do not 
injure, the acoustic properties of the room, are, of 
course, desirable, and, in the case of unknown teachers 
newly located in a city, indispensable. The piano, how¬ 
ever, is in my mind of far greater importance than any 
other single feature, and, until a truly excellent instru¬ 
ment has been secured, little money need be expended 
in other directions. It is also true that two pianos are 
very many times better than one, for I am heartily in 
favor of demonstrative lessons. My own studio is a single 
large room in a business block. I have never used a 
waiting-room or felt a desire for one.” 
From MRS. A. MARIE MERRICK. 
1 * -A music studio should serve a high purpose. It 
can be a means of inspiration to both teacher and 
pupil, and a potential factor in the musical education of 
the latter. 
“A music studio should not be a combination of 
studio and library, nor studio and work-room, unless 
economy or circumstances compel such an arrangement. 
Nor should a music studio have to serve as an assembly- 
room. It should be distinguished by an atmosphere of 
privacy and seclusion that would not characterize a 
room of sufficient dimensions for satisfactory recitals. 
The appointments and furnishing of either room, more¬ 
over, if adapted to its uses would radically differ from 
those of the other. 
“ A studio in a tasteful refined home is a gem in a set¬ 
ting far more appropriate than that of an office-building. 
When a studio is in the home there is always some 
other apartment that can be utilized as a waiting-room. 
Such a room seems almost indispensable. 
“ A music studio should be a room of fair dimensions, 
if possible sunny, and having a pleasant outlook. Floors 
of hard wood and rugs are preferable to carpets for any 
room. Wood-flooring, inlaid linoleum, or matting, are 
economical substitutes for hard-wood floors. Portieres 
and hangings are not objectionable if made of light 
material. It is well known that heavy carpets and 
hangings dull the tone of a piano. 
“In placing the studio piano, a good light should be 
the first consideration. Whether it should be placed 
“side, middle, or end of the room ” must surely depend 
upon the size and shape of the apartment and the other 
articles contained therein. 
“For comfort and hygiene the piano chair is the only 
seat that should be used at the piano. The furniture 
necessary to a music studio is quite sufficient. It is, in¬ 
deed, not inconsiderable, as it must comprise book-case 
or shelves, music-racks or cabinets, a table, desk, and 
several chairs ; and a couch where the teacher can relax 
mentally and physically, if only for a few moments at a 
time, should by no means be omitted. 
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..Picturesand bric-a-brac should relate exclusively to 
• and the studio will not be completely furnished 
music, auu , ,, -:—i -— 
Sonta musical library, and the best musical periodi¬ 
cals of the day.” 
From EDITH LYNWOOD WINN. 
.. Many teachers spend a large part of every day in the 
mdio It is desirable, therefore, that the studio be as 
attractive as a home and fully as comfortable. 
“ Let me describe my idea of a studio : The floor is of 
hard wood and its only covering is a beautiful Persian 
me in the center of the room. A carpet injures the 
acoustic properties of the studio, and the rug does away 
with the necessity of a thorough “spring cleaning. 
“There should be one or two large windows. Some 
choose heavy damask curtains or lace curtains in winter 
and change them for soft muslin curtains in summer. I 
know a pretty studio which has a straw- matting on 
the floor and dainty muslin curtains at the windows. 
One of the doors of the studio opens into a tiny conser¬ 
vatory where there are a few choice flowers during the 
whole year. 
“ Much might be said of the choice of pictures for the 
studio. While on a recent concert engagement I re¬ 
hearsed in a studio whose walls were literally covered 
with the pictures of the most celebrated German com¬ 
posers. Each picture was in a neat white frame and 
the composer's name was written in large letters below 
the picture. 
“ In another studio I found the pictures of noted 
American musicians. A few copies of the old master¬ 
pieces, a choice water-color or two, and a few fine etch¬ 
ings are in place ; busts of a few celebrated musicians 
are desirable decorations. They may rest on brackets or 
over the bookcase or desk. There are always places for 
them. 
“ I emphasize the point that a studio should be cheery, 
with morning sun, a few flowers set in boxes outside and 
a few palms inside. 
“My ideal studio should have a small but choice 
library and reading-room. I like the idea of a waiting- 
room for pupils. Let there be magazines there, papers, 
concert programs, scrap-books containing interesting 
musical sketches, scrap-books of pictures of famous 
musicians at hand. 
“ Concerning the position of the piano, I should wish 
the keyboard nearly in the center of the room. If the 
piano be an upright, I like the light from a window to 
lull upon the keyboard. When the windows are at the 
end of the room, I think the best position for the piano 
is at the side. 
“I prefer the ordinary piano stool, but, for very young 
pupils, I think the piano chair, with adjustable back, is a 
convenience. I think the teacher’s chair should be com¬ 
fortable, but never a rocker. 
“ The teacher’s studio should be his workroom. He 
should have a good desk and a large cabinet for music. 
A well-known Boston teacher has much of his music 
bound and each shelf marked so that he knows where to 
find everything. The cabinet should be provided with a 
set of drawers beneath, where new music for pupils may 
he kept. 
1 ‘ A teacher of my acquaintance has a pretty bookcase 
and circulating library. Each pupil pays fifty cents a 
year for the use of this library, and in this way the 
teacher is able to add a great many new books. The 
library contains musical dictionaries, fiction, biographies, 
and histories. It is small but very choice. 
“ My studio is thirty by twenty-four feet. It is quite 
large enough for recitals, although I seldom use it for 
such. I prefer a smaller room, and a waiting-room for 
Pupils. A friend of mine has two such rooms, and, alter 
her recitals and lectures she serves lunch in the waiting- 
footn. At this time pupils and friends meet informally. 
1 believe this has its advantages. 
In our large cities it is the custom for teachers ol 
Music to have their studios in a certain locality in an 
office building. One has fewer interruptions there. In 
-*ew York many teachers have their studios at their 
homes. There is no locality there which can be con¬ 
sidered the ‘musicians’ quarter.’ 
‘ In German music centers, nearly all teachers have 
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using one for studio; and he is able to give receptions and 
musicales on a larger scale. 
“ On the whole, I prefer the office studio, in a central 
locality. I believe it is a better advertisement for the 
teacher, and he is not so often disturbed by people whose 
social qualities attract them to homes rather than to 
studios.” 
From G. W. HUNT. 
“ I can only give you a description of my own studio, 
which has proved in every way satisfactory. It is lo¬ 
cated in the central part of the city, on the second floor, 
directly over a floral establishment; room 24 x 28 feet, 
with a smaller room adjoining, which is used by my 
assistant teachers. We give our monthly pupils’ recitals 
here, as there are folding doors between and we can 
throw both rooms into one, and also use two pianos 
together, which adds largely to the interest of the pro¬ 
grams. The pianos are placed at the sides of the rooms, 
and we use large, solid stools. We have no waiting- 
rooms for pupils, but instead we suggest that they come 
early for their lessons, and so hear a portion of the 
pupil’s lesson which precedes theirs. 
“ I am having a few views of my studio finished, and 
will be pleased to send you copies in a few days.” 
From E. R. KROEGER. 
“ I would say that I can merely give my views from 
my own experience. Possibly if I had managed my 
studio differently, I would have different views. 
“1 I think a music studio should be as attractive as 
possible. Rugs or carpets, nice furniture, curtains 
pictures, etc., are to me essential. All visitors and 
pupils enjoy coming into an attractive studio. 
“2. I think a grand piano should be placed a lit e 
from the wall, and an upright by the side-wall. Either 
should be toward one end of the room. 
“31 use wooden stools at the pianos. Pupils preter 
to arrange the height of the stool themselves according 
to their size, etc. 
“4. I think there is no objection to combining a 
studio and‘a workroom or library.’ 
“5 1 have a room about 15 x 31 feet. This may be 
somewhat large, but I dislike a small stuffy room^ 
“6 I hardly think it necessary for the teacher to ha 
a room large enough to give small recitals in. 
» 7. By no means at home. It should be located m a 
building suitable for containing music studios 
“8 I have no waiting-room. My studio is divided 
by a portiere, and students or visitors wait in one end o 
it if I am occupied in the other.” 
From MRS. ROIE ADAMS GRUMBINE. 
“It appears to me that the answers to some of the 
cumstances as by any definite art results which the mere 
esthetics of environment may insp.re^ on 
“If Mark Hopkins on one end of a log PaP 
theotherm^ea unive^y,!^^^ ^ ^ ^ 
a capable, < evo ei . f it „0 far to make a ‘con- 
piano and a pnpd m ^ ^ factWhether the pupil sits 
servatory, g bench H i» the teacher that 
on a stool, a chair o Colleges are 
niakes the schoo , .^or for endowTnent for scientific ap- 
£££ wouM^ = 
IX education is worth the powder. 
re“ ;t goes 
°f fiDe Thome amid tasteful surroundings. a person 
pier, better, more ac uu^ """ t the rine q„a non of a 
But these are mere adJaBJ“’" ” in the way 0f material 
mUsic teacher’s JU 
appointments can ^ ^ make up for the 
asm, and energy , for tains and pictures, and arc 
lack of fine furnitn , oatfit. I mention 
m»cb more toioora. «1», 
“VS«-™""1 StfES«. -»-■— 
JSS2. - *—•-11 '* "“w 
“ In a musician’s studio simple good taste should pre¬ 
vail above all other considerations. I*ice furniture.’’ 
Yes, if you can afford it. Cheaper will not spoil the 
quality of the teaching, while buttons will scratch chairs 
and shoes will scuff their legs. I think the main idea 
should predominate. To furnish a studio like a parloi 
would not be good taste. If the room is frequented by a 
great many people, a bare floor, polished or painted, is 
preferable to a carpet from considerations of cleanliness. 
I teach in my own house and have a carpet covered w ith 
a floor-cloth that can readily be removed with the day’s 
gathering of dirt. I would have no curtains if there 
were any other device for regulating and modulating the 
light. Pictures by all means. Portraits of great musi¬ 
cians; pictures illustrative of musical history; classical 
operatic scenes; pictorial sketches that will develop the 
musical taste or contribute to the musical education. 
Anything by way of decoration in harmony with the 
dominant idea. No bric-a-brac. Nothing on the piano 
to distract the pupil’s attention or interfere with the 
sound. Nothing to make the room look like a ninety- 
nine-cent store. 
"In determining the place for the teacher’s piano, 
light is probably the chief factor. There are places that 
must be avoided, of course. Outside walls are apt to be 
damp and bad for the strings. Too much heat hurts the 
instrument. Sometimes a sympathetic vibration of some 
undiscoverable object in the room, responding to a par¬ 
ticular tone of the piano, enforces a change of position. 
But light is the main consideration. I have my teaching 
piano on the side of the room opposite a large, four win¬ 
dowed bow-window with inside shutters, so that I have 
absolute control of the light, and can always regulate it 
to the pupil’s best advantage, from one side or the other, 
from above or below. 
“A good musical library is certainly a much-to-be-de- 
sired adjunct to a music-room. A number of years ago 
I organized such of my pupils as were qualified into a 
musical society, called llarmonia Circle. This society 
meets every two weeks at my house, in the music room. 
The prosecution of its work soon called for musical 
literature, and we uow have a good, working musical 
library. I think some such side feature of music study 
of the highest value both to pupil and teacher, for their 
interests are always identical. ... 
“ I am as strongly persuaded of the desirability of 
teachers’ facilities to hold recitals at home, not losing 
sight of the fact that whut is desirable is not always 
feasible. The benefit of such recitals is hardly open to 
question, and when they can be held at home, without 
the trouble and expense of going to a public hall, the 
advantages are multiplied. 
“ Except when I had charge of the musical depart- 
ment in a boarding-school I hove always taught in my 
own home, and am therefore not able to compare, from 
experience, the two plans of teaching at borne or in an 
office building. Which is preferable probably depends 
largely on the question whether home conditions permit 
home teaching without interfering too much with the 
home life, or whether they are suitable for that purpose. 
For my part, I could not be induced to make a change. 
My music-room was lmilt expressly as a music-room. It 
opens on a porch by a side-door. It ia immediately 
back of tlie parlor, where a second piano can be called 
into service if necessary. On the side it communicate, 
with the library, and the three rooms, together with tbc 
reception hall, can lie thrown open by sliding doors for 
recitals and other programs. We can comfortably scat 
from seventy-five to a hundred listeners. 
“ I use the library as a waiting-room if the occasion 
requires, which is very seldom. My lessons are so 
arranged that one pupil leaves when the next one comes, 
and if it does happen tliat one hears part of the lesson 
of another it is no disadvantage. A11 odd moments it 
is well understood, must be utilized in practice on the 
technicon, which, next to the piano, I consider the most 
important article of furniture.” 
_Thank God every morning that yon have something 
to do that day, which must be done whether you like it 
or not Being forced to work and to do your best will 
breed in yon a hundred virtues which the idle never 
know.—Charles Kingsley. 
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“GIVE YOURSELF ROYALLY.’ 
BY AUBEKTINE WOODWARD MOORE. 
When Carlyle lay on his deatli-bed Prof. Tyndall 
called on him for some helpful farewell word. liaising 
his eyes to the eager face bowed over him, the dying 
man said : “ Give yonrsclf royally.” 
Could more have been desired ? These three words 
are full of import to students of science and letters. 
They are equally valuable to students of music. 
“Give yourself royally” when yon study music. 
Give the best that is in you. Thus only can the best 
that is in music be grasped. Thus only can be reached 
the lofty ideal music represents. 
“Give yourself royally.” By so doing alone can 
those habits of mental concentration he acquired in 
which centers the secret of success in every aim of life. 
Genius has been defined as infinite patience. It were 
better to call it infinite concentration of the mental, 
spiritual, and physical forces. To a certain degree con¬ 
centration is possible for every one who faithfully seeks 
it. Comparatively few teachers of music impress oii 
their pupils its urgency. Yet the ability to concentrate 
one s powers right royally is of prime importance in the 
study of music. 
The teacher who does his dnty is compelled to give 
himself royally. This does not mean to lift the burden 
of responsibility and effort from the pupil. It means to 
guide the pupil’s footsteps into the right path ; that they 
must tread their own way. It means to show, by pre¬ 
cept and example, what is meant by giving one’s self 
royally to music. 
No student of music should rest content with empty 
technic. It is an established fact that just so much as 
music says something to those who give themselves to it, 
by just so much it becomes an influential force in their 
lives. We are fast approaching the time when this force 
will be universally employed in the educational work of 
the civilized world. Music is of value in proportion to 
what it says to people. Technic is a means of giving 
utterance to its inner message. 
It was Philipp Kmannel Bach who said three things 
were needful to make an artistic musical performer, and 
he pointed to the head, the seat of understanding ■ the 
heart, the seat of the emotions, and the fingers, as sym¬ 
bolic of technical skill. Head, heart, and bands should 
be schooled right royally by the one who studies music 
His father, the great Sebastian Bach, always insisted 
that the practice of the clavichord should go hand in 
hand with composition. No one could play who could 
not think musically, he said. If a pupil complained or 
grew down-hearted, because of difflculties, he would say • 
“ Yon have good fingers as I. I had to work ; who¬ 
ever is equally industrious will succeed.” 
The idea of writing music while studying it is a vain 
able one. It is precisely the same as what is considered 
indispensable in learning the language of speech. Every 
student of music should do a great deal of writing away 
from an instrument. Not only should scales and chords 
be written after the student has learned how to build 
them but little original motives, phrases, sections 
peri oils, and complete melodies should lie thought out 
and written down. It no more reqnires a great composer 
to do this than it reqnires a great author to writeaschool 
composition, and one is as important ns the other 
A musical composition can not be adequately inter¬ 
preted until it has been intelligently memorized. This 
does not mean playing by ear, which may be a mere 
matter of parrot-like imitation. A piece is not thor¬ 
oughly memorized until it can I* written down from 
memory. An excellent drill in memorizing music is to 
write down a Bach fugue, section by section, from 
memory, first in the key in which it is written, then 
transposing it into another key. Such an effort brings 
the aspirant near the heights of musicinnly attainments. 
The highest degree of musicianship, as Schumann 
declares, is to be able, on the first hearing of a compli¬ 
cated orchestral work, to see it in bodily score with the 
inner eye. Few can do this, but the ranks of those 
who can would greatly increase if more students were 
given royally to music. 
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Sight-reading is another test of musicianship. Al¬ 
though a composition is never thoroughly part of the 
performer’s consciousness until it lias been memorized, 
that pianist is no musician who can not intelligently 
read any piece not beyond his technical skill. Unless a 
page of notes can be read as easily as a page of words, 
music is poorly learned. Therefore, practice sight¬ 
reading early and often. 
More can be accomplished in one hour by giving one’s 
self royally to music than by months of study with a 
wandering mind. Every one can not attain the achieve¬ 
ments of genius, but every one who studies music faith¬ 
fully can make it a useful and enduring possession, as 
far as permitted to advance in it. Less time need be 
consumed, less money expended, and better results will 
be gained by those who give themselves royally to the 
study of music than by those who dawdle over it. 
“Give yourself royally ” while you can study. You 
have ears to hear, let them hear. They will hear to 
your inner being the glorious message of the divine 
art, and ceasing to be the exclusive art, mistaken methods 
of teaching and study have condemned it to be, music 
will fulfil its rightful mission in the world, beautifying 
the lives of the multitude. 
mind is possessed by a feeling of complete satisfaction 
with present attainments that music fails to stimu i! 
the intellect. Idie 
MUSIC AND THE INTELLECT. 
BY ROBT. W. HILL. 
Music is a stimulus to the intellect. This does not 
mean that all wonders open to us under its inspiration, 
for to many minds the noble thoughts of the masters 
which find expression in their works will always remain 
unknown. Minds are quickened according to their 
capacities, but somewhere within the ample range of 
musical expression there is a power able to move even 
the dullest mind. The effort to follow the development 
of the musical theme, its recognition from time to time 
as it presents itself in new combinations or changes its 
form ; the comparison of different harmonies, the thought 
necessary in properly discriminating the good and the 
bad, all stimulate the mind and enlarge its powers. 
The great music dramas require a large degree of intel¬ 
ligence for their full enjoyment, just as do the noblest 
works in other fields of human activity, and this intel¬ 
ligence can only be acquired by effort. That which is 
simple is readily comprehended, while the complex 
necessitates study. This is as true of music as of machin¬ 
ery, and it is also true that as simple mechanical move¬ 
ments underlie the complexities of the great machines 
so do the most involved passages of the greatest musical 
• creations depend upon the simple combinations which 
have become commonplace to all. It is for this reason 
that it is unwise to decry' what is simple and call it 
commonplace because it is simple. That which is trite 
to one may be a revelation of musical beauty to another. 
The simple is the preparation for the masterpiece as the 
primary school is a preparation for advanced study. The 
simple melody, or the dance music which starts the feet 
into mot on, appeals to a culture, which, perha^a^ 
e able to follow the swelling harmonies of a symphony 
yet a culture which has a true place in the education of 
the people. The great masterpieces are for the few who 
ean appreciate them ; the rest of the world mus" Ind 
enjoyment within the range of its own culture even 
“10 “,h' 
Fortunately for our art there are no hard and fast 
boundaries to culture. The limits of to-day are pasS 
to-morrow, for the spirit of progress animates theTve 
broTl\a,nd,tlmt the perception and 
oadens the horizon and presents new ideals which 
past attainments can not satisfy. Growth in musical 
ntelhgence changes the attitude of the people toward 
the writings of composers. That which appears to he 
Ze”fJZaled rus today way 
has changed for thatlmaL?^''0^^ tf'Z'TZ 
Music, then, should have a very much larsrer nl. • 
the work of our public schools, H for niX^ 
than for its stimulating power. It i8 a wonderful di, 
cipline to the memory. This is seen in its effect on the 
memory of many of the great composers, and we nJ 
safely infer that what it did for them it will do in 
degree, for all others. It is said that Hans von Billow 
memorized every score written by Beethoven and Wan 
ner, and it was his boast that he conld give twenty 
recitals, each requiring two hours, entirely from memory. 
It is also said that Rubinstein played from memory in a 
single season over 1000 distinct compositions. Beside 
this, he could reproduce at will any piece he had ever 
played. Mascagni, also, has memorized all the works 
of the most famous composers, while Paderewski is not 
far behind him. It was the study of music that so won¬ 
derfully disciplined the mind of Mozart, who, when a 
mere hoy, was able, after a single hearing, to reproduce 
from memory the carefully guarded “Miserere” of 
Allegri, after permission to copy the written score had 
been refused by the Pope. Mendelssohn was indepen¬ 
dent of written scores, and the technical ability of his 
hands was more than matched by a memory obedient to 
his will. The close attention which a child must give 
to the score while at the piano must have a beneficial 
effect upon the intellect, and the discipline of musical 
study must prove helpful in other things, owing to this 
discipline of the attention. 
But there is a yet higher function for music ; it quick¬ 
ens the imagination and develops the creative faculty. 
Under its spell the mind is lifted out of the ordinary 
channels of its thought and realizes that it possesses 
wings able to bear it up while it sweeps the circle of the 
universe. For the time it is gifted with “the open 
vision,” and through the curtains which music has 
parted for it the soul sees beauties at other times con¬ 
cealed. Under the influence of music comes that condi¬ 
tion we call “inspiration,” when the mind moves with 
vigor and freedom. Then it is that great things become 
possible, and high hopes are formed, and worthy ambi¬ 
tions are realized. Under its ministry the imagination 
creates a new world from which evil is banished and in 
which there are perfect harmonies—a new world in 
which only loveliness may enter; one in which the 
ideals of brightness and beauty, goodness and grandeur, 
seem to be realized. And this is possible because music 
speaks directly to the soul, the divine part of man, and 
sets the creative faculty free to work, but to work under 
a divine spell. Thus it is true that harmony touches 
the finest fibers of our being, so that the soul is lifted 
from the plane of the gross and material to the realm of 
the spiritual. Thus it is that the high mission of music 
is to give glimpses of the fullness and joy of the perfect 
life, and reveal somewhat of the deep and tenderqnality 
which is possible here even under adverse conditions, as 
well as to open vistas down which may stream some 
little portion of the light and glory of Heaven itself. 
TEACHING, A BUSINESS. 
There is sound sense in the subjoined observations 
which we extract from an article by Mr. Emil Liehling in 
a contemporary: “Teaching is a business like every¬ 
thing else, and has to be learned ; every one has to work 
out his own salvation, yet much can be suggested and 
learned by intelligent observation. Make it as easy as 
possible for the beginner, but let the advanced student 
work out his own problems as much as possible; the 
successful teacher stimulates and excites, but never 
wholly satisfies. One piece played well forms a good 
precedent for the rest; without a good beginning, every¬ 
thing remains half formed and slipshod. The piano, 
being an instrument of percussion, is not the happted 
vehicle for the dissemination of music ; hence the greater 
difficulty in its acquirement. Every moment of practice 
tells,—nothing is lost,—but it may not show at once. 
Often the best results of practice are indirect in their 
bearing. Endeavor to make some positive point of im¬ 
portance at each lesson ; make it clear that good playing 
consists in playing trifles well, not to botch great tasks. 
DISTINCT CLASSES OF PUPILS. 
by LEO OEHMLER. 
. tecbnic is a means to an end (as has been quoted so 
. e tly) its end is an intelligent, musical, and, above 
all expressive interpretation of the composer’s thoughts 
contained on the printed page. 
* \ warm heart-stirring, emotional rendition is required 
of every noble composition if it should reach the heart 
of the listener. , . . , 
Every teacher, whether great or small, has two kinds of 
material to deal with ; those who display a certain 
ability ta acquire finger dexterity minus an emotional 
nature or those of a more musical temperament whose 
intuitive emotional nature immediately and constantly 
seeks an outlet for this quality in the performance of 
every lesson, directing too little attention to the details 
of techDic. . 
The student belonging to the first-quoted class, having 
a more mechanical than artistic cast of mind, naturally 
concentrates and directs his attention to the mechanism 
of playing. He easily acquires finger facility, and natu- 
rallv his chief enjoyment consists at first in overcoming 
and mastering difficulties. 
The student of a more artistic and intuitive nature is 
impatient with the details and the practice demanded to 
acquire execution. His more impetuous and emotional 
nature craves for that which he feels to be a soul affinity 
-music. His music-hungry nature impatiently desires 
to make music ere his fingers have learned to obey the 
dictations of his mind. He forgets that only by slow 
degrees will the lingers obey his will, and that technic 
should be his first and chief aim. 
Now, as teachers of music we do not desire to give to 
the world machine-like players, nor, on the other hand, 
those who display musical gifts of a high order in a per¬ 
formance marred by an imperfect mechanism. How 
shall we proceed then in our teaching in order to produce 
in each pupil a harmonious and equal development of 
the previously mentioned two great factors in playing? 
Let us draw an illustration from the first class. 
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The following version may greatly- aid him in an attempt 
at an expressive and poetic reproduction. 
Let ns conjure up a picturesque forest-scene in south¬ 
ern Germany. Toward the close of a summer day, up 
the hill leading through the forest, a poor old woman 
who has been laboriously gathering twigs and branches 
all day is seen slowly winding her way. The burden 
on her back is almost too much for her as she walks 
with faltering footsteps. Gradually the melody develops 
in intensity as the wanderer suddenly sees at the top of 
the hill a crude wooden image of the Saviour nailed to 
the cross—a cross by the wayside. 
Oppressed by the weight of sorrow-burdening the 
poor woman casts herself at the foot of the cross, there 
to pour out the anguish of her heart, seeking relief for 
her overburdened soul. A wave of emotion sweeps 
over her with tumultuous force—an alternation of fear, 
despair, hope, and faith. 
Nothing of the foregoing may have occurred to Jensen 
as he wrote this wonderful little tone poem, but some¬ 
thing similar must have agitated his nature as he 
penned the composition. 
As music is chiefly a depictor of moods and must 
act directly on the emotional nature of man, the imagina¬ 
tion is nevertheless the faculty of the mind which con¬ 
jures up mental pictures to intensify our enjoyment of 
descriptive compositions. 
Jensen may also have intended to convey in his little 
tone-poem a tale of woe and horror snch as a trav¬ 
eler who meets his death in the forest, the wooden 
cross marking the spot where he sleeps the eternal sleep 
under the sod. 
The mood remains the same whether we accept one or 
the other version, for therein lies both the power and 
beauty of music. To create the proper mood must he 
the chief object in training pnpils of an unemotional 
nature. 
The first story fits Jensen’s little composition liest, 
therefore it answers our purpose best. 
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THE TECHNICAL TERMS OF HARMONY. 
H. S 8 A RON I. 
PUPIL MR. A. 
Mr. A. is a student who gravitates naturally and 
almost exclusively to technic. To him the solution of 
mechanical problems in playing constitutes the attractive 
element in the study of the art. His mind, like that 
of the mechanic, deals chiefly with facts. The signs of 
musical notation, motives, figures, phrases, passages, 
chords, etc., he regards as such alone, failing to realize 
that a soul slumbers within the printed page, and that 
his own soul must vibrate in sympathy with the musical 
thought of the composer in order to appeal to and awaken 
a responsive chord in the listener. 
He is correct if he regards his hands as tools which, 
in order to become useful, must first he trained by prac¬ 
tice to act responsively to the wishes of the mind. He is 
also correct in regarding the printed music page as mate¬ 
rial for his tools, the hands, to fashion, but he must be 
given to understand that the head and hands, however 
well-trained for music, need the assistance of a third and 
most important aid, that of the heart, to add eloquence 
and to infuse soul-life into his performances. Without 
the cultivation of the latter quality his music study is of 
little value. 
Here arises the question : How can we develop the 
soul or emotional nature in a pupil such as Mr. A.? 
My answer is : By cultivating first of all the imagina¬ 
tion, the channel through which we must reach the soul 
or the heart of a student such as Mr. A. 
Genius, especially of a productive nature, is synony¬ 
mous with imagination of a high order. Wagner said 
that a composer when creating an art work is in a state 
of clairvoyance. This should also be the case—in a 
modified degree, of course—with every performer. As a 
r*fie, the student most gifted in imagination is also the 
most musical. 
Now, Mr. A.’s defect is a weak and unresponsive imagi- 
uation, therefore we must constantly feed his imagina 
t'on. This can be done as follows: Supposing that he is 
technically able to play Jensen’s “ Kreuz am Wege'’ 
' Ct08s by the Wayside ”) from the “ Wanderbilder.” 
PUPIL MR. B. 
Now let ns consider pupil Mr. B., whose artistic na¬ 
ture and vivid imagination must be held in check, who 
must be given to understand that only by being patient 
and by acquiring a thorough technic will lie be able to 
gratify fully his longing for musical expression. 
Jensen’s “ Kreuz am Wege ” or compositions of a poeti¬ 
cal or sentimental nature should be given pupil Mr. Ik, 
but rarely to play at first. It is better to clip the wings 
of his imagination for a while. Czerny, Cramer, Bach, 
etc in fact technical material of all kinds should be 
^ chiefly in his development, as his intn.Uve na - 
rapidly grasps the composers meaning He mus 
"id tL technic is the means to the end which he .«- 
petuously demands and which he wrongly expects at 
^bite some persons, hut rarely found, who dis- 
i „we of mechanical and imaginative gifts, 
s “ X t:: ~ *«7‘vr 
sided and, consequently,^ ^ ^ great composers ; he 
El Ztltl learn the importance of the study of 
must He ta g nnd kindred subjects ; he 
harmony, counterpom , , concerts 
—■* ““ ~i«? - 
and seek only the goo , into ti,e best pro 
ESSE*; "ItTSi... 
Tb« music .tudi. „r tb. ‘ ^ 
.. , ., „ .rpii-balanced student is ioruu-v.. 
which the well „ the concert stage, the 
our future fie d fifing profession, let us first of all 
orchestra, or the ,rue sense of the word, 
strive to “frequently becomes a can- 
Musical develops ? 0I1 tbe concert stage, if 
ciitnre, as is «> of e, enenri intelligence and a well- 
it is not balanced fijg^ the llt.art. and the hands, 
sired result in his training. 
Nothing is more misleading to the student of har¬ 
mony than the arbitrary, unmeaning terms used in most 
of the text-books. Years ago an effort was made in the 
right direction when the terms “ step ” and “ half-step ’ 
were substituted for “tone” and “semitone,’ hut 
there it ended, leaving much room for improvement in 
this direction. The object of this article is simply to 
point out some of the instances where the term is either 
unmeaning, or actually causes confusion, leaving it to 
other hands to correct the evil. For this purpose I take 
np a popular text-book and in it I find : 
“ Seven tones constitutea key." (?) Probably “ scale ’ 
is the word intended. 
“Intermediate tones occur between the regular tones of 
a key.” Again,“scale ” is probably intended. 
“A prime inverted becomes an octave.” “A perfect 
prime is a union.” “ An augmented prime is an inter¬ 
val as great as a half step.” A prime, in the first place, 
is not an interval, and, consequently, can not be inverted. 
In the next place, it is not more perfect than any other 
interval. 
“Chord of the seventh.” Does this mean the chord 
of the seventh note of the scale, or is it a triad with a 
seventh added to it? It seems to me that by calling it 
“septime-chord,” or “sept chord,” all the ambiguity 
of the term is eliminated. In addition to this it gives a 
facility of diction impossible to attain without it. A 
popular text-book contains the following question : 
“ What intervals form the chord of the seventh of the 
diminished triad on the seventh degree in minor?” 
Compare it with : 
“What intervals form the sub-tonic sept-chord in 
minor?” 
When we arrive at the altered chords we come to the 
most ridiculous terms. Here we find “the Italian 
sixth,” “the French sixth,” “the German sixth,” and 
the “American sixth ! ’’ none of them giving the slightest 
trace of their meaning or character. 
One more peculiar term and I am done for the present. 
I have reference to “ the changiny tone." 
What does it mean ? Docs it, like the leojiard, change 
its spots, or does it present the spectacle of a melodra¬ 
matic transitive scene? Nothing of the kind. Itissimply 
a tone issuing from or returning to a main tone, which, 
like a by road, parts from or returns to the main road. 
Theu why not give it the generic name of ‘ ‘ by-tone ” ? In 
such a case the word melodic might distinguish it from 
the harmonic by-tone, and might embrace the appoggia- 
tura, acciaccatura—anticipated tones. 
I have here given only a few illustrations of mislead¬ 
ing terms. Perhaps, in some future article I shall point 
out the waste of labor in the study of harmony—simply 
because oor grandfathers have done it; and while the 
text-hooks of the public schools show a marked improve¬ 
ment from year to year, our text-books of harmony stand 
where they stood a century ago. Reformers are decried 
because they might injure the venerable edifice of har¬ 
mony, and so we jog along in true old fogy style. 
MUSIC MAKES CHARACTER. 
Has it ever occurred to you that musical practice has 
the power to form and perfect the character of the 
faithful student? On the piano, or any other instru¬ 
ment, you soon discover that you must lie conscientious 
in the matter of every detail or you will not succeed. 
That is one good quality to acquire and cultivate, which 
will give you a good name and make you morally strong. 
You will also become convinced that you must tie patient 
and persevering, or else, figuratively speaking, the barrel 
which you are making such an effort to roll uphill will 
roll downhill, and you will have to begin again. Patience 
and perseverance are great virtues to possess the first 
indispensable to the teacher, the second a sine qua non to 
those who would become finished performers. I might 
go on enumerating other excellencies of character which 
musical practice makes grow within us, but the hiuU 
given will suffice.—“ Nonconformist.” 
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A CHAPTER ON ARPEGGIOS. 
BY T. L. RICKABY. 
Some time ago I spoke of the importance of scale 
practice, and the equal importance of systematic scale 
practice, uniform fingering, and such grouping of the 
scales that work on them might be concentrated and 
thns rendered more effective. In this chapter I will 
attempt to classify arpeggios in such a way as to assist 
both pupils and young teachers in studying and assign¬ 
ing this essential part of piano technic. 
In the first place, a theoretical knowledge of the struc¬ 
ture of chords is necessary to a pupil who would get the 
most out of arpeggio work. The use of arpeggios is two¬ 
fold, it is designed first as finger work—a mechanical 
means of developing strength and security. It is also of 
assistance in sight reading. Arpeggios figure so largely 
in piano music that reading is much facilitated if the 
reader recognizes at a glance that the printed notes 
form component parts of a well known chord. For all 
practical purposes it may be taught that there are but 
three chords on which the science of music rests,—viz., 
the common chord, the chords of the dominant and 
diminished seventh. These may be practiced faithfully, 
but if a pupil fails to recognize them on the printed 
page, then he has lost the better half of the benefit aris¬ 
ing from such practice. Pupils must not, therefore, 
neglect this theoretical stndy. 
One of the chief difficulties in scale playing lies in the 
passing of the thumb under the fingers. This difficulty 
is increased in arpeggio work because of the greater 
stretch necessary in reaching the notes played with the 
thumb. Teachers must look to this member from the 
start, and special thumb exercises must be given if 
needed,—and they are usually needed. 
lor elementary technical purposes arpeggios may be 
divided into two classes,—the first, founded on the com¬ 
mon chord, major and minor, and those founded on the 
chord of the diminished seventh. The dominant seventh 
will be mentioned later. 
\V ith regard to the common-chord arpeggios it is ad¬ 
visable to learn each one in connection with the scale to 
which it belongs. It must be played in three positions, 
and in three forms, thus : 
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somewhat different fingering is used, and this can readily 
be taught and learned, without giving details here. 
One arpeggio of each class is enough for the average 
pupil to play at each practice period. Time will be saved 
and better results gained by concentrating the attention 
on one special form, and it is infinitely better to play the 
arpeggio on the chord of “ C ” for fifteen minutes than 
to play those on the chords of “ C,” “ G,” and “ F ” for 
five minutes each. 
The fourth class is a miscellaneous “lot.” The 
chord of B flat, like the second group, has one black 
key, but it is the first of the chord, instead of the 
second. In the chord of “B,” we have one white 
key, like group three, but it comes first instead of sec¬ 
ond. The chord of F sharp (or G flat) is, of course, 
played on black keys exclusively, and the fingering of 
the arpeggios is similar to G or F. It is, however, a very 
fine exercise, and has a wonderful effect in giving secur¬ 
ity to the fingers on black keys. 
The arpeggios in the minor chords may also be divided 
into four groups, according to the succession of black 
and white keys, as follows: 
RHYTHMIC PRACTICE. 
BY WM. C. WRIGHT. 
(2) G, C, F. 
(4) B, B flat, E flat. 
(1) A, E, D. 
(3) F sharp or G flat, 
C sharp, G sharp. 
Just how many of these must enter into a pupil’s prac¬ 
tice must be determined by his talent, his aims, and am¬ 
bition. For many pupils these would be a great waste of 
time ; for others, to neglect them would be a crime. 
It is not necessary that the fingering be given for the 
arpeggios here, but it will not be out of place to mention 
that care must be taken to see that the fourth finger 
must be used in its proper place ; many pupils leave it 
out entirely. Further, in fingering grand arpeggios 
remember that the thumb is never used on a black key, 
except in the case of the chord of F sharp (or G flat). 
Arpeggios on the chord of the diminished seventh fur¬ 
nish practice of the finest description. Personally, I use 
Dr. Mason’s system of arpeggios, as given in volume ii 
of “Touch and Technic.” But the practice of the chord 
itself in “grand” arpeggio form in the following posi¬ 
tion is not only good, but indispensable: 
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The third form is the so-called “grand” arpeggio 
wh.ch is simply the first form carried through two or 
more octaves. The first form is useful in learning the 
notes of the chord and its proper fingering, but may be 
d.spensed with as soon as it is thoroughly understood. 
The second form is very valuable and can not be 
played too much. As stated before, each arpeggio is 
taken with the scale to which it belongs, as it is very 
necessary that a pupil fully realize the relationship of 
chords and scales. After this relationship is thoroughly 
established and comprehended the arpeggios may be 
practiced independently. 
It is for this practice that a classification is advisable. 
In my teaching I divide the arpeggios of the common 
chords into four groups, as follows : 
(1) C, G, F. (2) D, A, E. 
(3) E flat, A flat, D flat. (4) B flat, B, F sharp or G flat. 
The first class consists of chords which are played on 
white keys exclusively and are all fingered alike. (See 
Ex. I.) The second class is made up of chords which 
have two white keys, the black key being in the center. 
The third class is made up of chords containing two 
black keys, the white one being in the center. In each 
of these classes, the first and second forms are all fing¬ 
ered alike. In the third form-the grand arpeggios- 
It will be seen that I do not give the G or A positions: 
The reason for the omission is that, when playing from 
these notes as a starting-point, the hand positions are 
precisely the same as at C and E, and nothing is gained 
by practicing from G and A. 
The value of the Mason system can be realized only 
by those who have used it and seen its results. 
I might say a word or two at this point about the 
arpeggio founded on the chord of the dominant and its 
inversions These chords are all embraced in the various 
changes and positions given in Dr. Mason’s system, and 
I never found it necessary to study them separately 
However, any good instruction book contains them; and 
so, teachers not acquainted with the system referred to 
so often may have them studied separately. Every 
teacher ought to become acquainted with “Touch and 
Technic. It is his duty to do so. 
tifr^ f°r e'e,T,,tary arpeg?i0 work' A11 the prac- 
7' m0nth'Ym"t be done "ith each hand sep¬ 
arately. Arpeggios for two hands in sixths, tenths 
octaves, contrary motion, etc., all belong to a higher 
degree of technic, and the teacher ought to know how 
and when to introduce them. 
That time keeping in the performance of a composi 
turn is of vital importance every one concedes and it 
need not now be urged. What we would call attention 
to here is the effect of rhythm on rudimental effort and 
in the vanqnishinent of physical difficulties generally. 
Rhythmic action is normal, salutary; heaven and 
earth are full of it. The motions of the planets, day 
and night, and the march of the seasons attest it. Even 
musical tones and harmonies depend on rhythmical 
vibrations. The pulse, the respiration, the walk, the 
workman’s hammer, and the gymnastic drill show that 
rhythmic movement is natural, congenial, and helpful 
while fitful, spasmodic motion or exertion is morbid' 
disagreeable, and destructive. 
The control of the physical factor is greatly facilitated 
by rhythmic impulse. While pliability of fingers, 
wrists, and arms is to be cultivated in various ways| 
the great end to be gained is right action at the right 
moment, neither too soon nor too late. Hence, the sooner 
one obtains rhythmic control, the sooner will an expert 
execution he acquired. The very effort to obey in time 
will often lead one who reflects to discover the condi¬ 
tions of success. 
As soon as one knows the notes to be played and the 
fingering to be applied to them, rhythmic action must 
be sedulously observed ; timeless groping must give way 
to prompt obedience. The mind must rule, the fingers 
must submit. 
In all effort concentration is an element of success. 
First, there must he concentration of mind. The at¬ 
tention must be intense. Interruption and diversion 
must be guarded against. The hour for daily practice 
should be sacredly kept. 
Second, the effort must be centered upon the point 
most difficult. It is a waste of time and endurance to 
play over and over the easy passages of a composition. 
Select the hard places and think over them, and work 
on them until they are no longer a source of dread and 
anxiety, and then weld all the parts together in a united 
whole. 
In all cases of difficulty it is best to inquire whether 
the trouble is in the mind or in the muscles. It may be 
found, quite often, that the wrong or rigid action of the 
fingers or wrists is due to some mental condition that 
sends its influence over the entire body. Fear, anxiety, 
or irritation are often mischievous here. 
Trying to play with expression will often unlock the 
secrets of right action. All practice should be directed 
toward making progress, which must never yield to 
inertia, doubt, or conceit. Self satisfaction too often 
leads to stagnation. 
It is well to congratulate ourselves on what advance¬ 
ment we have made, but it is good to measure ourselves 
with ideals that are higher than we ; to discern what is 
better in others, and what is lacking in ourselves ; yet 
modesty and docility never should quench an enterpris¬ 
ing self-reliance. Never even think “I can not.” 
Never murmur that a thing “is hard,” and wish it 
were easy. Progress is the overcoming of the difficult. It 
implies the forward look and the forward march. The 
distant goal is brought nearer by each faithful step. 
Time itself is a friend that develops and ripens 
the fruit of endeavor. 
—Tlie true endeavor of the music student or the 
music lover should be to stimulate and develop in him¬ 
self, as far as possible, a discriminating insight into the 
vital principles of his art, the power to perceive the life 
beneath the shell, the soul within its symmetrical form ; 
to distinguish and analyze for himself and others the 
different phases of emotion which it awakens ; to follow 
the subtle train of thought or fancy which it suggests , 
thns making of art’s temple not a banqueting hall for 
the indulgence of sensuous pleasure, but a sanctuary for 
soul elevation, for mind and heart training, a place from 
which he shall come forth daily nobler and wiser.—Ex, 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF MUSICAL PEDAGOGY. 
BY J. c. FILLMORE. 
LETTERS TO A YOUNG MUSIC TEACHER. 
Letter VI. 
w E g—In my last letter I began dealing with 
anbiect of Touch, and advised you to begin with chil- 
. . - fiiom the “ nn arm ” touch. This is. dren by teaching the  t   up r   t c . is is, 
of course, a pressure touch, and is essentially a push. It 
is a favorite touch of mine, because, by utilizing the 
natural weight of the arm for pressure, one is able to pro¬ 
duce the greatest degree of power with the least possible 
muscular exertion. The weight of the arm is suspended 
from the shoulder anyhow, and it can be transferred to 
the finger-tips with less expenditure of force than must 
necessarily be used in producing the same degree of 
power in the tone by means of any kind of finger-action. 
It is also used a great deal by the best concert pianists, 
as I have had frequent occasion to observe. It is especi¬ 
ally adapted to the delivery of lyric melodies, not merely 
because of the economy of force, but also because the 
quality of tone produced by this touch is more refined 
and sympathetic than tones produced in any other way. 
The essential difference between the pressure and the 
blow principles in piano touch is that, in the case of the 
pressure touches, the finger is always in contact with the 
key when it starts to produce the tone; whereas in the 
blow touches the finger always strikes the key from a 
greater or less distance above it. Now there is just as 
much difference between pressure and a blow on a piano 
key. as regards sympathetic quality, as there is between 
pressure and a blow on the hand or face of a friend ; it 
is essentially the difference between a caress and a slap 
or a box on the ear. You should treat a piano key as 
sympathetically as you would a kitten’s or a baby’s head 
if yon want a satisfactory response in the way of beauti¬ 
ful and expressive tone. If you want your piano to yell 
or howl instead of cooing or purring, that is another 
matter. In short, to get a sympathetic tone, your finger 
must be in contact with the key. A blow may be effec¬ 
tive, but it is never sympathetic ; pressure is both sym¬ 
pathetic and effective. Indeed, pressure is effective 
became it is sympathetic. If you are going to express 
feeling through a piano, the more direct and immediate 
the connection between your brain and the piano keys 
the better. Let the feeling pass down the nerves to the 
muscles and from the finger-tips immediately to the keys 
and the piano (if the action is, as it ought to be, practi¬ 
cally a sensitive extension of the nervous and muscular 
apparatus), will respond to the slightest change of mood, 
to the most subtle shades of feeling, as emotion ebbs and 
flows. But if, when the current of feeling gets to the 
finger-tip, the finger has to go anywhere from half an 
inch to two inches in order to reach the piano key, it is 
a good deal like telegraphing your feelings by a series of 
breaks in the electric current instead of conveying them 
directly by the tones of your voice or the pressure oi 
your hand on the hand of a friend. 
Even in staccato the best and most expressive effects 
ore produced by pressure and not by a blow. It is not 
necessary that the finger should be away from the sur¬ 
face of the key when the staccato touch is delivered, nor 
is it even necessary that the finger should leave the sur¬ 
face of the key after the staccato touch. All that is 
accessary to produce a staccato effect is that the key 
shouId be released from pressure instantly and allowed to 
tetnm to its normal level. It will not go any higher if 
Jon raise your finger a foot! 
Note the playing of different concert pianists and see 
ow prominent a part the different pressure touches play 
m the Performance of all those whose interpretations of 
great music satisfy you. Note also what is lacking in 
* >e performance of some brilliant pianists who are not 
remarkable for the interpretation of any of the greater 
and more profound compositions, especially in the lyric 
* y'e- You will find that the latter class of pianists use 
he blow touches mainly or wholly, while in the playing of 
P'anists like Paderewski, Pachmann, Bloomfield-Zeisler, 
j ’ 'he pressure touches play a great part. Even a cen- 
nry ago Emanuel Bach taught pressure touch for ex- 
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singing for five years in order to learn how to make a 
piano sing, which he did by means of pressure touch. 
I advise yon, then, to make a special point, from the 
very start, of the technic of expressive playing, the 
fundamental point in which is touch produced by some 
kind of pressure rather than by a blow on the key. But 
here I can not forbear saying that you will not get 
expressive playing by any merely mechanical teaching of 
whatever sort. The finest technical qualities never come 
to any player otherwise than in the effort to realize a 
musical ideal; and this is just as true of young players 
as of old ones. Get your pupil to wish to make a phrase 
sound in a certain way, and then show him how it can 
be done, and yon will achieve artistic results. 
MUSIC AND MANNERS. 
BY LOUIS C. ELSON. 
Tiie musician of a century ago was very often a boor ; 
the musician of to-day needs to be, above almost every¬ 
thing, a gentleman. There is a reason for this change, 
which is to he sought in the great change in the caste of 
the artist which has been wrought by a single century. 
In the last century the musician was only a species of 
upper servant; the cause for this degraded position is to 
be found in the fact that music was held to be solely a 
rich man’s pleasure, and not a delight, belonging to the 
entire public. Concerts were practically unknown in 
the beginning of the last century ; good music (outside 
of that connected with religion or with festivals) was 
only to be heard in the chambers of the residences of the 
wealthy, whence the term “chamber music.” 
The moment that the musician could appeal to the 
general public for the support of his art (and, incident¬ 
ally, of himself), his position gTew less servile. It was 
in England, and through the coffee-houses, that this 
change first took place, for one coffee-house after another 
began to give music in the reign of Charles II, and 
charge admission during the concert. To coffee, there¬ 
fore, the musician owes his first emancipation from 
thraldom. But the change came slowly enough ; the 
musicians were still accnstomed to look for then- sub¬ 
sistence at the hands of noble or wealthy patrons, Evans, 
“ Tto ot harp pW», <M of 
while in the service of Charles II; Mercer, the sweet 
singer, of whom Samuel Pepys speaks so frequently and 
enthusiastically, was necessitated to be -enring-m.id to 
Mrs Pepvs, and received corporal punishment on one 
occasion’ wien she went to visit tar mother 
leave. One needs only to read the history of the last 
century to see how oppressed even the masters of mus c 
were Scause of this unjustly low caste. Haydn was 
treated by the Esterhazys as an ordinary servant 
Prince Esterhazy always addressed him m the contemp- 
Pnnce „ . ly after his sojourn In 
tuous third person, as B , on.y 
on a somewhat higher p an roes clung to him 
much as one might trea which his master 
aible to reproduce the of hif) mnRiral 
bestowed upon bimunng^ ont of the room 
servitude, and he was lit j rn wme of the 
when he once Yenture^ ^ ^ ^ centjny one 
newspapers of tl • P ^jle standing of the 
obtains a passing g imp ' n(q. as the following (which 
musician by advertisements such as tlie . ^ ^ 
is literally translated rom a *■ R gentleman’* 
a vaiet who jjf *^make himself generally useful, 
^r—ti " -—s 
musician remained an(j a rough as well 
education too. given P • ^ ^ f|me that tlle average 
as systemless manner, ,nded the chance of snch 
the person who was fitting himself for the musical pro¬ 
fession was obliged to apprentice himself (especially in 
Germany) to some master who caused him to play at 
dances and other festivities during every spare moment, 
and put all chance of anything like a literary education 
beyond all possibility. 
Beethoven is sometimes looked upon as the liberator 
of musicians from their low position, but this is a mis¬ 
taken assumption. Beethoven himself is an example of 
the musician’s lack of general education in the last cen¬ 
tury, for he had not even a common school education, 
and it was chiefly owing to the interest taken in him by 
Eleonora von Breuning, who taught him something of 
belles lettres, that he did not remain ignorant of other 
arts than his own through his later years. His idea of 
“Imponiem,” of impressing the aristocracy, was not 
that of a liberator of his brother musicians, for he was 
only rude to many of his superiors, while these, even 
when belonging to the noblest families, ns in the case of 
Prince Lobkowitz, merely looked upon him as an amus¬ 
ing eccentric, and never sought to revenge themselves for 
any of his incivilities. 
It was to Liszt that, more than to any other man, the 
musician owed his social emancipation. Liszt was of 
good family, highly educated, proving in every detail of 
his life that a good musician could yet be a thorough 
man of the world, of good manners and address. It was 
the dawn of a new epoch when Liszt enunciated the 
standing of the musician in the salon of Princess Metter- 
nich. He had returned from a concert tour and was 
promenading with the princess, who, scarcely thinking 
of the status of the artiBt, inquired, “ Did you make 
good business?” Whereupon the artist drew himself 
up and replied, “I make music, madam, not busi¬ 
ness 1 ” It was the first true voicing of the rights of the 
artist. 
The new regime admits the musician, ns a social equal, 
to the very highest circles, but the privilege brings a duty 
with it; the manners of the modem musician must be 
as refined ns those of the litterateur, the physician, or the 
lawyer, lie can no longer sparkle for a few hrief mo¬ 
ments at the piano and then become a clod for the rest 
of an evening. 
There is another phase of his career in which his cul¬ 
tivated manners will be of still greater importance; 
almost every musician is to-day a teacher, and if man¬ 
ners are an essential to the drawing-room they are ten 
times more so in the instruction-room. The rough and 
boorish teacher is gradually passing away and a teacher 
who produces better results with far less friction is tak¬ 
ing his place. ‘ ‘ Suaviter in modo, foriitcr in re ” is the 
motto of the true teacher of the present. A firm resolve 
that his plans shall be carried out, but an equally set 
resolution that it shall not be merely through scolding 
and squabbling. The hand of iron in the glove of velvet 
it is that makes the best teacher nowadays. 
But back of manners there must be education ; man¬ 
ners are only the outer shell of culture, and cultnre is 
frequently only the fragrance of study. The leading 
music schools of to day begin to demand that their stu¬ 
dents shall know something besides the science of tones 
and their production, nor can the good influence of gen¬ 
eral study upon the musician’s art be overestimated. 
An acquaintance with history will make such woiks as 
Beethoven’s "Heroic” symphony or Wagners Meis- 
tersinger” more intelligible ; poetry touches music at 
almost every point; mathematic* will make counter- 
”, i„t very much clearer; languages will cause the singer 
to comprehend the spirit of many a w’l^he meaning of 
which is obscured by the translator. The lint Blight be 
continued much further. But over it all, ami l>eeau*e 
of all this study and research, there will lie a glow of 
explanation that will illumine many a tesson and there 
will la- a poise and ease that will attest the triumph of 
.mod manners. Meanwhile the old-fashioned musical 
Sadder will he tearing his hair, shouting his comments, 
roaring and raging, his pnpil either laughing in her 
sleeve or weeping in terror, according to her nature. It 
is iust one hundred and flffv years ago (almost to a day 
for the Mter was written .Inly 1. 1748) that the Karl of 
Chesterfield wrote to his son,—" Manners must ad,irn 
Knowledge and smooth its way through the world. 
I ike a great rough diamond, it may do very well in a 
« by way of curiosity and also for its intrinsic 
value ” Let the musician also polish the rough dia¬ 
mond of his knowledge, for assuredly no one in anv 
other calling has as mnch daily need of this external 
polish as he. 
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“ TWO MUSICIANS AND A SINGER.” 
Tine famous musician who hurled that unhappy 
witticism at the much-abused and long-suffering vocal 
profession has aroused more vocalists to serious self- 
examination than any amount of prodding by well- 
meaning pedagogues could have done. Ridicule, after 
all, sinks deeper than precept or example, and the keen¬ 
ness of the thrust has been felt by every singer who has 
heard it, whether the coat fitted him or not. 
One is prompted to inquire at the outset, What consti¬ 
tutes musicianship? And is the slur upon the siuger 
fully deserved ? Is a man a musician because he can play 
accurately Bach’s “ Well-tempered Clavichord ” ? Does 
his ability to write a symphony place upon him the stamp 
of musicianship? Is the acquirement of technic, either 
upon an instrument or with the pen, the thing which 
enables a man to look with disdain upon whomsoever 
have omitted those special features of musical effort or 
have dedicated their lives to art in other grooves ? 
Certainly not j and if not, why is the singer held up as 
belonging to such a distinct class, and unworthy to 
associate with those who consider themselves the elect? 
In my opinion a musician is such by virtue of his 
understanding and appreciation of the art; who rightly 
estimates its value as a medium of expression. He may 
or may not express by it himself with technical exacti¬ 
tude, but he understands its language from the alphabet 
through its encyclopedia. He can read the promise in 
its prophecies, interpret its parables, and rejoice in its 
revelations. His opiuions are based upon knowledge, 
and his conceptions are paramount to art. He does not 
ignore technic, neither does he blindly worship it; his 
art formula comprehends its relation to the visible form 
as a mere vehicle of expression, while he probes deeper 
to find the soul wherein musicianship must exist, if at 
all. Such may be musicianship, and if such it be, 
wherein lies the justice of alluding to the historic trio as 
“two musicians and a singer.” 
If we ignore technic as its visible sign, to what shall 
we look as evidence of musicianship in the individual? 
The answer to that question must show not only the in¬ 
justice, but the weakness of the slur implied in onr 
quotation. We can best answer the question by broaden¬ 
ing our subject-introducing the word artistic. Art is 
a term common to all creative, imitative, or interpre¬ 
tative effort. Artistic is the English word which best 
expresses appreciation or receptivity of such effort. Art 
may express itself in granite structures, in the arrange¬ 
ment of flowers, in the delineation of character, in the 
laying of pigments, the perpetuation of thought or fancy 
in marble, or the harmonic or melodic treatment of 
tone. I he mission of the artist is to so express a thought 
or idea that the thought and idea shall be aroused in 
other minds ; his mission can be no more, should be no 
less. While art may be classified into groups, and these 
groups classified by degrees of perfectness or nearness to 
an ideal, the fact remains that it can not be measured or 
comprehended without compassing its project and its 
object. Its dual nature, its perfect equality or balance 
between the power to give and the power to make 
receive, calls into play attributes which, when alluded 
to in the group under consideration, are rarely properly 
classified. He who gives may be an artist; he who 
receives may be artistic. 
Let us repeat: a musical artist is one who possesses 
the power to give and the power to make receive ; hence, 
granted both of these qualities, the musical artist most 
be a musician. Now, as to those who are made to receive. 
In this gronp properly belong such as may be justly 
designated musicians. The fact of one man’s fully 
comprehending the musical thought and grasp of 
another constitutes him his equal in musicianship. 
Thus exists a distinction between the musician and the 
artist. The beauty and truth of musicianship as in¬ 
dicated by a performance, therefore, is,-to a great degree, 
lost upon all except those who are as truly musicians as 
the artists. Thus we show that technic does not deter¬ 
mine musicianship. While, perhaps, it is not necessary 
to elaborate the thought, how true it is—and as unfortu¬ 
nate as it is true—that many who call themselves artists 
because they have conquered the technical difficulties of 
their profession, and thus have gained to that extent the 
power to give, are wanting in the other quality; have 
failed in catching the spirit which should dominate their 
technical attainments, and can not make their hearers 
receive. And how often such are confronted in their 
audiences by the spirit of true musicianship, which, 
though possessed perhaps of no technic whatsoever, 
repudiates the performance. 
A man, therefore, may be a musician and not an artist; 
though, strictly speaking, consistent with the above for¬ 
mula, a man can not be an artist and not a musician. 
To return : the singer, if he hears well, if he compre¬ 
hends and responds fully to an artist, whether he be 
a writer or a performer, is as truly a musician as the 
performer himself. As justly call a composer no musi¬ 
cian because he can not sing, as to call a singer no musi¬ 
cian because he does not compose. And in his special 
field of effort the singer’s claim to musicianship, as indi¬ 
cated by the quality of his work, is as valid as that of 
the violinist, the pianist, or the composer. 
The lesson to be gained, and which can not be ignored, 
is that all musicians, and perhaps more especially 
singers, are addicted to the habit of burying themselves 
in their own groove rather than comprehending through 
study and observation the breadth of the great art fabric 
of which they form a part. They should strive to avail 
themselves of the opportunities which a broader view of 
the field would afford them. 
A singer may well observe with pride that the com¬ 
poser who would seek to win the laurel in the operatic 
field would be helpless were it not that the vocal artist 
must needs have met him fully on the score of musician- 
ship, and transcended him infinitely by the added gifts 
through which he is enabled to portray the composer’s 
thought to the musicians in his audience. 
CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC., 
FOR VOICE TEACHING. 
by feedkbic w. boot. 
VI. 
Ouk examination into the details of that formula 
which classifies the work of voice culture into three de¬ 
partments, which we have called the three-item formula 
has now brought us to the subject of devitalizing or re¬ 
laxing as an element in voice culture. 
The most obvious thing to do in the physical prepara- 
, ^'Tn8’ that whlch can be apprehended by any 
grade of intelligence, is to manage the breath in J 
ash ion. This nobody overlooks ; and from the earliest 
days of voice culture much has been said about breath¬ 
ing. As was shown in former articles, some who could 
not or did not care to look further into the subject than 
this have declared that “to breathe well is to sing well » 
The next point to see and understand, one scarcely 
more difficult of apprehension than breathing, is with 
regard to an avoidance of the stiff, rigid, cramped 
forced, muscular conditions which the pupil may fall 
?onoauntdoftiCh n™** t0De «« a"* “! tion out of the question. This is the subject of investi¬ 
gation m this article. It also has been alluded to from 
Zm szzr* ",'™* "d 
The “great” teaching of our day and generation tW 
which commands the highest price and the mostent’hu . 
astic advocacy, is that which expounds and applies *•' 
detail this specialty of relaxing in connection wiffi 
breath management. 
For the past twenty years the American teacher who 
has gone to Europe for new ideas, and who has come 
back with the firm conviction that he has looked int' 
the profoundest depths of the science of voice culture 
and possesses its secret, has generally shown, by word 
and deed, that, in his belief, freedom in muscular action 
was that secret. 
As was shown in previous articles of this series, the 
third department, that of definite, intentional resonance 
of voice, is a subject which is as yet looked upon askance 
by the profession, even thongh the term which stands for 
it, “voice placing,” from the old Italian mesm di voce, 
is in every one’s mouth. 
Now, this messa di voce is the most important thing in 
voice culture, the real heart of the subject, an element 
which must be present in a highly developed form if one 
is to sing successfully in large places and to attain highly 
dramatic effects ; but as this clear, brilliant, glittering, 
vibrant, stirring, intense tone is impossible without the 
relaxing of opposing action, the importance of this de¬ 
partment is hardly overestimated, even by the most en¬ 
thusiastic adherents of the relaxing idea. 
I think this is the most helpful way to look at the 
subject: If it were not for the opposing actions of the 
throat, the bunching or drawing back of the tongue, 
narrowing of the fauces, extreme displacement of the 
larynx, undue rigidity of the palate, etc., any voice 
could at once make a fairly resonant and musical tone 
upon the very highest notes of its compass, and would 
show no serious inequalities in its scale. 
The reason why such long and patient work is neces¬ 
sary to achieve these results is found in the law of sym¬ 
pathetic muscular action, which makes it impossible for 
the mind to separate the true from the false vocal effort 
without much practice among such devices and accord¬ 
ing to such sensations as are offered for the gnidance of 
the student. 
In the line of this department the pupil is usually 
told to relax the throat, and many are the advertisements 
which one sees of methods which, we are told, cause the 
pupil to sing “without using the throat” ! It is prob¬ 
able that most of these claimants are aware of the physi¬ 
ological absurdity of this sort of talk ; it is simply a 
convenient way to obtain from the pupil the desired re¬ 
sults. But is not the time come in the pedagogics of 
voice culture when we should be more exact in onr 
phraseology than this ? 
This necessary devitalization or relaxing is taught to 
pupils in two ways, by a negative or a positive process, 
or both. The negative process consists in making so 
much effort at a part of the body remote from the throat 
that rigidity is seemingly drawn away from the latter. 
We used often to hear accounts of the soreness, or 
lameness, or worse, about the abdominal region of the 
Lamperti pupils, caused by the excessive exertion of the 
lower bodily muscles which was demanded of them ; and 
I have, within the past few years, seen one of the most 
eminent exponents of this method become red in the 
face, with tears starting to the eyes, from the extreme 
force exerted at the abdominal region while illustrating 
the subject. Now, all this strikes me as a harmful exag¬ 
geration of an action which, up to a certain point, is 
undeniably useful in the double object of restraining 
the breath and devitalizing the throat. Much nearer 
the mark is one of the most successful of contempora¬ 
neous teachers in America, who tells pupils in substance 
this: For the low note of an ascending passage, take 
the first tone at the pit of the stomach, and the higher 
notes further and further down in the abdomen. Tins 
physiological nonsense has the good result of so direct¬ 
ing thought that the high notes are taken with a lfeer 
throat than they otherwise would be. 
The positive process for devitalization is more direct 
and obvious, usually described to pupils, as was said 
above, as the relaxing of the throat, but also often in 
eluding attention to lips, jaw, and the features of the 
face. 
Mr. Shakespeare’s exercipe, “ 1-2-3-4-5-6-ai, etc., 
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, perhap9 a fair illustration of modern work at this 
P°int'.. • „iv verv lately that the most important item 
£££%* .... to b. ua- 
‘““I'fc'put je»» V*™*«***“* 
T .infers have seemed to bring the nasal tone, as 
SPrSe of voice culture, to the attention of our voice 
‘ This resource had long been used in Germany, 
f of course, in France, though not very generally. 
u„t’Italian traditions have been those which we have 
dwaysfollowed ; and “Italian method ” hasalwaysbeen 
considered the most alluring profession a vorce teacher 
“„jd make to the public. I have known many Italian 
sinners to sing nasally, but I have never heard of any 
avowed use of the nasal tone from an Italian source. 
The tone is nasal when the soft palate is sufficiently re¬ 
laxed to allow an opening between the throat and the 
nasal cavities. While nasal singing can never be toler¬ 
ated as a finality, it will he temporarily tolerated in the 
studios when it is known that a certain relaxing of the 
palate is one of the most powerful resources in the depart¬ 
ment of devitalization. When the voice teacher sees to it 
that proper devitalization is present at the palate, and, 
secondarily, at the tongue and jaw, he will, in the com¬ 
mon run of cases, find little else to look out for in this 
department of the three-item formula. The term proper, 
in connection with devitalization of the palate, is hereby 
emphasized, and it may receive our further attention 
(To be continued.) 
“THE ART OF SINGING.” 
THE ART OF SINGING. By WILLIAM SHAKES¬ 
PEARE. London: Metzler & Co. ; Boston: O. Ditson 
&Co. 
This is a remarkable book, the work of a thorough 
scientific musician, a student of the elder Lamperti, an 
accomplished singer, an experienced teacher, many of 
whose pupils occupy prominent positions in opera and 
concert work, and fill responsible posts as teachers. 
The book sets forth a method of securing good tone 
production which is not merely a collection of devices 
but is founded upon well established principles “the 
principles of the old Italian singing masters.” The 
writer knows personally, from his work upon the manu¬ 
script with the author last year, that after the material 
bad been gotten into shape by Mr. Shakespeare the 
work of years of study, observation, experience in teach¬ 
ing, and of note-making—an immense amount of time 
and labor was expended in working over the language 
nsed, solely with a view to securing the greatest possible 
dearness and conciseness of statement. 
Pre-conceived ideas concerning voice culture will be a 
stumbling-block in the way of some ; the very terseness 
of statement, which is really so valuable a feature of the 
book, will trouble that class who do not care to be 
obliged to think closely when reading a book. 
Mr. Shakespeare says in the preface that his aim “has 
not been to write anything new, bnt simply to make an 
intelligible and useful record of the old truths concern¬ 
ing our art.” 
As to the leading principles upon which the method of 
voice culture set forth is based, they may, perhaps, be 
oondensed into this form : “ Looseness of neck, and the 
voice upon the breath.” Or, to put it in another way: 
Breath under perfect control, managed in such a way 
•bat the throat may be left open, the jaw floating in loose- 
ness' fbe tongue unembarrassed for pronunciation, and 
•be lips, face, and eyes free from rigidity.” “By control- 
tag the breath” (inhaling muscles versus exhaling- 
tauscles) “ we do away with the principal reason for 
holding the throat.” “The art of singing is the school 
of respiration.” 14 It would be possible to learn to sing 
Merely by producing the voice with the jaw absolutely 
008e and to a right breath control.” “ There are only 
things, as the old masters knew,—looseness of the 
Deck ail(l the breath and the voice upon the breath. The 
j^dfc-open throat is not a thing which you can make, 
>ecan8e there if you have not upset it, and to sing 
ithout upsetting it is the art of the breath.” Thus 
r' Shakespeare, in his book and to the writer. 
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With breath under control and “loose neck,” the 
training of the voice for artistic singing can be proceeded 
with rapidly and effectively. In this book instructions 
and exercises are given for the acquirement of such 
breath control with freedom of the organs in tone pro¬ 
duction on various vowels and pitches, and these are 
definitely and clearly stated. 
The various divisions of the book deal in a practical 
way with questions such as : Attack and Legato ; Tone 
(with reference to quality); Registers—and to this sec¬ 
tion the attention of composers is especially invited, as 
apparently but few of them have adequate knowledge of 
the characteristic powers and limitations of the various 
classes of voices ; Force and Intensity ; Expression. A 
few exercises printed in music text are given for the 
purpose of primary practice in tone production, and 
the announcement is made that Part II will contain 
additional exercises and vocalises, together with direc¬ 
tions for pronunciation, phrasing, and the application of 
the principles to the singing of songs and arias. The 
division dealing with registers is alone worthy of 
extended comment, on account of the reasonable and 
practical manner in which this much-debated topic is 
treated by the author. It may be said briefly that Mr. 
Shakespeare recognizes in the voice parts ‘1 characterized 
by a different quality of tone, viz., grand, silvery, or 
fl utelike, ’’and these he classifies as 1 ‘ registers. ’ Prac¬ 
tically, he recognizes certain physical sensations as 
accompanying the production of good tone, these varying 
with the different registers, and, in a sense, with the 
different pitches of each division or register. “The 
good singer, however, while recognizing the accompanying 
physical sensations in the chest, medium, and head voice, 
knows that when he is rightly controlling the breath, 
and singing to it, the appropriate registers for any given 
force he may desire reveal themselves unconsciously.” 
“ Thus there may be three registers, but these, when 
rightly produced, so dovetail, as it were, one into the 
other, as to form one long even voice.” 
Breath control, “looseness” at the neck, a genuine 
“Italian” AH, and a happy, natural expression of the 
features, are the items upon which reliance is chiefly 
placed for securing good tone production. 
To those singers and teachers, who have studied with 
Mr. Shakespeare, this book will be most welcome. To 
the general reader, interested m voice culture and si g 
in. professor and student alike, it is thus commended n 
the’ confidence that he who honestly and mtelbgen y 
seeks therein for vocal truth will be abundantly 
rewarded. F. W. WODKJ.L. 
WHAT REPERTORY SHALL I TEACH? 
.< WHAT songs shall I teach?” queries a teacher who 
1 • a that she had given her pupils most of the 
srirstil “ r”"”a "“T'r things s , in(r„ renertory to the needs of 
sar. 
hends one of the ^ that ig compassed by the 
provide student } «me time meeting 
^“irTh^eS tt wide range of capabilities, both 
exactly the needs . a matter of no small 
!lS 40 *£Prrhe teacher must face very conflicting influ- 
moment. The between the desire on the part of 
enees, must steer ,fan) an nnw0rthy gronp of 
the friends of t e P«P from the classics, and 
songs, and the ^ * tf) the constantly increasing 
at the same time ha . Happily such a 
taste and musicians up 0 ire8 nl0re than casual 
course is not impossible, but requ 
effort on help without going 
For the sake 0f |’in t,ie matter of songs, one can 
too closely into deta Firet, there is the 
allude to groups an • t Jn whicli would be 
English reperto^ mos^st,^ ^ ^ . for example 
cited the group kn i \rv Hair ” by Purcell, which 
.. My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair, >7 
gives the pupil good melodic ideas, and allows no lati¬ 
tude in the matter of tempi. They are usually in reason¬ 
able compass and exceptional in the matter of con¬ 
struction. Following this is a group of descriptive or 
sentimental English ballads,—Blumenthal and Tours 
afford excellent examples of this group. Then follows in 
natural sequence the oratorio numbers from the easier 
to the more advanced form ; then we have the American 
song writers, and here I would advise a course that is too 
rarely pursued among teachers, which is a study of the 
composer rather than individual examples of his work. 
An American student should, in the course of his studies 
and his career as a singer, practically exhaust or keep 
pace with the entire repertory of the few most worthy 
American song writers. Time liears an exact mathe¬ 
matical relation to growth or progress, hence the study 
of a composer must denote his musical peculiarities. 
You hear one song by him and you note only an episode 
in his life. Take a group of songs covering the entire 
period of his activity as a composer, and if they are ex¬ 
amined chronologically the man himself appears; his 
mode of work, his versatility, his taste, his individuality, 
his special strength and his defects in construction, selec¬ 
tion, or adaptation, and by such an acquaintance you are 
better qualified to catch at a glance the drift of the 
musical life of others whom you feel are less worthy of 
such serious attention. 
The names of some of the better American writers are. 
Chadwick, MacDowell, Buck, Nevin, Hawley, etc. In 
this way one not only becomes acquainted with the 
peculiarities of musical character and the styles which 
are best suited to special writers, but becomes more dis¬ 
criminating. Of course, we would not exclude isolated 
examples of merit among other American writers, but the 
plan above referred to, if faithfully carried out, is far more 
elevating and instructive than desultory selections from 
among the mass of American composers. 
(7b be continued.) 
SINGING IN A CHORUS. 
ON the constantly recurring question as to whether 
chorus work is injurious to the voice, a recent writer 
44 Singing in a chorus can not injure your voice unless 
you deliberately and persistently ton e it, which no compe¬ 
tent chorus-master will encourage in his choristers. On 
the contrary, some experience is indispensable to every 
vocal student, and onr greatest vocalists have profited 
by it at some period or other in their careen. Pupils 
who can not participate in chorus work without injnnug 
their voices are either possessed of very little voice to 
injure or are being improperly taught by their teachers 
in tone-production. The medium of endurance necessary 
in an aspiring vocalist to take a leading role in an opera 
is such as no amount of pro^rly directed chorus singing 
can equal. It is oftentimes intensely amusing to one to 
bear from singers devoid of any one of the three great 
requisites of the voice—namely, first a voice, second a 
vo.cit and third a VOICE-objections against taking 
part in chorus work on the grounds of ‘ wearing- what¬ 
ever suspicion of 1 voice ’ they may possess. The am¬ 
bition of these would-be Pattis, who take care of their 
voiceleta much as a gardener protects a tender plant from 
an inhospitable climate, is remarkable when one con¬ 
siders the demands which are made upon vocalists of 
a„v rank at the present day. Many of the greatest 
composers have specially recommended vocal students, 
and in fact all student* of music, as a very essential 
feature of their musical training, to participate in well- 
directed chorus work. The advice of such vocalists as 
Melba. Albani, and Nordiea, who earnestly recommend 
students to acquire a general musical culture, should be 
heeded by all who aspire to any distinction as vocalists 
There may, of course, be exceptional cases in which 
fragile voices require to be treated with greatest tender¬ 
ness in order to be fresh when the glad opportunity pre¬ 
sents itself for the pnblic singing of a harmless ballad, 
bnt the best advice that a vocal teacher can tender to 
such candidates for vocal distinction is to save time and 
money for occnpation for which they may be better 
adapted by nature. ’ Ex. 
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WHAT MADE ME A MUSICIAN. 
II. 
[Some mouths ago Thk Etude sent out a letter to a 
number of prominent musicians asking what particular 
circumstance led them into the music life.] 
From J. S. Yam Cleve. 
In reply to your question, what incident in my child¬ 
hood led me to turn my thoughts to music, I must 
narrate with loving enthusiasm the magical charm exer¬ 
cised upon my mind by the first movement of Beethoven’s 
“ Pastoral Symphony ” in F, No. 6. The five years from 
April, 1862, to 1867, I spent at the Ohio Institution for 
the Blind in Columbus. In the spring of 1864 the 
school orchestra, directed by a learned German musician 
named H. G. Notnagel, was playing this movement; at 
about this same time I had stumbled upon Milton’s 
“Paradise Lost,’’ and was memorizing it with great 
rapture. I had also begun to make verses myself, 
aud as I walked about the grounds “booing” to 
myself, as the neighbors used to say of Wordsworth, 
the charm of that wondrous vernal music wrought 
upon me unspeakably. This simultaneous rise of 
the love of poetry and mnsic in my heart was a mo¬ 
mentous event for me, and was cordially encouraged 
by the dear old professor, who was himself a man of 
broad culture. However, I shared in those years some¬ 
thing of the prevalent American notion, that music, while 
a pretty pastime, is hardly dignified enough for a man. 
I should never have made music a profession but for two 
events, which again acted simultaneously upon me. 
1 hese were, first, that my father was temporarily left 
without a church ; and, second, just at this time the post 
of assistant piano-teacher at Columbus school becoming 
vacant, I was urged to accept it. Thus in the fall of 
1872 I was switched off the track of theology and litera¬ 
ture on the rails of music, and I have never been able to 
get out of the groove since. I never dreamed of being a 
musical critic till 1877, when my friend, D. G. Hay, son 
of the celebrated mathematician Ray, asked me to con¬ 
tribute some articles, apropos of the Thomas concerts to 
the old “Cincinnati Commercial,” in the days when 
Murat Halstead was editor-in-chief. 
From Charles R. Adams. 
Since my earliest recollection I have loved and studied 
music. It was a natural and unavoidable consequence 
that music should be my profession. My voice secured 
such engagements for me that I was soon able to give 
myself entirely to the art. 
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baby fingers found the right keys and I played the exer¬ 
cise in correct time and rhythm. 
I do not think he ever gave my brother another lesson 
after that occurrence, but from that time for a number 
of years he devoted two hours every day or evening to 
my musical development. I made my debut as a public 
pianist when I was twelve years of age, in Boston Music 
Hall, playing a concerto with grand orchestra by Hum¬ 
mel. 
From B. J. Lang. 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN MUSIC. 
III. 
I can not remember any time of my life when I was not 
possessed of a mild but firm determination to be of and 
to do something with music. 
From Emil Liebling. 
I can not remember any particular incident that turned 
my mind to music. During my boyhood I very unwil¬ 
lingly submitted to some piano lessons, which cruel fate, 
in the shapeof an unreasonable father, forced upon me. 
M hen I landed in America in 1867 a mere chance made 
me a music teacher, as nothing else seemed just then 
available, but with the obligation to do certain work 
some latent ability gradually developed, and when I was 
brought into active competition with superior minds 
later on, my own observations very quickly extended my 
grasp of musical affairs. Whatever success I have had 
may be due to a strong feeling of obligation to give full 
value for money received, and carrying out the old adage, 
“ Live and let live.” 
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach inherited her musical trend 
from her mother, who was an accomplished musician, 
playing and singing a great deal before her marriage’ 
When but one year old, Mrs. Beach, then Amy Marcy 
Cheney, sang correctly over forty tunes, learning with 
readiness little songs hummed for her entertainment or 
soothing. Her memory does not now extend to the 
moment when she could not play the piano ; at three 
years she could read the keys. As a little child she wove 
her fancies into two waltzes, away from an instrument, 
and announced the fact to her mother. Meeting with 
incredulity, she insisted on being lifted up on the piano 
stool and played them. From this time on she was 
allowed to study systematically, her writing berag kept 
up the while. At fourteen her theoretical studies began 
and at sixteen she played in public with orchestral 
accompaniment. It would seem that Mrs. Beach’s musi¬ 
cal nature is a gift of inheritance, and that in her case 
the bent manifested itself so early in life that no other 
career was possible to her than that of a musician 
From W. W. Gilchrist. 
In my case, taking np the musical profession was the 
result of a gradual drift, which, although at first slow 
was nevertheless irresistible. It was not the result of 
any one special circumstance in youth, but of a deliberate 
choice. For some years before I decided to enter the 
profession of music I had felt that such a course was in¬ 
evitable, ray secret leanings being in that direction 
However, I attempted other pursuits and entered as a 
law student, but did not remain a follower of Black 
stone. The study was half-hearted and insincere and 
more or less perfunctory and predestined to failure for 
the divine muse beckoned ine away to join her train and 
soon I turned my back on law and gave myself n’p to 
music. 1 
I rom Carlyle I’etersilea. 
I can not remember the time when I did not play and 
sing ; but the incident that decided my father to make 
a musician of me is the following : I had the misfor¬ 
tune to lose my mother when I was three years of age • 
and my brother who was a little older than myself my 
father, and I were all that were left of the family. ’ 
One day my father was giving my brother a piano les¬ 
son and I was crawling under the piano. My brother 
had no particular talent for music and was making bad 
work of his lesson. Finally my father lost all patience 
and said, “ I believe that baby under the piano can do 
better than you. Come here, Carlyle, and let's see what 
you can do.” 
He placed me on the stool, and to his amazement my 
THE AMERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS. 
Examination and Prize Competition. 
The next examination for admission as members will 
be held in New York City, and in any other center con¬ 
venient to a sufficient number of candidates to warrant 
duplicate arrangements. The examinations will be in 
two grades, one leading to associate membership the 
other to fellowship in the Guild, both consisting ofprac- 
tical tests in organ playing and in musicianship as dis¬ 
played at the keyboard, and also in tests of the general 
knowledge and musical skill of the candidate as shown 
in writing. Full particulars of the examinations may be 
had of Mr. R. Huntington Woodman, Chairman of the 
Examination Committee, at 1425 Pacific Street, Brook- 
ljn V Y. The dates appointed for the examinations 
YorkChy7 aDd Wedne8,,ay> Jane 21st ™<1 22d, in New 
The prize competition, which occurs yearly among 
the membership of the Guild, for a gold medal valued at 
v.0, is open only to members of the Guild, but it will be 
possible for those who qualify bypassing the examina¬ 
tions m June to compete for this medal this year as the 
competition will be open until September. The words 
selected by the committee, and which must be set by the 
composer in any form that he chooses, are verses ’! 6 7 
, !), and 11 of the 51st chapter of Isaiah. The commisi’ 
tion n.nst be sent nnder nom deplume to the Secreta™ of 
e mid, Mr. Will C. Macfarlane, at 511 West 145th 
^"0^’ fr°m Wh°“ ^ fUrth- ~ 
61. Define au interval. 
62. What is the smallest interval in the scale? 
63 What is the meaning of the tArrn diatonic? 
64. What is the difference between a diatonic and a 
chromatic semitone ? 
65. Write diatonic semitones above and below C sham 
B fiat, A fiat, G sharp, F sharp. Write chromatid 
tones above and below the same letters. 
down’H°W Sre interValS named?’ How counted, np or 
6/. What intervals occur between C-F F-B R n 
D-A ? ’ ’ “ 
68. Give examples of all the diatonic intervals. 
69. Do we recognize intervals larger than one octave’ 
Write four examples. 
70. What is meant by inversion? 
a What rnle luay ,,e used in order to determine what 
a given interval will become if inverted? 
‘2. W rite examples of a major, minor, augmented 
and diminished intervals. 
73. What is meant by consonant? What is the oppo- 
site of consonant ? 
^4. What intervals are consonant, what dissonant? 
io. What is the difference between a diatonic and a 
chromatic interval ? In what keys would the interval 
E-G sharp be chromatic ? 
‘How many kinds of intervals have we, e. g., major, 
minor, etc. 
77. Beginning with the smallest third you can write, 
change it by addition of signs to larger intervals. 
Write an example of the largest filth that can be written. 
18. Analyze the scale of C, statrag the interval from 
each note of the scale to every other one of the same 
scale. 
79. Analyze the scale aud state how many intervals of 
various kinds are iound, e. g., minor seconds, major 
seconds, etc. 
80. W ith E flat as the root, write every possible inter¬ 
val above and below it. 
81. W hat is meant by the word legato? 
82. Is there any sign that implies the same meaning? 
Write this sign. 
83. What difference is there in the execution of two 
notes on different degrees, and two on the same degree, 
when the legato sign is written above them? 
84. What effect do dots or small dashes placed over 
or under notes have? What name is given to marks of 
this kind? 
85. What difference is there between a dot and a dash 
over a note so far as regards execution ? 
86. If a slur be placed over dotted notes, what name is 
given to the style of execution? 
87. What is meant by portamento? 
88. How is the lowering aud raising of the damper 
pedal indicated ? 
89. Should the pedal be pressed down at the same 
time or after the bass note is struck ? 
90. Explain seuza sordini, con sordini, una corda, tre 
corde. What is the origin of the terms? 
PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST. 
The number of essays submitted was very large this 
year, and the iuterest manifested was very gratifying- 
Many of the essays sent in, although well written, 
were on topics more or less esthetic in character or par- 
takingof the nature of rhapsodies on music. The essays 
selected for the prizes are ou timely topics and should 
give to our readers much valuable food for thought- 
The final choice was by no means an easy one, and a 
number of considerations were taken into account before 
award was made. The prizes were awarded as fob 
lows : 
First prize, Robert Braiue, Springfield, Ohio. 
Second prize, J. B. Kline, Williamsport, Pa. 
Third prize, Mrs. E. M. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Fourth prize, Mi-s Helena Maguire Chelsea, Mass. 
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the publisher of this journal is the head of the best- 
e0nipped music-supply house, from the teachers’ stand- 
lit in the country. We supply any piece of music 
or text-book relating in any way to music published m 
the world We do this at the least possible price. We 
cater to the teachers’ trade aud give them every possible 
advantage. We will be better prepared in the fall than 
ever before to supply the teachers’ needs in every par¬ 
ticular. At the present time we are publishing more 
than we usually do, even though there is some complaint 
of dull times. We intend to publish, this summer, to 
onr fullest capacity, so that we will have a large lot of 
new aud salable music to send out to our patrons dur¬ 
ing the coming season. Our publications are all espe¬ 
cially prepared for the teachers’ use ; our stock of pub¬ 
lications of others than our own is one of the best selected 
in the country. Before deciding on your dealer for the 
next season, or if you desire to make a change for any 
reason, send to us for a full line of catalogues, which will 
give you more particulars. 
We take this opportunity of thanking the teachers 
who have made all this possible, for their patronage, 
and trust we will merit a conti nnance. 
***** 
It is so easy to overlook a good thing that is at hand 
while looking for one in the distance. Judging from the 
experience arising from our business correspondence 
numerous subscribers do not carefully and critically play 
over the music pages that we give so liberally in The 
Etdde. This we know, because in making np selections 
for sending out “ On sale,” mention is made in the next 
order of some pieces as being exceptionally good, and we 
are thanked for putting them into the selection, whereas 
but a few weeks before they were published in The 
Etude. We have a twofold view in publishing mnsic 
pages in The Etude,—first, to give a large quantity of 
good music lor home use to the subscribers ; second, to 
let teachers know of good teaching pieces for their pro¬ 
fessional use. In the latter case we feel that we are 
doing the teacher an actual favor of great value to liim, 
for good mnsic for pupils is a vital element in the popu¬ 
larity and success of a teacher. 
* * 
* * * 
During 1896 we solicited the names of teachers who 
are competent to give instruction according to Dr. Mason’s 
system of “Touch and Technic,” and received quite a 
nnmber which were published in The Etude and finally 
arranged according to States for reference in this office. 
are constantly in receipt of inquiries from correspond¬ 
ents who wish to know of teachers of this system near 
flieirhome, and while we have many names there is still a 
nnmber of large cities which are not represented, and it 
is onr desire to make this list as complete as possible. 
In this end we invite all teachers who are competent to 
instruct according to Mason’s system to send ns their 
“ameand address for publication in The Etude and for 
future reference in this office. We do not only wish to 
enroll the names of teachers in the large cities of the 
United States aud Canada, hut want as complete a list as 
't is possible to make, no matter whether the teacher s 
held ol activity is a large city or a country district. 
* * 
* * * 
or mail. The mail rate is eight cents per pound ; four- 
pound packages only allowed. With the June 1st state¬ 
ment we will send a gummed label containing a space 
for your name. 
Burixg this month we expect the returns and settle- 
from those having yearly accounts on onr books, 
his refers particularly to those having “ On sale ” paek- 
^es **ora ns- In returning the music not desired be sure 
Place your name and address on the package. It is not 
Mcesaary, in that case, to write to us. If the package is 
J &ny size the cheapest way, of course, is to send by 
re'ght, otherwise it would be best for you to obtain the 
Ipress fate before deciding whether to return by express 
The advertising pages of The Etude offer to music 
schools in particular, and to any one else who has any 
article to sell which appeals especially to musicians, a 
chance not to he obtained by any other method. We 
would draw the attention of the music schools and col¬ 
leges in particular, during the summer months, to the 
value of onr advertising columns. A few up-to-date 
schools have, every summer just before the fall opening, 
placed advertisements in our columns. They must have 
had results, as we have not had to ask for a renewal—it 
has come to us entirely- unsolicited. We have the largest 
subscription list, going to just the people whom you 
desire to reach, and our terms are not high. Write to ns 
for particulars. 
***** 
During the past few years we, perhaps, have paid 
more attention to the reed organ than other publishers 
have. Mr. Charles W. Landon, well known as a teacher 
aud writer, has prepared for ns the most popular Reed- 
organ Method published. In addition to this, which can 
bemused in conjunction or otherwise, he has prepared a 
set of Reed organ Studies, published in four books. These 
are up-to-date collections of easy music and instruction 
combined, selling as sheet music for one dollar each, sub¬ 
ject to our usual discount. In addition to this method 
and school we have published a large number of specially 
prepared compositions for the reed-organ. We shall be 
pleased tosend any or all of the above named publications 
i > on saie” at onr usual liberal discount to the prolession. 
***** 
The quality and price of our metronomes is so excep¬ 
tional that we can not hut mention it more often than 
we otherwise would. Our price is below that given >y 
anv other house. The price for transports ion, while it 
is as substantial as possible, is so arranged that it is less, 
and the quality of the metronome is the best which we 
can find without reference to price. We are paj.ng 
more at the present time than it is possible for ns to buy 
the make which is being sold by most of the houses deal¬ 
ing in these goods. The metronome has become a post 
rive necessity to every piano studenR ^-rry four 
styles • With and without bell, detached I d for f-T»0 
and V 50- with and without bell, attached lid (which is 
If you have not one of these instruments, let us have 
yJr order. The cost of transportot.ou is extra, about 
25 cents. 
# * * 
Perhaps it is not generally known that our musical 
HLRHAis , flrc ti,e most valuable of 
literature publications to-daj are U,e^ ^ 
any list pubHslied ’Y any ^ ^ hteratnre is 
- glven more atten . to our own publications 
aim of this journal ln adilD'o ba8oharge of 
we will largest hook-publish- 
the musical literal considerahle cataloguing in 
ing concerns , he musical literature 
this line. He says J without doubt the 
W, »r. prepared to Inni.li »J- 
S». - “* ' 
price. * , 
* * * 
*- *>“ -»“* “ *• 
soliciting of subscriptions to this journal. The retail 
price, from which we never deviate, to the general pub¬ 
lic is $1.50. Wre give for this, every month, at least 
twenty-eight pages of valuable musical reading matter 
and twenty-eight pages of music, containing seven or 
eight pieces, equal in price to more than a year’s sub¬ 
scription. Wre allow a large commission to those who 
wish to solicit subscriptions. WTe have the largest paid 
subscription list of any journal connected in any way 
with music. This of itself is a guarantee of the value of 
the journal to its constituents. As our agents have said 
to us, The Etude is well known in almost every musi¬ 
cal community, and where it is not the leaving of a copy 
over night proves its worth without any further solicita¬ 
tion. 
We will furnish yon with free sample copies aud will 
give you any other help possible. Write to us. 
• • 
• * * 
The new work on “ Harmony,” by Dr. H. A. Clarke, 
is expected from the binder in a few days, when it will 
be sent out to the advance subserilters. The special offer 
of the work is no longer in force. The retail price of 
the book has been placed at $1.25. 
To those contemplating teaching harmony in the fall 
we would advise an examination of this work. It em¬ 
bodies the most advanced ideas of teaching liarmoDy. 
It is written by ail experienced theorist and educator. 
It will, no doubt, rank as one of the leading works of 
onr time on harmony. 
***** 
We have issued a little pamphlet by Carl Reinecke, 
entitled “Suggestions for the Musical Youth,”price ten 
cents. It is somewhat on the order of Schumann’s 
“Rules to Young Musicians.” A copy of a work of 
this character, placed in the hands of every mnsic 
student, produces an immense amount of good work. 
The trouble with the average music student is that they 
have very clouded ideas of the importance aud difficulty 
of mnsic. This little work will go a good way toward 
setting pupils aright. 
* * * 
During any of the three summer months we will 
send The Etude for only twenty-five cents to any person. 
This is done primarily to keep alive the interest of the 
pnpil during the period in which regular practice is sus¬ 
pended. It has been shown that any pupil, having good 
musical literature and good music to entertain him 
during the summer, returns in the fall with an increased 
desire to prosecute more serious study. Every teacher 
throughout the country should advise every member of 
the class to take this twenty-five cent subscription for 
the three months. The sheet music alone in these three 
months could not be gotten for less than $2.00. Try the 
plan! , • 
* * * 
OUR new book of duets, called “The Duet Hour,” 
has met with the heartiest approval of the profession. 
While there are many volumes of four-hand music, there 
are very few that are systematically arranged. Most of 
them contain a miscellaneous lot of music that is throw n 
together, without design, from the pieces that the pub 
lislier may have on hand. The plates for these duets 
were not taken from plates that were already on hand, 
but were designed es|>eoial!y for this work. This book 
gives variety and progressive difficulty and style of com¬ 
position in the correct order. The pieces arc mostly in 
the first and second grade, and very few of them con 
tain over two pages. The retail price of the book is $1.00. , . 
* * * 
Those of our patrons who desire to continue to teach 
during the summer, can have our new issues sent to 
them regularly monthly, by sending us special instruc¬ 
tions. During the summer months our new issues 
are not sent out unless especially directed. But 
there are as many teachers who are more active in the 
summer than in the winter ; to these the regular pack¬ 
ages of new mnsic are a very great accommodation. We 
publish just as extensively in the summer as in the 
winter. Those of our patrons who desire either our 
vocal or instrumental compositions during the summer, 
can have them by sending in their names. 
18S 
Wk are agents for two sets of books that will serve a 
particular purpose. The one is called the “Wreath 
Course,” by J. D. Luce. It is composed of four distinct 
works, to be used for singing classes, clubs, public 
schools, etc., and is an excellent book for vocal purposes. 
The “Juvenile Wreath” is the simplest, and is in¬ 
tended for primary classes. It contains rudiments and 
the simplest songs for children. The next above that is 
the “ Ideal Wreath.” This is a book for more advanced 
pupils and has a great variety of songs—sacred quartets, 
glees, l>oat songs, etc. The next is the “Sovereign 
Wreath.” This can be used for clubs or intermediate 
grades. It also has rudimental instruction. The last 
one, the “Imperial Wreath,” is a collection of glees, 
operas, four-part songs, anthems, etc., for the use of 
schools, musical conventions, and colleges. Each of 
these works is complete in itself, but they make a most 
excellent course. The music is selected with the great¬ 
est care, and is the best set of courses we have ever 
examined. 
The other set of works is by J. A. Parks, and is com¬ 
posed of five most excellent volumes, as follows : Sacred 
Quartets for Male Voices, Sacred Quartets for Mixed 
Voices, Concert Quartets for Mixed Voices, Concert 
Quartets for Male Voices, and Sacred Anthems for 
Mixed Voices. An advertisement of these two sets of 
books can be found in another part of this journal. We 
also will send circular to any one on application. 
***** 
The marked success of the little work called “ How 
To Teach, How To Study,” by E. M. Sefton, has neces¬ 
sitated a second edition. All the typographical errors 
of the first edition have been corrected in this. The 
work is much more substantially bound, and other alter¬ 
ations, that were found necessary, were made by the au¬ 
thor. To young teachers and those about to enter the 
profession, this book is of incalculable benefit. It is a 
guide to the music teacher. It points out the obstacles 
to be overcome, how to manage the pupil, and how to 
develop the latent resources of the pupil. The took is 
resplendent with the most valuable hints on how to 
teach. It sells retail for only fifty cents. 
***** 
“ The Masters and Their Music,” by W. S. B. Math¬ 
ews, is one of the books that we would recommend for 
summer reading. It is inspiring and instructive. Most 
works of this kind have dealt principally with the 
biographies of musicians. The most important feature 
of Mr. Mathews’ work is the works of the masters, 
although the biographies have not been slighted. It can 
be used as a book lor music clubs or classes, nnd also as 
a basis for lectures, but most of all for the individual 
use ol the teacher. The information contained in the 
work should be in the possession of every active member 
ot the profession. If you have not a copy of the work, 
and wish to have summer reading, which will improve 
you at the same time, procure a copy of “The Masters 
and Their Music.” Price $1.50. 
***** 
Laxdon’b “Sight Beading Album ” is on the market. 
It is, no doubt, the finest collection of easy mnsic that 
has ever been issued. Every piece is a gem. Besides it 
has the additional feature of sight reading, which is by 
no means secondary. Teachers can not complain of a lack 
of good music of the easier grades. Every piece in this 
volume, il not by one of the great masters, is at least by 
some well-known writer. The aim of the work is to 
present the best of the easiest of all composers. A 
second volume will follow some time in the fall. An¬ 
nouncement will be made later on. 
***** 
“ Not“ of a I’ianist,” by Gottschalk, is a work that 
is deserving of a wider popularity that it has received 
The price of the work has been a bar to its extensive 
use. It has now been reduced from $3.00 to $1,50 
since we have become the publishers. Gottschalk’s 
career is one that is particularly interesting to all 
Americans. The interest in his works is jnstas much 
alive to-day as in the early sixties. He was the first 
great American pianist, and we have not had his equal 
as yet. He might be styled the Chopin of America. In 
his works he gives his experience, his trials, and his 
THE ETUDE 
thoughts. It was a habit of his all through his life to 
jot down all his observations and to keep an accurate 
account of everything that transpired during his concert 
career. This book is written in an extremely interesting 
style. 
parlor singing. The range is such that it can he used l 
any medium voice. It is a song for teachers as well. ? 
* * 
* * * 
HOME NOTES. 
This is the time of year when diplomas are issued. 
It should be known that we have blank forms of diplo¬ 
mas that are available for graduating purposes. The 
size is about 15 x 15 inches, lithographed on parchment 
paper, and gotten up in regular diploma form. The 
price of these is ten cents each. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
The Canzonetta, by A. Fenier, is the composition 
which was awarded the first prize in the competition 
which closed the past month. It is a very smooth, flow¬ 
ing lyric, just exactly what the name means, a song. 
The melody must be brought out exactly as if sung by 
a solo voice. 
The Impromptu, by Friedrich Brandeis, is also of the 
lyric type, and should have a clearly enunciated melody. 
The composition can be given with considerable rubato, 
the accompanying chords light and short. The second 
part in A flat must be rendered in a broad, quiet style. 
The upper note of the various chords is to be considered 
as a melodic note. 
The Blacksmith,” by Frank L. Eyer, is a taking 
little piece in what the Germans call “ Charakterstuck ” 
(character-piece). The blows of the heavy hammer on 
the anvil and the lighter, more rapid, and ringing strokes 
of the small hammer are all clearly indicated, while the 
melodious quality of the piece makes it interesting 
music. At the close, the six strokes of the bell must be 
well brought out, when the blacksmith lays aside his 
work, doffs his leathern apron, and wends his way home, 
with a light and happy heart, to the joys and rest of his 
fireside. 
The “Turkish March,” by Biehl, brings in the 
strongly-marked rhythmic effects and ornaments which 
are characteristic of Eastern music and which composers 
use to impart “ loeal color” to compositions. The 
irregular accents on the second beat of the measure 
must be regarded, since they contribute largely to the 
effect of the piece as a whole. 
The Star-Spangled Banner,” a transcription by 
Carlos Troyer, will be a welcome addition to the pianist’s 
repertory at this time. The variations show the thorough 
musician and accomplished pianist, and we can confi¬ 
dently urge the learning of this piece by all players 
whose technic is sufficiently advanced for them to under¬ 
take it. The melody is to be brought out at all times 
as it sung in unison by a chorus of the people,—broad, 
sonorous, and vigorous. Those who have bought copies 
of the sheet-music edition should compare the latter 
with the present edition, which contains some changes 
by the composer. 
The Scherzo, by Bielfield, is a piece for the younger 
players that will be welcomed by teachers everywhere. 
The subject is so clearly defined and melodious that a 
child will naturally bring it out at every entry, even if 
not told to do so. Each hand contributes a share to the 
effect of the piece—a symmetry both in technic and in 
musical results. The second movement partakes of the 
lyric type, and the right hand has the principal work. 
Brahms’ “Hungarian Dance,” from the well-known 
set, should please those of our readers who do duet play¬ 
ing. We have spoken often of the gypsy music of Hun¬ 
gary. Many composers have endeavored to express in 
our modern system of music the peculiar rhythmic 
melodic, and dynamic effects of the gypsy, and Brahms 
as been one of the most successful. Every mark in this 
piece has its value and should be observed. 
Our vocal pages are enriched by a sparkling, spirited 
7v *? ???, ™erie «•«s» 
Th i i ■"T~ in *» Month of 
•i- his must be rendered with appropriate light¬ 
ness and delicacy, the whole effect being suitable ttfthe 
season of flowers and the “ merry May-time.” 
Caron’s song, “It May Be Love, ” is a good type of the 
modern song of sentiment and can be used for concert or 
Me. Louis C. Elson will be in Asbury Park this July He will l 
liver a course of twelve lectures on Musical History there. * 
Ihe Chicago Musical College has moved into its new home 
Wabash Avenue. For the next season the College will aw.nl ,1- 
scholarships, 35 full and 150 partial. 
Mr. Harold Randolph, the newly-elected director of Ihe P«, 
body Conservatory in Baltimore, is making a visit to the large n„2 
schools of this country, and will spend the summer in Europe look 
ing therethe 13(681 “lld 6681 methods e“P'oyed in conservatory teach- 
Mr. W. J. Henderson, the brilliant musical critic of the “N Y 
Evening Post” and a valued contributor to The Etude, is amemlw 
of the N. Y. Naval Reserves. He is also an enthusiastic yachtsman 
and can “ write up ” a race as well as a concert. 
Dudley Buck’s cantata, “Christ the Victor,” was rendered at 
Grace Church, Middletown, N. Y., on the evening of May 18th. 
The chorus was the regular thirty-voiced choir of the church und« 
the direction of Mr. Harvey Wickham. This is the fourth cantata 
•given by this choir during the present season. 
Professor Edward Dickinson has issued a very complete syl¬ 
labus of his lectures on the history of music, primarily for the use of 
his classes lu Oberlin Conservatory, but equally valuable to all 
students. The syllabus contains lectures on the principal classical 
foi ms, with a consideration of the old classical writers, as well as the 
modern romantic school, including Wagner. The references for 
private study will prove an invaluable aid to the home reader. 
Mr. William II. Sherwood is closing up a series of concert 
engagements. He will play at the M. T. N. A. meeting in New 
York, and be at Chautauqua Lake, N. Y., in July and August. 
Mr. Frank Wki.tner, of Chicago, a former pupil of Dr. Robert 
Goldbeek, who has been abroad studying for the past six years, will 
be back at the Goldbeek Summer School in Chicago. 
A recital by pupils of Carl Faelten.in Steinert Hall, Boston, May 
14th, was favorably noticed by the local press. Mr. Faelten will 
carry on a summer school for teachers, July 11th to August 12th. 
An Eisteddfod was held at Ada, 0., May 30th, under the auspice# 
of the Ohio Normal University Choral Society. Mr. H. E. W. Jones, 
of Philadelphia, was the adjudicator. 
Miss Kathryn R. Glinnon, a former pupil of Dr. William 
Mason, gave a recital in Association Hall, Newark, N. J., assisted by 
a number of her pupils. 
Miss Emily Stankowitch, one of Philadelphia’s best-known 
singing teachers, gave an enjoyable pupils’ recital at the Stratford 
Hotel, May 20th. 
The South Atlantic States Music Festival, held at Spartansburg, 
S. C., under the auspices of the Converse College Choral Society, 
proved a success both artistically and financially. Dr. Peters is to 
be congratulated. 
Edward Baxter Perry spent the last two weeks of April in 
Paris. On the 19th he played at the Villa Lusignon for his Royal 
Highness, Prince Guy de Lusignon, on the 20th at one of Mrs. 
Chapman’s afternoon receptions, aud on the evening of the 21st 
gave a public concert of his own at the Salle des Fetes du Journal. 
Of this appearance the “ Paris Messeuger” writes: “ Last evening, 
M. E. Baxter Perry, of Boston, played a program which taxed every 
resource of the modern virtuoso, and showed a technical grasp and 
scholarliness seldom equaled even in these days, when the piano is 
supposed to have yielded up all its secrets. Mr. Perry is entitled to 
a high rank among the great players of the world, and his gift at 
analysis and composition is very rare among musicians who are 
primarily instrumentalists. . . 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of t ie 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
DISTINGUISHED EUROPEAN CONCERT 
pianist (lady), with highest European reference 
ess notices, desires Dosition as teacher and pianis 
A 
and pr positi n |S
in some large conservatory or college. Address 1 
particulars, salary, etc., M. S., care of E. W. Fritzsc®, 
Redacteurdes “Musikalisclien Wochenblattes,” Leipzig, 
Germany. 
PROF. EDWA RD DICKINSON OF THE OBERLIN 
(Ohio) Conservatory and College has published >* 
syllabus of lectures as a guide to those who may wish 
study the history and criticism of music. The wot 
forms a pamphlet of 13(1 pages, giving a topic abstract < 
the subject, with references in detail to over 250stand® 
works in English, German, and French, of which a s' 
200 are English. The price of the book, unbotnd. 
$1.00, and may to obtained of the publisher of 1 
Etude. __ 
WANTED, BY A LADY OF EXPERIENCE, PpSJ' 
tion as assistant teacher of piano in collug ■ 
References. Address C., P. O. Box 438, Meridian, M'ss- 
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-The Duet Hour” is a pleasing, easy collection of a 
..iui will certainly prove to be a favorite 







1708 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
the Etude is the tost monthly book that was ever 
„hHshed • it is useful to the teacher as well as the 
tfent having abundant information and a very good 
selection of music in every number.^ 
Allow me to express my appreciation of The Etude. 
TfinJiT so helpful in my teaching that I would not be 
1 thmit ft for double the price. The teacher or student 
"-t°to a h^avd who would not be inspired to greater 
X» by M a.oa.bt V. Dover. 
t aiSo want to say a word for The Etude I have 
taken this paper two years. It has been a great help to 
■« I would not be without ft. g McCord 
Tapper’s “Music Talks” I have found full of valu¬ 
able s^gestions in arousing latent ca^brhH^ m the 
young music student. Mbs. S. B. Foster. 
Clarke’s “ Pronouncing Dictionary ’’just received I 
am delighted with ft. M- F- Murray . 
Clarke’s “Dictionary of Musical Terms,” Mason’s 
"Touch and Technic,” and “Twelve P^o Lessons 
are all fine indeed. Mrs. H. E. Gans. 
Am using Mathews’ “ Graded Studies ” for my pupils, 
and find them the best of anything I have ever used. 
Adelina C. Keith. 
I am delighted with “Mnsic: Its Ideals and 
Methods,” by \V. S. B. Mathews. Every word is valu¬ 
able ’ J May W. Armstrong. 
Received “Third and Fourth Grade Pieces,” by 
Mathews. The true worth of this work will merit 
wide popularity with educated musicians ^ ^ 
I am very much pleased with Mathews Pieces for 
Pianoforte,” Grades III and IV. Every piece is inter¬ 
esting and delight my pupils. The selection is a rare 
one, and I am sure a teacher could not do better than to 
supply pupils with a set of pieces like those found in 
“Pieces for Pianoforte” by Mathews. 
Lucie Knappe. 
I must thank yon for your promptness, and hope that 
in return I maybe enabled to send you several more 
subscriptions. Otto Merz. 
"Standard English Songs” has reached me in good 
order, and I am quite pleased with the same. 
Mrs. J. P. Barrett. 
I thoroughly appreciate the promptness with which 
all orders are filled and will tender many thanks tor 
kindness received. L. M. Parker. 
I wish to express my entire satisfaction with the 
quality of your publications and to thank yon tor the 
promptness and carefulness with which my orders have 
been filled. Marian Bonnell. 
1 find your business methods a great help to me. 
Florence N. H. Fisher. 
I am pleased with your selection of reed organ music. 
Mabeli.e L. Forshke. 
I am greatly pleased with the new game, “Triads 
and Chords.” Have played it in my chorus class ana 
find it to be interesting and helpful. 
Luella Gibson. 
The pieces of the “Sight Reading Album,” by Lan- 
fion, have been carefully arranged in progressive order. 
The introduction is instructive and the analytical notes 
are valuable and helpful. Sadie Van Tyne. 
I received “How to Teach: How to Study,” by E. 
Sefton, and I am very much pleased with the vvork. 
I think it is of great value to music teachers, and I take 
pleasure in recommendiug it to all earnest teachers. 
Mrs. Jessie Phillips. 
I received in due time the little hook entitled H°w 
Teach: How to Study,” by E. M. Sefton. I read it 
Wlth keen pleasure. It reveals a thorough teacher m its 
author, is full of suggestion, and can not fail in being 
wlpful to any teacher. F. D. Baars. 
Packages of mnsic On Sale received, and we herewith 
bank you sincerely for your prompt attention. It g')es 
II Pleasure to express our appreciation of your unfailing 
bromptness. The selections of music are just wliat we 
*ant; we are delighted with them. 
Benedictine Sisters. 
Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete catalogues sent free 
To responsible teachers we will send on 
examination any of our publications at special prices. 
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country. 
on application. 
2379. Streabbog, L. Op. 118, No. 7. My 
First March. Grade . 1° 
A clearly marked march rhythm with a simple 
chord accompaniment. 
2380. Streabbog, L. Op. 118, No. 2. My 
First Waltz. Grade I. 13 
A simple little piece in an easy rhythm. Suitable 
for the “ very first pieces.” 
2382. Behr, Franz. Op. 575, No. 20. 
Wanderer’s Song. Grade I. ■»> 
The title is an allusion to the old custom in Gcr- 
rnany of sending an apprentice on a tour of ''an/'"' 
citte ltefore he received status as a journeyman. I he 
air is simple and melodious, with a certain rollicking 
gayety appropriate to the theme. 
<>396-2401. Engelmann, H. Op. 299. Six 
Characteristic Pieces. 
1 The Happy Hunter. Grade IT- 35 
2 The Beggar. Grade H--—•• ••••;• f? 
3 The Tyrolean Maid. Grade II. -•_> 
4 The Old Hermit. Grade II. 
5. The Juggler. Grade II. f? 
6 The Pilgrims. Grade 11. 
are descriptive In character. 
0411. Kuenhold. C. Op. 48. Evening ^ 
Prayer. Grade 11  
A good study in double notes and chords, as well a. 
practice in sostenuto style. 
“iSiSntS. “ 
*ra”bSHh?mnfer the dfveioprnem of 
playing. 
, 11 a On 72. Rondo alia 
«**• .r * 
irregular, yetl a^iastcrly composition by an 
the wbole PV)®fh twlcher, and “■*r"1 for techn,c*1 
advancement as^re'ri^'rnusica, interest. 
2425. Mendelssohn F. Premde in E Mi- ^ 
nor. Grade \   . . 
A fine study in broken rast^r'e 
‘richaudfuUofTower: A standard compomtion. 
240G Schmoll, A. OP.54 
J^sassaxuas: 
sent a useful piece. 
.v, T Arthur. Op. 19- 
2427'243Bi?hT Tone Miniatures f o r 
Young Pianists. 25 
1 Heimweh. Gradell-..-. .... 30 
o petite Valse. Grade . .... 30 
3 Canzonetta. Grad- .'*. 30 
4 The Mill- Grade H •••••—' . 4o 
5 The Parade. Chad® . 4() 
The Hunt Grade   :{n 
7. Melody- GradeII ...■•••. 30 
8. Barcarolle, had ln 
One important deal?” ^ the**pieces *** ibeir *we 
demands. 
2435. Clarke, H. H. A. The People Free. 
Grade II1. 25 
A patriotic song which is peculiarly fitting at this 
time. It may be sung by a large l»ody of singers in 
unison, the accompaniment being very full and 
sonorous. 
2436. Kauffmann, Fritz. Op- 10, No. 2. 
Humoreske Waltz. Grade III—. 30 
A dashing waltz, brilliant and effective. It contains 
interesting out uot difficult left-hand passages. 
2437. Raff, Joachim. From Suite Op. 162, 
No. 3. A Rustic Dance. Grade III. 20 
A melody for right hand, with an accompanying 
figure in the same hand, later transferred to the left, 
while the right brings out a rich, sonorous melodr, 
makes a piece useful as well as attractive to pupils. 
It has all the well-known melodious qualities of Ran. 
2438. Bohm, C. Op. 213. Charge of the 
Uhlans. Four Hands. Grade IV... 75 
The slvle of the piece Is the popular military galon. 
It is highly animated iu spirit and movement, while 
the leading themes are beautifully melodious and 
catchy. Several ocUve passage* arc introduced. 
2439. Bartlett, Elinore C. The Owld 
Plaid Shawl (Song for Medium 
Voice). Grade III.-.-. 
The text is partly in Irish dialect, but not so much 
so as to class it among dialect songs. It is good for 
the lighter uuinliers of parlor or concert use. 
2440. Ganschals, C. Op. 42. Trout 
Dance. Grade III. 
A piece of the popular style suitable for teaching 
or recital purposesaa well as home entertainment. The 
structure is simple, the rigid hand melodic with an 
accompaniment in broken harmony. 
2443 Herrmann, S. L. Thou rt Like a 
Tender Flower (for Soprano or 
Tenor). Grade V_... 40 
Heine's lyric has 1-ecn set lo music many times, but 
Mr Herrmann’s interpretation will rank with the 
Iwsl. The accompaniment adds greatly to the dram¬ 
atic quality of the setting. 
2441. Herrmann, S. L. To the Distant 
One(forSopranoorTenor). GradeV 40 
A song for mexxo-soprano or tenor, with a strong 
passionate text and music, it l» lo 1"' m-mmi-ndoa 
to singers In search of a vigorous concert song. 
2445. Kaiser, P. Op. 4, No. 1. Rustic 
Ball. Grade II. M 
A Jolly nice© in waltz tempo, with intere*ting mel¬ 
ody work in the left b***d. 
2446. Kaiser, P. Op. 4, No. 2. Moorish 
Dance. Grade II. m 
Useful for study In wliat Is known a* •• c-haracter- 
lslic music.1' <><ld rhythmical figures and striking 
harmoirie* joined l" certain dynamic feature, give a 
i l.nrlinrlc efiert such as Is considered lo be cnar- 
^Uririlc «f dm Moorish, Turkish and Arabian 
people. 
o449 Parker, Henry. In the Dusk of the 
Twilight (Duet for Soprano and 
Contralto). Grade IV. «■> 
«n.i_ fi»»»*t Ik In the Tyrolean style and Introduce* 
th™ ndliar "A'”-’’ the rnyUim is much of .be 
"ihndlcr” type. 
2481. Engelmann, H Op. 307. Parade 
Review. Grade II. 
2452 60 
2456 Schubert, F. Op- 142. No. 3. The 
~4 Rosamunde Air. Grad* 
nr the beautiful melodie* of Schubert 
th»re iIbo* on* that ran’**** »«• -"''"-rated air. 
- »/r„„cc Helmund. B. The Maiden's 
2457. M y- Medium Voice). Grade HI, 35 
a pnpolar song by a hvglle com^- Th* '"l 
Is of the type <>f Ibe usual German AW. 
„ „ n On 750 10 Easy Pieces 
2458. Czerny,^ of 
equal difficulty. Grades I and 11...... 
ln 
— §»--•-™ » 
A fine study in phrasing of small group*. 
m ^r- Onrlos The Star-Spangled 
2461. Troyer, C JConcert Paraphrase). ^ 
SSrtSfMS much ii.gcuuitV;»nd yet never leave, 
the melodloua. 
